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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
This thesis deals with the study of reactions characterized by the fact, 
that their final states contain particles with strangeness quantum number 
different from zero. These reactions took place between a beam of π + mesons 
of 5 GeV/c and protons in a liquid hydrogen filled bubble chamber. The beam 
was set up at the CERN Proton Synchrotron and was injected into the British 
National Hydrogen Bubble Chamber. The reactions (or more strictly speak­
ing: the tracks left by the charged particles before and after the interaction) 
were photographed in stereo by a set of three cameras. Some 125.000 stereo 
triplets were available for analysis. 
Over a period of several years many different topics were studied. This 
resulted in the following list of papers: 
"Study of the 6-pronged π+ρ interactions at 5 GeV/c".(l) 
'Test of quark model predictions in double-re son ance production by 5 
GeV/c π + mesons or protons".(2) 
'Test of absorption model predictions in double-resonance production 
by 5 GeV/c π* mesons on protons".^) 
"Decay properties of the 'A2( 1300)'-meson"/4) 
"Study of cross sections and spin density matrix elements for two-body 
reactions in 5 GeV/c π+ρ two-pronged interactions"V) 
"Analysis of ρπ+π" enhancements produced in the reaction π+ρ -»• 
тг at 5 GeV/c".(6) 
"Study of cross-sections and spin-density matrix elements in 5 GeV/c 
π
+
ρ four-pronged interactions".^) 
"Spin-density analysis of the B-meson produced in π+ρ re actions" .(8) 
"Longitudinal phase space analysis of 5 GeV/c 7Γ+ρ reactions".(9) 
"Analysis of the Al and Aj regions in the reaction π+ρ -* 7Γ+π+π"ρ at 5 
GeV/c".O0) 
"Evidence for double diffractive dissociation in π+ρ reactions at 5 
GeV/c".(ll) 
"Comparison of Ai-A2 interference between π"ρ and 7r
+p reactions at 5 
GeV/c".(12) 
"Strange particle production in 5 GeV/c 7r+p collisions"/13) 
In addition some 12 contributions, based on this work, were presented 
at conferences held in Berkeley, Oxford, Heidelberg, Cern, Vienna, Lund and 
Kiev (ref. 14-20). 
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In principle all these papers and contributions were prepared and written 
by a collaboration of five European laboratories: 
Physikalisches Institut der Universität Bonn, Federal Republic of Ger-
many. 
Department of Physics, University of Durham, United Kingdom. 
Fysisch Laboratorium, Universiteit van Nijmegen, the Netherlands. 
Ecole Polytechnique, Paris, France. 
Istituto di Fisica dell' Università di Torino, 
Istituto Nazionale di Fisica nucleare, Sezione di Torino, Italy. 
In practice these laboratories cooperated in extracting the data, but 
agreed to a certain division of tasks in the analysis phase. 
The study of the strange particle reactions was mainly done in Bonn (V° 
events) and Nijmegen (Vo and kink events). 
The relatively small cross section for strange particle production (* 7% 
of the total π+ρ cross section), as well as the fact, that in our experiment only 
some 50% of the produced strange particle events can be recognized as such, 
put severe limitations on the statistics that are obtained. As a result, only a 
few dynamical questions can be discussed meaningfully. In this thesis the 
dynamical analysis is restricted to the two body reactions π+ρ -»•Κ+Σ+, 7г+р 
- Κ*
+(890)Σ+, π+ρ -• Κ+Σ+(1385), and π+ρ -»• Κ*+(890)Σ+(1385). Much 
attention is however paid to the determination of channel- and resonance 
production-cross sections. 
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CHAPTER I 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
J.7 Introduction 
In this chapter we describe the experimental conditions 
and the procedures followed in the analysis of the "bubble 
chamher pictures. We also present some details on the heam 
and the bubble chamber. 
J.2 Beam, chamber and pictures 
(12 
In our experiment an electrostatically separated beam 
of IT* mesons of approximately 5 GeV/c momentum (U.997 ± 0.006 
GeV/c), originating from the CERN Proton Synchrotron, was in-
. . · (13) 
jected into the British National Hydrogen Bubble Chamber 
(fig. 1.1). 
The approximate internal dimensions of this chamber are 
150 χ 50 χ k6 cm, where 1+6 cm is the distance between the two 
parallel optical glass windows. The liquid hydrogen in this 
volume was kept at a temperature of 27 К at a pressure of 
6.3 kg/cm1. The pressure drop required to bring the liquid 
into a condition sensitive to bubble formation was 3.5 kg/cm*. 
The expansion and recompression of the liquid was accom­
plished by means of a piston. 
The beam traversed the chamber in the longitudinal direc­
tion and was almost parallel to the windows. The strings of 
vapour bubbles formed along the paths of the charged particles 
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Fig. 1.1 Plan view of the British Na-
tional Hydrogen Bubble Cham-
ber. 
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(tracks) were photographed through the front window Ъу means 
of three cameras with optical axes perpendicular to the cham­
ber windows. The hydrogen volume was illuminated through the 
rear window by a set of nine flashes. By means of a condenser 
system the light was focused in such a way, that the cameras 
could only receive light scattered by the bubbles (dark-field 
illumination). 
The repetition rate of the expansion-recompression cycle 
and film exposure was identical to that of the beam injection: 
approximately once per two seconds. 
The bubble chamber was installed inside a Helmholtz type 
(1І+) . . . 
magnet coil system . This produced within the chamber a 
nearly homogeneous magnetic field of approximately 13.5 kGauss 
perpendicular to the windows. Under the influence of the 
Lorentzforce, moving charged particles are forced to travel 
along a helix. Particles with positive or negative electrical 
charge curve in opposite directions. The radius of curvature 
of a track, projected onto a plane perpendicular to the field, 
is proportional to the momentum component in that plane: 
ρ = ρ cos λ/(0.3 Η) (1.1) 
where ρ is the radius of curvature in cm 
ρ is the momentum in MeV/c 
λ is the dip angle 
and Η is the magnetic field expressed in kGauss. 
During the exposure some 125.000 picture triplets were 
taken. They contained an average flux of 12.3 beam traks within 
the entrance limits of the fiducial volume defined in section 
II.1. 
1.3 Scan and measurement 
All pictures were scanned at least twice for so-called 
V o and V* events (fig. 1.2). 
The V events are interactions showing one or more visibly-
decaying neutral secondary particles: Λ and/or ІГл They were 
scanned and measured Ъу the collaborating laboratories in much 
the same way as the non-strange events 
+ 
The V events - also called kink events - are interactions 
showing one or more decays of charged secondaries: Σ - and/or 
+ 
K-. The first and second scanning of a large fraction of these 
events was done in Nijmegen only. 
The scanners were instructed to record all events with 
kinking tracks and/or with associated V 's, provided the pri­
mary interaction point (primary vertex) was lying within the 
limits of a fiducial volume (see sect. II.3). Fig. 1.2 shows 
the most frequently occurring topologies. Charged decays of 
neutrals showing a zero opening angle and strongly curved 
tracks with minimum bubble density were excluded; these prop­
erties are typical for γ -»• e e conversions. Separation of 
scatters from real charged strange particle decays was done 
by physicists in the output scan stage (see sect. 1.5)· 
The three pictures of each event were measured on conven­
tional film plane digitizers (S.O.M.-ENETRA) using diffraction 
gratings and Moire-fringe techniques. The point measuring pre­
cision in the film plane was typically of the order of 0.005 nm 
(« 0.05 mm in the chamber). 
The measured coordinates of interaction points, points on 
particle tracks and fiducial marks (see sect. II.3) were punched 
onto cards for further processing. 
9 
Fig. 1.2 Examples of the strange particle topologies found 
in our experiment. 
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The measurement of all V - events as well as the remeasure-
ment of some 10% of the V -events was done in Nijmegen. 
1.4 Geometriaal reconstruction and kinematic fitting 
The measurements were first checked for completeness and 
absence of errors by a computer program called ROOI. 
Spatial reconstruction of the events from the coordinates 
measured on the photographic stereotriplets was done with help 
(2) 
of the program THRESH . Results obtained from this program 
are the x, у, г positions of the interaction points (with re­
spect to a bubble chamber reference frame), the curvature, 
azimuthal- and dip-angle for each measured track, in addition 
to error estimates for these quantities. For short straight 
tracks the curvature is left undertermined. 
This geometrical information is used in the program 
(2) . . . . . 
GRIND . The task of this program is to find which kinematic 
interpretations out of a list of given hypotheses are compat­
ible with the measurement. Each hypothesis assigns a specific 
set of particles (masses) to the event-tracks. The momentum 
of each charged particle is calculated in a straightforward 
way from the curvature of the track and the magnetic field map 
of the chamber (Eq. (1.1)). If a particle stops in the liquid 
the momentum is checked against its range. The program is thus 
able to test each hypothesis on the basis of compatibility with 
the laws of conservation of energy and momentum (= U constraint 
equations). The test is performed using constrained least-
squares fit techniques. These fits not only lead to probability 
estimates for the validity of the hypothesis under consideration, 
11 
they also result in better (= fitted) values for the measured 
quantities. 
We distinguish the following sequence: 
A. Fitting of decays 
B. Fitting of the primary interaction 
С Fitting of the complete sequence of interactions 
A. Fitting of decays 
a. For a '/'-decay (K0 •*• ΐΓ*π" ; Λ •*• ρπ" ) GRIND first tests 
if the decaying neutral particle has indeed been created in 
the visible primary interaction. This is done by checking if 
the direction of the resultant momentum of the V -decay prod­
ucts passes through the primary vertex under consideration 
within the error limits. If the test confirms this assumption, 
the direction of the neutral track is fixed and then there 
remains only one unknown parameter: the absolute value of its 
momentum. Using one of the four constraint equations to de­
termine this parameter the program is able to test the hypo­
thesis by submitting the measured quantities to a 3-constraint 
fit (or 3-C fit). 
b. For decays of charged particles, we distinguish between 
two possibilities: 
1. The track between the primary and the decay vertex 
is sufficiently long to enable a determination of its curvature 
(momentum). This situation usually occurs for long lived par-
tides (К-; mean lifetime τ ~ 10" sec.) and is relatively rare. 
Occasionally also a Σ" decay can be treated in this way. Fit-
/ + ± + ± 0 , , \ . 
ting these decays (K -+• μ vj K~ -ν π π ; Σ~ •+· π"η) first re­
quires a determination of the value and direction of the mo­
mentum for the neutral decay product (3 unknown quantities). 
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This leaves us with a 1-C fit. 
2. The track between the primary and the decay vertex 
is too short for curvature measurement. This case applies 
almost exclusively for decays of short lived particles; 
e.g. for Σ* -»· тг+п. Σ* -*• pir0 and Σ" ->• ιτ"η. Only directional 
information can now be used and we have to evaluate one more 
unknown quantity, namely the absolute value of the momentum 
of the decaying particle. This implies that we have no more 
constraints left. The solutions of the direct (analytic) cal­
culations are by analogy often called 'O-C fits' or 'nofits'. 
A complication inherent to a 0-C decay fit is the fact 
that we often find two solutions (see appendix A). Fortunately 
in many cases one of these solutions (momenta) is incompatible 
with the momentum balance at the primary interaction. 
B. Fitting of the primary interaction 
The momentum of any decaying neutral particle fitted at 
its decay vertex is used as such at the production (= primary) 
vertex. For the decaying charged particles the momentum deter­
mined at the decay vertex is 'swum back' (i.e. extrapolated 
applying Coulomb scattering and curvature corrections) to the 
primary vertex. They are then used together with the momenta 
of the (semi-) stable secondaries in the identification of the 
primary interaction. 
A hypothesis is tested as follows. For the charged (par­
ticles) and visibly decaying neutral particles the knowledge 
of their masses, - assigned by the hypothesis - , and their 
momenta, allows a direct determination of the energy of each 
of these particles. These energies and momenta are summed, 
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yielding EL. and Pv respectively. The so called 'missing' quan-
tities at the primary vertex - EM and ?„ respectively - are 
then given by: 
E M = E - E V (1.2) 
? M - Ê - ? V (1.3) 
where E and Ρ are the total energy and momentum in the initial 
state. From the above we see that, neglecting 'swim' correc­
tions, only OL, is a hypothesis-dependent quantity. 
The missing mass M^ is defined as * ) : 
V - V - ^ 2 M 
If the hypothesis considered is compatible with the mea­
sured event, M^ should be equal (within the errors) to the 
mass of the eventually undetected neutral particle required 
by this hypothesis. We distinguish between three cases: 
1. Mj, * 0. If the hypothesis requires no extra neu­
trals, we will generally have a UC-fit. 
2. Мод « M , where MQ is the mass of a known particle 
(e.g. тг , IT , η. Λ, Σ β ). If the hypothesis requires a neutral 
*) Note. The correct formula reads Уі?с*= EL? - Ρ * с2. If energy, 
momentum and mass are measured in units of MeV, MeV/c and 
MeV/c2 respectively (as throughout in this thesis), Eq. (І.Ц) 
expresses a correct relation between the numerical values of 
these quantities. 
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of mass Μ , 3 constraints are used to calculate the momentum 
vector of M0. This leaves us with a 1-C fit. 
3
· \ + Δ " м ^ ^ + V» ( Ι · 5 ) 
where Δ М^ is the standard deviation of K. and m о is the mass 
of the π" meson. GRIHD examines the possibility that the mass 
assignment to the detected particles is correct but that more 
than one undetected neutral has been created at the primary-
vertex. It is in any case not possible to determine the indi­
vidual masses and momenta of these neutrals. GRIND assigns the 
missing quantities to a single fictitious neutral particle of 
mass M^. The calculation of VL, effectively uses up the last 
constraint and we again end up with a 0-C fit. 
Sometimes the above cases appear simultaneously. This is 
one origin of hypothesis ambiguities. 
A special case form the events with visible Λ decay 
(Λ -*• ρπ") fitting a Σ 0. The Σβ decays into Λ γ after a very 
short lifetime (< 10 - 1 4 sec); for all practical purposes we 
can consider both the Λ and the γ as created at the primary 
vertex. The γ has a negligible chance of converting into an 
e^e'-pair (the conversion length in hydrogen is ~ 10 m). This 
situation would normally lead to a 1C-primary vertex fit. There 
is now however an extra constraint equation to be satisfied: 
( Ε
Λ +
 E )» - (?
л
 + £ ) 2 = 4 » , (1.6) 
The fit for this class of events will thus have 2 constraints. 
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С. Fitting of the complete sequence of interactions 
GRIND finally considers all combinations of successful 
primary and decay vertex fits that are physically acceptable 
and performs a multivertex fit. While in the single vertex fits 
the determination of the best quantities is done at each ver­
tex separately, in a multivertex fit both types of vertices 
are tested together. 
The number of constraints given for the types of fits de­
scribed above are typical. However, variations may occur, e.g. 
if one or more of the tracks are difficult to measure. The 
determination of 'unmeasurable' quantities lowers the number 
of constraints accordingly. 
In reality, as already has been indicated, the fit method 
used is considerably more sophisticated than described above. 
All constraints are kept on equal footing using the technique 
of a constrained least-squares fit with Lagrangian multipliers 
With this technique the procedures sketched above are actually 
used to calculate first approximations (= fit starting values). 
These more refined fit methods however do keep the character­
istics (and in particular the constraint class division) of 
the more simplified methods described. 
For hypothesis selection (section 1.5) we use the χ1-
probability or confidence level Ρ (χ2) of the least squares 
fit. Its value depends on the χ2-value itself and the number 
of degrees of freedom n. For the types of fit described here 
η is (somewhat surprisingly) equal to the number of con-
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straints . (For nofits the confidence level is of course 
undefined). 
The output from GRIND is written onto magnetic tape and 
printed. It consists of a full description of the successfully 
fitted hypotheses for each vertex. It gives the initial and 
fitted values of momenta, angles etc. together with a pre­
dicted value for the "bubble density of each charged track. 
The bubble density is an important tool for hypothesis selec­
tion. It is statistically proportional to the energy loss of 
the particle per unit path length, a quantity which in turn 
depends on the velocity and charge magnitude of the particle 
considered. 
I.5 Methods of event identification; Acceptance criteria; 
Ambiguities 
In view of the limited measurement precision GRIND in 
many cases finds more than one kinematically successful hypo­
thesis. Selection of 'acceptable' hypotheses was done on the 
basis of the following additional criteria: 
a. The bubble densities of the charged tracks, pre­
dicted by GRIND, must be compatible with those visually ob­
served. It is generally possible to distinguish а тг* from a 
(*) Note. This is because η = (the number of measured quanti­
ties) - (the number of free quantities). In our case 
the latter term is equal to the difference (number 
of measured quantities) - (number of constraints). 
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X max. 
6.0 
6.0 
25.0 
Ρ ^ χ * ) min. 
О.ОШ 
0.05 
0.00005 
proton up to momenta of ~ 1.3 GeV/c. For тг and К the corre­
sponding limit is ~ 0.8 GeV/c. 
Ъ. The confidence level for the primary vertex fit 
is required to exceed a prescribed minimum. This minimum was 
chosen as follows : 
degrees of freedom (n) 
1 
2 
In many cases these acceptance criteria are not sufficient 
to completely remove the ambiguities. The ргоЪІет of resolving 
these ambiguities in samples with low statistics is known to 
he difficult. As a first approximation the following rules were 
used for event-by-event decisions: 
a. If fits of different constraint classes are pre­
sent, the fits of the highest constraint class are preferred. 
0. In cases where we are left with more than one fit 
within the same constraint class (> 1С) the hypothesis yielding 
the fit with the highest confidence level is chosen. 
Ambiguities of the type ОС-OC thus cannot Ъе resolved on 
an event-by-event basis. A method of handling these will be 
discussed below. 
Some statistical methods exist to correct a posteriori 
certain features of the samples selected with the above simple 
rules. Examples will be treated in section 1.6 and mentioned 
furtheron. For the application of these methods the presence 
of sufficient statistics is required. Some ambiguous channels, 
for which this was not the case, were left unseparated. 
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We first discuss rules α and 0 in somewhat more detail. 
A. With respect to rule α we can make the following remarks: 
(i) UC fits are always preferred to < 1С fits hecause 
studies with artificial events show that it is unlikely 
for events involving the production of one or more unseen 
neutrals to fake energy and momentum conservation without 
unseen neutrals. 
1+C-2C ambiguity occurs in events with a visible Λ decay 
fitting "both hypotheses with а Λ and a Σ . In section 1.6.2 
we discuss this type of ambiguity for the channels ЛК+іг+ and 
(ii) 2C-fits ambiguous with 0-C fits seldom occur; the 
2C-fit is accepted. The same applies for 2C-1C ambiguities 
(Σ0(->- Λ γ) vs. Λ π ). Statistics do not allow or justify 
the use of a special criterion. 
(iii) Especially when applied to the frequently occurring 
IC-ОС ambiguity, rule α is known to he a far from perfect cri­
terion, hut it usually presents the only solution available 
. . (3) for an event-Ъу-event decision . An example of a correction 
method is given in sect. 1.6.3· 
B. Concerning rule β the following remarks can be made: 
(i) The most frequent use of rule β is to decide 1C-1C 
ambiguities. Some examples of this type of ambiguity are: 
(*) Note. The index ν with Λ, Σ or К is used to indicate a 
decay visible within the bubble chamber. Σ denotes 
the decay Σ 0 •*• Λ γ. The index i stands for invisible 
decays. 
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пК Л.іг* ambiguity: ηΚ!κ0π* vs. Λ.π* Κ0ir* i l ^ ' i v I V 
(ii) Rule 3 is also used for the separation of the few 
hC-hC and 2C-2C ambiguities occurring. 
The kC-kC ambiguities in the four-prong-no-kink sample 
involving a ρΚ+Κ"ιτ* fit are an exception. For a detailed dis­
cussion we refer to section 1.6.1. 
(iii) For ОС-OC ambiguities an a posteriori repartition 
of events proportional to the unambiguous events is the only 
method available. 
(iv) At the decay vertices distinction between Λ and K0-
fits (usually a 3C-3C ambiguity) is almost never a problem. 
+ _+ . 
In the case of an ambiguity between а К - and a Σ--decay (0C-
OC) we generally prefer the Σ solution because the lifetime of 
the К implies that most of the K's will decay outside the 
chamber volume. Only in cases where the confidence level at 
the primary vertex for the fit with the К is a factor 5 or more 
higher than that for the other fits, the K-hypothesis is ac­
cepted. 
Rule 0 is statistically questionable in situations where 
the χ2-levels of the ambiguous hypotheses are not sufficiently 
different. Sometimes alternative strategies are chosen ' * 
: e.g. one accepts all (Ν) ambiguous fits for the event, 
weighting each of them with a factor •??. This method clearly 
gives equal weights to all ambiguous hypotheses, regardless 
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of the fact, that the corresponding cross sections may he very-
different. A better statistical method to estimate the popula­
tion of the ambiguous hypothesis-classes seems to be the method 
of redistributing a posteriori the ambiguous events proportion­
ally to the number of events having an unambiguous fit to the 
hypotheses considered (see e.g. ref. 6). For our sample and 
with regard to channel populations, the results of this latter 
method are generally fairly compatible with the results ob­
tained using the (a priori) rule β. 
In some cases one can statistically check and correct the 
quality of the hypothesis separation obtained by using rule fl. 
One can for instance inspect the shape of the missing mass 
distribution of the fitted neutral. Another method is based 
on the fact, that some channels appear in different topologies. 
Interactions yielding two neutral strange particles will in 
general be seen in three different topologies : two topologies 
characterized by one visible decay and one topology where both 
particles decay visibly. The ratio between the numbers of events 
found in these topologies should agree with predictions (see 
e.g. sect. I.6.3). Analogous cases appear in other topologies. 
In general this allows a check on the lower constraint class 
sample (and the way it was affected by rule β) using the char­
acteristics of the higher constrained sample. 
1.6 Hypothesis selection for some special channels 
1.6Л The channel pK*K~t(* 
± 
As most of the К particles decay outside the chamber, 
ιρΚ*Κ~·π* events mainly show a four-prong-no-kink topology. From 
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the measurements of the four prong sample we obtained a total 
of 1*22 events with a pK+K"ir* fit. This sample was composed as 
follows : 
unambiguous pK*K"ir* : 316 (a) 
ambiguous with the same hypothesis, 
but ir* and K* interchanged (hC-kC) 
ambiguous pK*K~ir+ - ртг+тг+тг" (hC-kc) 
ambiguous pK+K"ir+ - ρΐΓ','π+π"τΓβ (HC-1C) 
38 (b) 
5U (c) 
11* (d) 
These ambiguities have been investigated with artifical 
events generated by the program FAKE . As a result we 
found that we could treat the above ambiguities as follows. 
(i) Events in class (b) were assigned to the best fit 
(= rule 13). 
(ii) all events in class (c) were classified as ρπ+ΤΓ+π" 
because of the much larger cross-section of this channel 
(2.76 ± O.OI+ mb ^ 9 ' ) . The FAKE results show that (2.5 ± 1.7) 
% of the ρΚ+Κ_π4' events are lost in this way. 
(iii) all events in class (d) were accepted as pK^ K'ir* 
(= rule a). The FAKE results show that (1 ± 0.5) % of the 
ртг*іт
+
іг"іг
0
 events (σ = 2.8Θ ± O.OU mb ) will give a spurious 
ρΚ^'π* fit; this causes a contamination of about 20% in the 
ρΚ^'π* channel. 
1.6.2 The channels MC τ and I 0XV 
Events ambiguous between the hypotheses: 
Л К (e) 
and Σ ° κ + * + (f) 
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were studied using the decay properties of the Σ 0 -•• Λγ decay 
(see e.g. Butler ). 
Each event ambiguous between (e) and (f) was transformed 
to the Σ β -»• Λγ rest system. In this system the Σ 0 -•• Λγ decay 
should show isotropy. Instead, for these ambiguous events we 
observe a pronounced peaking of the γ-άΪ3ΪΓ^^ϊοη in the di­
rection of the measured tracks at the primary vertex (beam, 
К
+
, тг
+). The decay cosine distributions of the γ with respect 
to the direction of these tracks are given in figs. 1.3 (a), 
1.3 (c) and 1.3 (e) respectively. Fig. 1.3 (g) shows the cos 
(γ.ττ*) versus cos (γ.Κ*) distrihution for the ambiguous events 
with cos (γ.beam) < 0.8. We observe that almost all events lie 
near the houndaries. This justifies the decision to assign all 
events ambiguous between (e) and (f) to hypothesis (e). More­
over, for 20K+ir+ fits not ambiguous with (e) the γ-decay cosine 
distributions are compatible with isotropy and do not show an 
important loss in the boundary region - see figs. 1.3 (b), 
1.3 (d) and 1.3 (f). 
To explain the anisotropy of the ambiguous events we con­
sider a ΛΚ*π+ event in the Λ rest frame. If we try to fit a 
Σ
0
 instead of а Λ, the energy (momentum) of the incoming par­
ticles has to Ъе increased and/or the energy (momentum) of the 
outgoing charged particles has to be decreased to accomodate 
the energy (momentum) given to the γ. The fitting process will 
thus generally find the freedom to fake such a γ near the di­
rections of the charged primary vertex tracks. 
1.6.3 The ohannets with Α(Έ0Ж" production 
The numbers of events found in the samples : 
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COS(Ybeam) COSlv К") C O S ( V K + ) 
- 1 0 -OS 0 0 OS 10 
COS ( γ K + ) 
Fig. 1.3 Decay cosine distributions of the γ from the decay 
2° •*• Λγ in the Σ rest system. The distributions are 
from Σ ^ Ι Γ * fits ambiguous (a,c,e,g) and not ambiguous 
(b,d,f) with a ЛК fit. Unambiguous ΣβΚ+ιτ* events 
are shaded. The scatter plot (g) is for ambiguous events 
with cos (γ.beam) < 0.8. 
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Λ Κ "π V 
ν 
Λ Κ V i r * 
ν 
Λ Κ V i r * 
(g) 
(h) 
( i ) 
ν ν 
do not agree with the known branching ratios for charged Λ and 
К" decay (modified for ЪиЪЪІе chamber geometry, angular loss, 
etc. - see section II.5.7 for a full discussion). Compared to 
(h), the number of events in (g) is too high, in (i) too low. 
The missing mass squared distribution МЛ(Л) from sample 
(h) is fairly symmetric around the squared mass value of the Л, 
However, the M^(K0) distribution from sample (g), which should 
be symmetric around М*(Кв) (cf. the distribution of ΜΛ(Κβ) 
from ρΚ0Κβπ* in fig. I.U.a), shows a tail towards higher mass 
¡2 ¡О 
Π 
J L 
© 
90 EVENTS 
1 
!• ' i.n , m п , , 
M J ( K O ) = 0 2 5 2 CeV2 ® 
Jl 
116 EVENTS 
i ЧпЛ 
^JL· 01 02 01 01 OS ОБ 0? 
М
2 ( К ° ) GeV2 
Fig. I.U Missing mass squared distributions of the invisible 
К" in the reaction pKeK?ïï*(a) and Λ Κ.0π+π+ (b). 
* V 1 V I 
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values (fig. I.U.b), indicating contamination by other channels, 
such as Л К0,іг+іт+імг0 (m > i), 20Keir+ir+mire (m > O), etc. We de­
cided to remove all events with мЛ(К0) > 0.35 Gev2 from channel 
(g); these events amount to approximately 1/3 of the channel 
(g) sample. A fraction of these events was added to the sample 
Л
у
К
+
тг
+
тг
в
 (j) 
the fraction required was estimated by redistributing all events 
ambiguous between (g) and (j) proportionally to the non ambigi-
ous events. After the removal of events from (g) the experimen­
tal ratio between (g) and (h) is as required. We observe only 
(73 ± 10)$ of the events predicted for (i) by the sample (h) 
and the corrected sample (g). It is however plausible that, 
due to measurement errors, the missing (10) UC-events have been 
lost to lower constraint hypotheses (with extra тг mesons). 
(*) Repeating the same analysis for the samples : 
Λ
ν
(Σ*) Κ 0π+π+ (m/ ) m > 1 (θ) (k) 
Λ ( Σ 0 ) к тг+(ііигв) m > 1 (O) ( l ) 
we find an approximately complementary situation, the num­
ber of events in (k) being too low when compared to (l). Adding 
to sample (k) the remaining events discarded from (g) does not 
fully compensate this effect. We accept this as an indication 
that sample (l) is contaminated; the number of contaminating 
events is compatible with the loss in sample (i). 
(*) Note. We do not use the 0-C sample with K? only, because 
this sample may also include events of the type 
nK0KeirV(mi7e) m > 0. 
ν 
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I.7 Summary of Data 
A summary of each accepted hypothesis was written onto a 
(2) 
magnetic tape (Data Summary Tape) Ъу the program SLICE . 
Using identification data as input information, this program 
selected the accepted hypotheses from the GRIND output tape. 
In addition, other quantities needed for the analysis of the 
event were calculated from the GRIND data. Details can he found 
in ref. 2. 
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CHAPTER II 
ESTIMATION OF CHANNEL CROSS SECTIONS 
TI.7 Introduction 
As the words 'channel1 and 'reaction' have different 
meanings with different authors, we first define their meaning 
as used in this thesis. 
A channel will Ъе called the totality of transitions from 
our initial state to a specific final state characterized in 
terms of stable and/or semi-stable particles, irrespective of 
the intermediate states through which this final state was 
reached. In general we denote by (semi-)stahle particles the 
particles that (have a mean life long enough to) leave a visible 
track in the "bubble chamber, if charged. The π" meson and the 
Σ" are exceptions or borderline cases. These particles are 
treated as semi-stable particles, although they really live too 
short (< IO"16 and < 10"14 sec. respectively) to produce a 
visible decay path. This can be done without problems in 1-C 
situations where these particles are the unseen neutrals that 
are reconstructed from the energy-momentum balance. The treat­
ment of the Σ 0 in events with visible Λ decay has been discussed 
in sect. I.U. 
A reaction will be called a transition from our initial 
state to a specific final state characterized in terms of par­
ticles directly produced by the interaction, whether (semi-) 
stable or not. In this case the final state may contain short 
lived (unstable) particles, the so-called resonances - usually 
decaying via strong interactions. Their short mean lifetime 
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implies, that even if charged they cannot produce a visible 
track in the hubhle chamber. The presence of a specific reso­
nance can be detected by examining the so-called effective 
mass distribution of the possible decay products of that reso­
nance (see sect. III.2.1). 
Knowing the identity (masses) of all (semi-)stable par­
ticles, we can in principle classify each individual event into 
a channel. If no resonances are produced, the channel and 
reaction classifications coincide and can be performed on 
an event-by-event basis. If however reactions involving 
resonance production are present, their contributions can 
be determined in a statistical way only, e.g. on the basis 
of the effective mass distributions mentioned above. 
A specific channel thus may contain several reactions. 
On the other hand, as many resonances have more than one 
decaymode, one reaction may feed more than one channel. An 
illustrative example is the channel plC'ifir* which contains 
the reactions (section III.3.U): 
7Γ+ρ -ν Л(1520) К*тг* (3-body) 
тг
+
р -»- Δ++(1236)Κ+Κ- (3-body) 
π
+
ρ •> Δ++(1236) Α° (2-body) 
тг*р -»- p K + K V (It-body) 
with the following decays of the resonances: 
Л(1520) -> pK" 
Δ++(1236) -.ρ/ 
A ; - ΚΊΓ 
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On the other hand, consider for example the аЪо е mentioned 
two body reaation: 
π
+
ρ - Δ++(1236) A ; 
It is known that the resonance Α° can decay into different 
modes e.g.: 
A; + κ*κ-
Αζ -» Κ
0
Κ
0 
±
 * * i « 
Aj-^ртг ; p ->-nir 
Consider ing only t h e decay: 
Δ + + (1236) -ν pir + , 
we see that the above mentioned reaction may be present in 
the channels: 
ir+p -*• ρπ+Κ*Κ-
π
+
 ρ * ртг
+
 Κ
0
Κ
β 
π*ρ •+ ρΐΓ+π+ΤΓ"τΓβ e t c . 
In this chapter we will calculate the channel cross sec­
tions. We start with a discussion of the acceptance criteria 
and continue with a description of the scanning and decay 
volumes. We next give the formulae and input quantities needed 
for cross-section calculations. The determination of and cor­
rection for losses form the subject of the subsequent sections. 
The channel cross section results are presented in table 11.25 
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to 11.27. At the end of this chapter a review of cross sections 
obtained in other experiments is given. The reaction cross sec-
tions are dealt with in the next chapter. 
II.2 Aoaeptcmae criteria 
The events used for cross section calculations were se-
lected using the criteria mentioned in section 1.5· For decays, 
we imposed the following additional "length-criteria": 
(a) The decay vertex must lie within the decay volume 
boundaries. (For a description: cf. sect. II.3). 
(b) The projected distance between the production - and 
the decay - vertex must be > 0.5 cm. By projected distance we 
mean the apparent distance in a plane perpendicular to the 
camera axes. 
The purpose of criterion (a) is to eliminate events with 
a decay close to the chamber boundaries. In these cases the 
decay tracks are often too short to allow a reliable measure-
ment. Criterion (b) removes events with tracks showing a decay 
near the vertex. The production angles (azimuth, dip) of such 
tracks can only be determined with large uncertainty. 
Rejecting events using a sharp cut-off has the advantage 
that the losses due to this procedure are more easily calcu-
lable (sect. II.5·U). 
The numbers of events (N.' - see section II.U) accepted 
for cross-section calculation are listed in tables II.1 -
11.15· Each table represents a different topology. They 
generally are arranged in the form of a matrix. The most prob-
able hypothesis determines the row where the event is located, 
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the second most probable hypothesis the соігмт. Unambiguous 
events thus lie on the diagonal. As a consequence of our 
classification criteria some intersections cannot be populated; 
we indicate this by a dot in the corresponding squares. 
IT.3 Scanning volume and decay volume 
We did not accept interactions close to the chamber bound­
aries , because in generell one or more of the produced tracks 
will then be too short to allow a reliable determination of its 
momentum. A so-called scanning-Volume was imposed at the be­
ginning of the experiment. Only events with a primary vertex 
inside this volume were accepted. The shape and position of the 
scanning-volume were fixed with respect to the so-called fidu­
cial marks. The fiducial marks are crosses of different shapes 
on the inner (liquid touching) surfaces of the bubble chamber 
windows. The coordinates of these marks are known with great 
accuracy. They are visible on the bubble chamber pictures and 
some of them are measured together with the events in order to 
serve as reference points during the geometrical reconstruction. 
If the scanning-volume has been well chosen, one can expect an 
almost flat distribution of interaction points along the beam 
direction. We found this to be the case. 
. - / ο ί \ 
Furthermore, for an event involving a decay (V , V ) we 
also required the decay vertex to be within the so-called 
decay-volume. Its boundary in the "downstream" region of the 
beam was determined by comparing decay-vertex losses for up­
stream primary vertices with the losses observed for downstream 
primary vertices. 
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TABLE I I . 2 
TOPOLOGY: 2 PRONG + 2 V" 
\secondary 
hypothesis 
most \^ 
prohableV 
hypothesisi\ 
ρΚ'ί'π* 
рК
0
к л
в 
рК
0
К% + ттг о 
m > 2 
η Κ
β
Κ
β
π
+
π * 
ηΚ Κ Tf+TT+mir0 
m > 1 
ЛК іг* 
Σ
β
Κ V ν* 
Λκνπ
+
π
0 
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m > 2 / 1 
H) 
+ 
ч 
29 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
+ 
N 
• 
• 
1 
• 
V β 
го 
1 
+ 
1 
• 
\ 
• 
i 
_ι 0 
β 
• 
• 
• 
• 
4 
'4 
7 
• 
• 
Μ 
ο 
ο 
+ 
• 
• 
6 
4 
2 \ 
1 
• 
ο 
+ 
+ 
• 
• 
1 
2 5
 Ν 
* 
> 
ο 
ο 
Β " . 
6 \ 
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TABLE I I . 3 
TOPOLOGY: k PRONG + 1 Vo 
NKK (mir) HYPOTHESES *) 
Nw secondary 
\ . h y p o t h e s i s 
most ^^ 
ргоЪаЪІеЧ 
hypothes isS. 
рГК% + тт-
р Г к тГіг
0 
рК К π π mir 
m > 2 
рК іг*** 
ρΚ
0
Κ-π*ΤΓ
+
π
0 
ρΚ
β
Κ
β
π
+
π*ΐΓ-
пК
+
К%+тг+тг-
пК
+
К
,
'л*іг
+
тг-тіг
в 
m > 1 
+ 
«1 
о 
+ 
1 
• 
• 
3 
• 
• 
• 
• 
>d 
«I 
о 
+ 
=i 
1 
0 
2 
4
 10 
• 
2 
• 
•d 
4 
1 
о 
ι 
k 
• 
. 
Ν 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•d 
И 
О 
< 
+ 
о 
2 
• 
\ 
1 
• 
•d 
Kl 
=1 
+ 
ι 
4 
• 
3 
• 
3 
+ 
о 
ι 
• 
Ν 
« 
WI 
ο 
+ 
в"* 
О 
Ч 
3 
о 
1 
=4 
+ 
=4 
+ 
• 
• 
*) non p o p u l a t e d channels have heen o m i t t e d . 
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TABLE II .U 
TOPOLOGY: h PRONG + 1 Vo 
Υ
0
Κ (πιπ) HYPOTHESES 
N-secondary 
N ^ y p o t h e s i s 
most N^ 
probable N. 
h y p o t h e s i s N. 
ΛΚ
+
π
+
π
+
π-
Σ
0
Κ
+
π
+
π
+
π -
Λ κ ν π
+
π - π
0 
Λ/Σ0Κ*π+π+π-ιηπ0 
m > 2/1 
Λ Κ
β
π
+
π
+
π
+
π -
V 
Λκνπ
+
π
+
π-
V 
V 
Λ /Σ 0 Κ 0 π + π + π + π-ιι ιπ β 
V
 m > 1/0 
Л / І ^ к ц ^ т Г т і г * 
ηΚ
β
 f ш> 1/0 
+ 
+ 
1 
4 
33 
S 
7 
M 
+ 
+ 
I 
11 
N 
12 
N 
k 
• 
• 
• 
+ 
+ 
3 
Su 
• 
3 
» 
• 
> 
M 
о 
-I 
+ 
N 
3 
< 
0 
+ 
+ 
1 
6 
• 
N 
• 
• 
4' 
+ 
% 
+ 
• 
\ 
• 
* 
M 
0 
<· 
+ 
+ 
• 
4 
• 
• 
< 
M 
о 
« 
о 
•ί 
! - ; 
1 
Ч 
Ν 
1 
« 0 
•< 0 
Û 
0
=Ό 
4 
N
K
K(mπ) 
hypothese
s
 
2 * 
ambiguous with ηΚ+Κ0π+π' , 'π" 
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TABLE I I . 5 
TOPOLOGY: k PRONG + 2 V o *) 
^ ч s e c o n d a r y 
\ h y p o t h e s i s 
^v 
^w 
m o s t N ^ 
ргоЪаЪІе ^ ч 
h y p o t h e s i s ^ ч 
ρ Κ
0
Κ
β
π
+
π
+
π -
ρ Κ
β
Κ
β
π
+
Τ Γ
+
π - / 
ΛΚ
0
·ιτ
+
ΤΓ
+
π
+7Γ-
Ε·κ·ιτ*π*ιι*ΐΓ-
«Ί 
^ 
+ 
+ 
1 
\ 
2 
N 
• 
•d 
^ 
^ 
+ 
% 
1 
=•0 
4 
\ 
Й 
0 
=і
ж 
^ 
1 
• 
4 
N 
M 
0 
и 
< 
=* 
^ 
+ 
=1 
1 
\ 
\ 
*) non p o p u l a t e d с Ь а л п е І з h a v e 
b e e n o m i t t e d 
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TABLE I I . 6 
TOPOLOGY: 2 PRONG, 1 V+ 
\ s e c o n d a r y 
^ l y p o t h e s i s 
most N. 
p r o b a b l e \ ^ 
h y p o t h e s i s N. 
prie" 
pK*K0imr° 
m > 1 
ЛК 
τ'κ*τ+ 
Λ / Σ β Κ * π ^ π 0 
πι > 1 
Г К * 
Σ ^ π " 
Σ^ΚΊηπ" m > 2 
Г Κ "π* 
Σ*κνιηιτ
0
 m > 1 
•d 
\ 
2 
• 
2 
• 
. 
•ο 
Ο 
Ι 
ο 
θ 
ν 
1 
ι* 
1 
=1 
+ 
2 
• 
4 
Ν 
, 
• 
• 
• 
Μ 
ο 
η 
+ 
• 
3 
4 
• 
. 
> 
4 
+ 
Λ 
ν 
2 
1 
3 
4 
1 \ 
2 
Μ 
• 
• 
• 
* 
• 
4 
33 
• 
« 
* 
+ 
ο 
• 
• 
2 
4 
1 9 \ 
19 
. 
Μ 
+ 
0 
Β 
ν 
ΓΟ 
1 
3 
\ 
6 
16 
Μ 
+ 
ο 
=1 
+ 
• 
. 
1 
16 
• 
2 \ 
Μ 
• 
θ 
+ 
О 
s 
ν 
1 
k 
\ 
3 1
 N 
TABLE I I . 7 
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TABLE I I . 8 
TOPOLOGY: 2 PRONG, 1 V+ + 1 V0 ») 
\ s e c o n d a r y 
\ h y p o t h e s i s 
most \> 
prohable^v 
hypothesisN^ 
pK+K0 
ρίΤκ'π
0 
pK-ïï<Wm > 2 
ηΚ*Κ"π* 
nK+KeTT*mue 
τη > 1 
A K V i r · 
Л/Б в К*л*тл в 
m > 2/1 
Σ
+
Κ
0
π
+ 
2 + K V Ï Ï 0 
I eKVm7r e 
πι > ? 
•a 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
о 
t 
г 
• 
• 
• 
• 
"ft 
V 
о 
1 
«I 
e 
• 
• 
• 
• 
о 
\ 
1 
* 
• 
ο 
• 
* 
2
Ν 
• 
• 
> 
Μ 
ο 
1 
4 
1 
+ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
4 8 
Ν 
• 
• 
ο 
• 
• 
• 
4 
• 
РЧ 
ο 
0 
ν 
го 
1 
\ 
4 
») non p o p u l a t e d channels have been o m i t t e d 
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TABLE I I . 9 
TOPOLOGY: It PRONG, 1 V+ 
^ ч s e c o n d a r y 
^ ч h y p o t h e s i s 
m o s t ^ \ 
p r o b a b l e \ ^ 
h y p o t h e s i s e ^ 
p K « K V 
ρ Κ * Κ - π * π ° 
pK*K~Tr*mïïe 
m > 2 
ρΚ*Κ°ι ι*π-
pK*K°Ti*Ti-mii° 
m > 1 
ηΚ*Κ-π*ττ* 
η Κ · Κ - π * π * ι ι ι π · 
m > 1 
ΛΚ*ιι*ιτ*π" 
Σ ° Κ * π * π * π " 
Λ / Σ ° 1 К*і і*ч*тГтч° 
ηΚ° ƒ ш > 1/0 
Σ * Κ * π % -
Г К * 7 і % -
Л
° 
Гк л-ш^
т > 2 
Σ * Κ % * π % -
m > 1 
•о ÍK * 
PS 
+ 
4 
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< 
2 
. 
• 
• 
• 
« 
fi 
ι 
=>» 
В 
=t 
э 
ν 
го 
2 
ч 
Ν 
1 
-J 
+ 
=t 
2 
• 
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Ч 1 
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• 
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• 
¡* 
ν 
\ 
\ 
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+ 
• 
1 
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2 
• 
\ 
• 
1 
• 
• 
=t+ 
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=t 
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• 
3 
\ 
• 
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* 
=4 > 
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--^
 0 
Ο 
2 
Ν 
Μ 
=4 
\ 
• 
• 
4 
ρ; 
+ 
=t 
• 
1 
. 
• 
2 
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Ν 
It 
' 
Μ 
+ 
β 
в =•. 
V 
no 
1 
4 
3 
\ 3 
1 
=•1 
=1 
. 
. 
• 
7 
4 
Ν 
J 
Μ 
=t 
в a' 
ν
-
· 
1 
1 
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TABLE 1 1 . 1 0 
TOPOLOGY: k PRONG, 1 V+ + 1 Vo *) 
рК*К
в
іг*іг-
pK+K π+·π·~ιηπ 
Σ
+
κνπ
+
π-
Σ
+ ν-β + + _ ο 
Κ ir π π π 
m > 2 
unambiguous 
*) non popula ted channels have been o m i t t e d . 
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TABLE 11.11 
TOPOLOGY: h PRONG, 1 V" 
N. secondary 
^ h y p o t h e s i s 
most X^^  
ргоЪаЪІеЧ 
h y p o t h e s i s Ν. 
p K * K V 
ρΚ*Κ-π
+
ττ
0 
p K + K V m n 0 
m > 2 
pKeK-ir*ir* 
pK Κ"π*ΤΓ+ωπ 
m > 1 
пК*К іт
+ 
ηΚ* Κ "π* ir* mir0 
m > 1 
Σ-Κ*π
+
ΐΓ
+ 
Σ-Κ*τΓ
+
π
+
π
0 
г-Гтг тіг
0 
m > 2 
Σ-κΊ,*τ*τι* 
m > 1 
Pf 
+ 
Ч 
Ν 
. 
η 
ι 
+ 
ο 
4 
• 
. 
• 
=•1 
ο 
Β 
ν 
ο 
+ 
+ 
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. 
• 
• 
0 
РЧ 
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+ 
Λ 
ν 
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+ 
Ι 
=1 
+ 
1 
. 
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Β 
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РЧ 
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• 
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• 
20 \ 
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Μ 
+ 
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=1 
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1 3 \ 
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=) 
ο 
Β 
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• 
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TABLE 11.12 
TOPOLOGY: U PRONG, 1 V" + 1 Vo ») 
N y s e c o n d a r y 
Ny^ h y p o t h e s i s 
m o s t \ > 
р г о Ъ а Ъ І е Ч 
h y p o t h e s i s V 
pK" К" тт* Tornir0 
m > 2 
η ^ κ ν π Ν * 
Σ-κνπ
+
π* 
Σ - Κ
0
π * π % + π β 
2 - к іг*іт*ішг· 
m > 2 
о 
в 
ν 
ч 
Y 
1 
о 
+ 
• 
ч 
• 
м 
РІ 
О 
+ 
• 
• 
• 
м 
ч 
+ 
+ 
о 
• 
ч 
1 
\ 
»1 
β 
=·• 
в 
в =·. 
V 
го 
*) n o n - p o p u l a t e d c h a n n e l s h a v e b e e n 
o m i t t e d . 
TABLE 11.13 
TOPOLOGY: k PRONG, 2 V+ 
N. s e c o n d a r y 
N. h y p o t h e s i s 
m o s t N. 
p r o b a b l è v 
h y p o t h e s i ä 4 
Σ*Κ*π*π-
Σ * Κ * π * π - π · 
Σ* К* і^ π'mir" 
m > 2 
\ 
3 \ 
• 
• 
1 
о 
1 
\ 
• 
% 
=1 
i 
о 
В 
V 
го 
1 
Ч 
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TABLE I I . Il* 
TOPOLOGY:!* PRONG, 1 V+, 1 V' 
Σ"Κ
+
π
+
π
+7ν0 1 event (unambiguous) 
TABLE 11.15 
TOPOLOGIES FOUND AND NOT FITTED IN GRIND 
TOPOLOGY 
6 PRONG + 1 V 0 
6 PRONG, 1 V + 
6 PRONG, 1 V" 
U PRONG Ξ " 
CANDIDATES 
5 
5 (Σ +), 6 (K+), 1* (Σ* or Г ) 
7 (Σ"), 2 (К"), 5 (Σ" or К") 
3 ± 1 
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The scanning and decay volumes finally accepted are de­
fined Ъу the coordinates in table II.16. 
TABLE 11.16 
SCANNING VOLUME 
ζ coordinate limits 
Entrance limits 
Exit limits 
( x 
(y 
X 
У 
-20. cm 
-22.7 cm 
-10.θ cm 11.5 cm 
1+5.7 cm 
- 7·6 cm 15.6 cm 
-29. cm 
-23.9 cm 
-11.3 cm 12.1 
I+7.5 cm 
- 7.8 cm 16.1+ 
cm 
cm 
DECAY VOLUME 
Limits for 
Limits for 
Entrance 
Exit 
У 
ζ 
χ 
χ 
-15.0 cm 
0. cm 
-20.0 cm 
65.О cm 
17.0 cm 
-1+6.1+ cm 
-26.2 cm 
77.0 cm 
The shapes of the scanning volume and the decay volume as seen 
by the middle camera are given in fig. II.1. 
V(CM) 
20 -
-20 
HTSIICTID« VOLUME 
— tL'-l'i'! lit»! VOlUMj 
-10 -20 20 1.0 60 X(CM) 
Fig. II.1 The interaction- and decayvolume as seen Ъу the 
middle camera. 
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IT. 4 Cross section oalaulations 
The calculation of the cross section σ. for a certain 
ι 
final state i is based on the well known formula: 
σ. = N./pL 
ι ι 
The definition of the symbols is as follows: 
(i) ρ = proton density in the liquid hydrogen. 
In our experiment : 
ρ = (3.6U ± 0.03).1022 cm"3 . 
(ii) L = total incident pion track length: 
L = Ρ η 1 с с 
a μ 
where : 
.Ρ = number of pictures scanned. We found 
Ρ = (98.8 ± 1.5).103 for V 1 events and 
Ρ = (121.6 ± 1.5).103 for V o events. 
•n = average number of tracks per picture entering 
the scanning volume. We found 
η = 12.35 ± 0.05. 
This value was determined from a count of all 
beam tracks in all scanned frames within a sub-
sample of 23 rolls spread evenly over the whole 
sample. 
.1 = average track length for non-interacting tracks. 
From the length of the scanning volume and the 
48 
beam direction we determined: 
1 = 70.1 ± 0.1 cm. 
Interactions shorten the effective track 
length. The correction factor с (discussed 
next), is applied for this effect: 
.c = correction for beam attenuation, given by: 
9, 
с = 1 / 1 , where 
а с 
l
c
 - 1 - Ρσ
τ 
exp (-pOjl'Hl-l1) dl'. 
JT is the total cross section in our experiment. 
Using σ = (2б.б0 ± 0.01) mb, a value derived 
. (12) 
by interpolation from counter results * , we 
found: 
с = 0.96Θ ± 0.02. 
a 
•c = correction for contamination of the beam. 
У 
Possible contamination may consist of hadrons 
(mostly K,p), muons and electrons (from ir-decay). 
The contamination from hadrons is presumably 
negligible compared to the other contaminations 
and с will therefore essentially only account 
for non hadronic contamination. From a compari­
son of our total track length with the one pre­
dicted from counter results, we will conclude 
(see end of this section) that 
с = 1.00 ± 0.01. 
V 
The resulting values for L are: 
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L = (8.28 ± 0.31).IO7 cm for V - events 
L = (10.19 ± 0.3l+).107 cm for V o events. 
(iii) N. = total number of events in final state i. This number 
is estimated as follows : 
N. = N! с с с с 
ι ι s и ρ w 
where : 
Ν! = the number of events classified into final 
state i (Sect. II.2), 
с = a correction factor for scanning efficiency 
(Sect. II.5.1), 
a correction fat 
(Sect. II.5.2), 
с = actor for unclassified events 
u 
Î 
с = a correction factor for the X -probability cut­
off (Sect. II.5.3), 
с = a weight factor accounting for: 
- events not meeting the length criteria 
(Sect. II.5-M, 
- events missed due to small decay angles 
(Sect. II.5-5), 
- neutral decay modes, decay modes not fitted 
and/or ignored in cross section calculation 
(Sect. II.5·6). 
As can be seen from the cross section formula given above, the 
expression: 
σ
ο
 = (pL)-1 
gives the cross section per corrected event. We can thus write: 
σ. = Ν.σ 
ι i o 
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Expressed in microbarns (1 μ Ъ = IO"30 cm*), the quantity 
σ is called the microharn-equivalent of the experiment. 
We found: 
σ = (0.332 ± 0.011) yb/event for V" events, 
о 
σ = (0.2б9 ± 0.008) yb/event for V o events. 
о 
Another method to determine the yb-equivalent directly uses 
the accurately known value of the total cross section σ_ ' 
2) 
(cf. supra): 
σ
τ
 = (2б.б0 ± 0.01) mb 
From the sample of rolls processed by the different labo­
ratories, 9^ rolls (called sample S) with complete information 
on the number of interactions, scanning loss, etc. were selected. 
*) 
The corrected total number of events in sample S was deter­
mined to be : 
N (S) = (T8100 ± UO) events 
This leads to the following value for the microbarn -
equivalent in sample S: 
σ (S) = ig-y = (О.ЗН + 0.002) yb/event. 
On the basis of the, experimentally determined average num­
ber of tracks per picture we calculated for sample S a total 
effective track length of: 
*) Note. A correction for lost elastic scattering events was 
(2) included 
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L(S) = (7.8Т ± 0 .25) . IO 7 cm 
On t h e o t h e r hand, us ing σ ( S ) , we f i n d : 
L ' (S) = [ρσ ( S ) ] - 1 = (8.06 ± 0 . 0 8 ) . I O 7 cm 
о 
The only possible difference between these two determina­
tions stems from с . Non-hadron contamination can only play a 
role in L(S) which is essentially based on track counting, 
while L'(S) has been determined on the basis of strong inter­
actions only. We found for с : 
μ 
с =¥Ш = 1.02!*
 ± 0.031+ 
As v a l u e s с > 0 a r e ' u n p h y s i c a l ' we have p u t : 
с = 1.00 ± 0.01 
This result indicates that the beam contamination from 
non-hadron particles is negligible. 
Using the σ value derived from the S-sample and the ratios 
between the track lengths found in the S-sample and in our V™ 
and V samples respectively, we derive: 
σ (V1) = (0.325 ± 0.008) yb/event 
о 
σ (Vo) = (0.26U ± 0.006) yb/event 
о 
These values again agree very well with the values given 
earlier, determined from our sample only. 
In an analogous way we determined for the рК*К"тт+ sample: 
σ (ρΚ^'π*) = (0.308 ± 0.010) yb/event. 
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Our cross section calculations are based on these latter 
three values. 
II. S Corrections applied to the number of events found 
experimentally 
These corrections fall into two categories: 
a) Sample averaged corrections, like the corrections for 
scanning efficiency, unclassified events and Р(х2) - cutoff 
(see subsections Ιϊ.5·1 - ΙΙ.5·3). 
b) 'Individual' (event-Ъу-event) corrections like the 
corrections for events eliminated by the length criteria or 
lost due to a small decay angle configuration (subsections 
II.5.U and II.5.5). 
Combined weight factors for the various associated strange 
particle combinations are determined using the known decay 
branching ratios (subsections II.5.6 and II.5·7)· 
II.5.7 The soarming efficiency correction (c ) 
3 
The probability for an event to be found by the scanners 
depends on its topology. In addition, the efficiency of the 
scanning also varies with time and scanning team. 
We determine these efficiencies for different topologies 
under the simplifying assumption that all events within a to­
pology have equal a priori probability to be seen. We use the 
two scans at our disposai. If we call: 
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Ν. : the number of events found in scan i (i = 1,2), 
N..p: the number of events found twice (i.e. in both scans), 
N : the unknown total number of events in the topology con­
sidered, we can define the scanning efficiency for scan i by 
e. = N./N. 
ι ι 
consequently we have: 
N 1 2 = β ^ = e^2 = e2N1 
or e1 = N12/N2 
e2 = IV^ 
The total number of events found at least once is : 
N = N + N - N 
Τ 1 2 12 
calling e = Ν /Ν the overall efficiency (of both scans 
together) we find: 
eT = e1 + e2 " e1e2 
The values с = (e )"' for different topologies are listed 
S J. 
in table 11.17. 
II.5.2 The correction for unclassified events (a) 
This correction factor accounts for events that could not 
be classified because of absence of an acceptable kinematical 
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TABLE 11.17 
SCANNING EFFICIENCY CORRECTIONS (Cg) 
Topology 
(see fig. 1.2) 
2 Prong + 1 V o 
2 Prong + 2 V o 
h Prong + 1 V 0 
2 Prong, 1 V 
2 Prong, 1 V + + 1 V o 
1» Prong, 1 V 
k Prong, 1 V~ 
C
S 
1.02 ± 0.01 
1.03 ± 0.01 
1.03 ± 0.02 
1.0U ± 0.01 
1.05 ± O.OU 
ι.οθ ± o.ok 
1.05 ± 0.02 
solution (fit or nofit). In general this is due to the fact 
that the event, for one reason or another, is difficult to 
measure. Even in the absence of a (complete) fit, it is often 
possible to exclude certain interpretations, using topological 
features, fit information at one of the vertices etc. 
Formally distributing the unclassified events over the 
different possible categories, in ratios proportional to the 
number of classified events found in each of them, one obtains 
correction factors с to each of the groups of classified events. 
u
 ± 
They are listed m table 11.18. For the V topologies the с 
factor is determined using events with Σ" decay only, because 
± 
we generally do not use events with К decay for cross section 
determination (see sect. II.5.6). 
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TABLE 11.18 
CORRECTIONS FOR UNCLASSIFIED EVENTS (c ) 
Topology 
2 Prong + 1 V o 
2 Prong + 2 V o 
k Prong + 1 V o 
2 Prong, 1 V 
2 Prong, 1 V + + 1 
k Prong, 1 V + 
k Prong, 1 V" 
Vo 
C
u 
1.36 ± 0.02 
1.25 ± 0.02 
1.50 ± 0.02 
1.33 ± 0.05 
1.58 ± 0.15 
1.56 ± 0.07 
1.30 ± 0.10 
11.5.3 The correction for Ρ(χ2)-cutoff (c ) 
In sect. 1.5 we mentioned the Ρ (Χ )-cutoff criteria for 
η 
fits of different degrees of freedom n. A correction factor 
с is used to correct for the statistical losses resulting 
Ρ 
from this procedure: 
с = 1/ [1 - Pjx'L.] 
ρ η min 
We list these factors as a function of η in table 11.19· 
11.5.4 The correction for decays not meeting the length 
criteria (c~) 
For each accepted event we calculated the prohahility P.. 
for its decay to meet the 'length-criteria' (sect. II.2). We 
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TABLE 11.19 
CORRECTIONS FOR Ρ (Χ2)· 
η 
Number of constraints 
of primary interaction 
1 
2 
k 
-CUTOFF (c ) 
Ρ 
Ρ 
1.01 
1.05 
1.00 
define the following quantities: 
m , ρ, λ - rest mass, laboratory momentum and dip angle of 
the decaying particle (D), 
t*(X) - time interval - measured in the rest frame of D -
between the moment of creation of D and the moment 
it has travelled a distance X in the lab, 
τ - mean lifetime of D = (decay probability per unit 
time interval)"1 , 
1 - minimum projected length cutoff in the lab system 
о 
(= 0.5 cm, see sect. II.2), 
L - potential path length of D,i.e. the path length when 
extrapolated towards the decay volume boundary using 
range-momentum relations and the magnetic field map. 
The probability P.. for D to decay within the decay volume at a 
projected distance from the vertex > 1 can now be expressed as: 
Pj^  = exp [-t*(l
o
)/T] - exp [ -t*(L)/T] 
or: 
Ρ = exp [ -m
o
( 
o L 
dl/p)/(cT cos λ)] - exp [ -m ( dl/p)/(cT)] 
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If D is a neutral particle, the integrals in the exponen­
tials are simply equal to 1 /p and L/p resp. (p = the lab 
momentum of D at production). 
If D is charged and range-momentum relations indicate that 
D cannot leave the decay volume without stopping, we have t (L) 
= o» and the second term of P.. is zero. 
The sample-averaged values с = Ρ "' for the different 
strange particle decays considered are given in table 11.20. 
As indicated, the value for с (Σ+) has been determined using 
ηπ* decays only. 
TABLE 11.20 
CORRECTIONS FOR LENGTH-CUTOFF ( ^ ) 
Decay 
Λ -ν ртг" 
К
0
 + тг+тг-
Σ
+
 + ηπ+ 
Σ" ->- ηπ" 
c i 
1.11 ± 0.01 
1.12 ± 0.01 
1.23 ± 0.03 
1.09 ± 0.01 
JJ.5.5 The correction for angular loss (ch) 
If the angle between a charged particle and its decay 
product as seen by the cameras (projected angle) is very small, 
the decay is liable not to be recognized. This can also be the 
case for high momentum Λ and К decays lying in a decay plane 
approximately parallel to the camera axes. The projected opening 
angle is then small and the V may easily be mistaken for a 
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γ-conversion. 
A correction method to account for these losses is de­
scribed in appendix B. The values of the correction factor c. 
applicable for our Λ, κ". Σ" and Σ + ->• ηπ* samples are presented 
in table 11.21. 
TABLE 11.21 
CORRECTIONS FOR SMALL-ANGLE LOSS (сJ 
η 
Decay 
Λ ->• ртг" 
К
0
 •»• ΐΓ
 +
 π-
Σ
+
 -ν mr
 + 
Σ " ·•• ηπ" 
Ch 
1.03 ± 0.02 
1.01 ± 0.01 
1.20 ± 0.03 
1.16 ± 0.05 
As can be seen in fig. B.2 (appendix Β), the experimen­
tally obtained distribution of the projected decay angle for 
(Σ+ -*· pir" ) decays is much more concentrated towards small 
angles than the one for (Σ* -> nir* ) decays. This can be under­
stood from the fact that the velocity of the nucleón in the 
Σ-rest system is *" 0.3 c, whereas for the ir-meson this velocity 
is ~ 0.8 c. This means that, more than the π-meson, the nucleón 
will tend to follow the original Σ-direction in the laboratory. 
Thus a large percentage of (Σ* -»• ртг") will be missed. On the 
basis of comparison with the (Σ* ·*• ηιτ+ ) sample - which should 
be almost equally populated - we estimate this loss to be 
~ 50%. The characteristics of the experimentally observed 
(Σ* -*• ρπ ) sample may thus differ considerably from the sample 
produced. This situation is made worse by the fact that small 
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angle (Σ* -+• ρπβ) decays are often indistinguislmble from small 
angle scatters with a very short recoil proton. 
As a consequence of these facts we preferred not to 'cor­
rect' the (Σ+ ->• ρπ ) events and to use only events with 
(Σ* ->· nir+) decay. 
U.S.6 The correction for unused decay modes (cJ 
Only the decaymodes that have a reasonable prohahility to 
occur in the bubble chamber are fitted in GRIND. This proba­
bility is a function not only of the mean lifetime of the 
strange particle but also of its branching ratio into the 
decaymode considered. The decaymodes considered are given in 
table 11.22. As the branching ratios for these modes are known, 
it is easy to calculate the contribution of the remaining modes. 
The table presents the factors c, = (branching ratio)"1 . 
In the following we discuss some details concerning these 
decaymodes: 
(i) 'short' charged particle decays usually give a 0-C 
fit and in many cases both Σ- and K-solutions succeed. Unless 
a proton can be recognized on one of the primary or secondary 
tracks, we cannot make a definite choice between these solu­
tions. A short K* decay is however a priori much less probable 
than a Σ decay, because of the difference in mean lifetime 
between these particles. We therefore decided to accept fits 
± . 
involving short К decays only if they are unambiguous or if 
the P(X ) for a primary vertex fit with а К on a short track 
is at least a factor five larger than that for the fit reques­
ting the Σ. 
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(ii) The same mean lifetime argument also indicates that 
+ 
the sample of events showing а К decay ъп the ЪиЪЪІе chamber 
± 
is only a small fraction of the events involving К production. 
Each observed K-kink event thus has a large weight. The use of 
these events for calculation of cross sections is dangerous 
because a few wrong decisions or losses can lead to large er­
rors. For the channels involving one-K-kink events we there­
fore base our cross section calculations on events where the 
"partner"-strange particle (see next section) shows a decay. 
We run into difficulties with this method if this partner is 
also a charged K, as is the case for all channels involving 
K +K _ production: рК^К Чппг0 ) and ПК+К-ІГ+ІТ+ (mO(m > 0). 
This explains the large errors on the cross sections in these 
channels. The pK+K"ir+ hypothesis was included in the hypothe­
sis list for the lt-prong-no-kink events. In principle a com­
parison of the cross section calculated for this channel on 
basis of the events with and without K-kinks, would allow a 
check on the reliability of the kink-method. The four prong-
no-kink information however contains a large uncertainty it­
self, because of contamination by other channels (section 1.6.1). 
(iii) For the reason why events with Σ* ->• ρττ decay were 
not used for cross section calculation we refer to the fore­
going section. 
(iv) A K 0 can with equal probability behave either as a 
short lived Κ0 (K°; τ * 0.9 x 10"l0sec) or as a long lived к" 
(κ!; τ * 5.2 χ 10"β sec). To find the same number of iÇ decays 
as the number of К decays would require a 1С. - decayvolume whose 
linear dimension are a factor 65О larger than the one used for K,, 
b 
decays. As we find ~ 570 К decays in the accepted decayvolume we 
TABLE 11.22 
DATA ON STRANGE PARTICLE DECAYS; CORRECTION FACTOR с
л 
α 
Particle 
+ 
K" 
(Κ· (50%) 
κ
0
 \ s 
Ι.KL (50%) 
Λ 
Σ
+ 
Σ
0 
Σ" 
Mean life (sec) 
1.2371.10-· 
0.862.IO" 1 0 
5.172.10"* 
г^гі.ю-
10 
ο.βοο.ιο
-10 
< 1.0.ю-14 
і.Ш.іо"
10 
Main (charged) 
decay modes 
+ 
IT V 
± о 
ir π 
± • -ir тг π 
ΙΓ
+
ΙΓ 
• - о 
ir ir ir 
± τ 
π μ ν 
+ τ 
ir e ν 
ριΓ 
0 
ριτ 
ηπ
+ 
Λγ 
ηττ" 
Branching 
ratio (%) 
63.77 ± 0.28 
20.92 ± 0.29 
5.58 ± 0.03 
68.85 ± 0.31 
12.6 ± 0.3 
26.8 ± 0.6 
39.0 ± 0.6 
6U.2 ± 0.5 
51.6 ± 0.7 
1+8.1* ± 0.7 
~ 100 
~ 100 
Fitted 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Used for 
cross 
sections 
no *) 
no *) 
-
yes 
_ 
_ 
-
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Cd 
-
-
-
1.U52 ± 0.007 
_ 
_ 
-
1.56 ± 0.01 
-
2.07 ± 0.03 
1.56 ± 0.01 
1.0 
*) For exceptions: see section II.5.6 
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may neglect the possibility for the K° mode to contribute to the 
V"-sample seen in the chamber. Moreover, although the most impor­
tant charged decaymodes of the K° (see table 11.22) show the same 
L· 
charged particle topology as the К -decay, they need an addi-
o 
tional neutral among the decay products and would thus have 
a small chance of faking a 3-C К decay fit. For all practical 
purposes we may neglect K_-decays because of the small branching 
ratios involved. 
II.5.7 The combined correction factor с 
w 
As the total strangeness of our initial state is zero 
(S = 0) and because strong interactions conserve this quantum 
number, strange particles (S Φ θ) can only be produced in sets 
of 2 or more (associated production). In our experiment the 
most important combinations are: 
κ
+
κ
0
, κ
0
κ
β
, κ
+
κ-, κ
0
κ-
К
+
Л, К"Л 
Κ
+
Σ
+
, Κ
0
Σ
+
, Κ
+
Χ
0
, Κ
0!", Κ+Σ-, Κ ^ " 
For each of the particles in the combinations we can cal­
culate the probability Ρ for a decay that will be both detec-
EL 
ted and acceptable. We define an 'acceptable ' decay to be a 
decay that : 
(i) meets the 'length-criteria' (cf. sect. II.2) 
and (ii) is one of the accepted modes (cf. sect. II.5.6)· 
The probability Ρ can then be expressed as (sect. 11.5·^ 
EL - II.5.6): 
P
a -
 PlPdPh • « W h 1 ' 1 
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The ргоЪаЪіІі у that such an acceptable decay will be 
detected - i.e. will not be lost because of a small decay 
angle - is expressed in this formula by the factor P. = (C, ) ~ l . 
η h 
We list Ρ for several decays in table 11.23. 
TABLE 11.23 
THE PROBABILITY Ρ 
a 
Decay 
Λ -»- ρπ" 
Κ
β
 ч· i r V 
Σ
+
 -»- ηπ* 
Σ " -> mr" 
Σ
0
 Η- Λγ 
Ρ 
a 
0.5Τ ± 0.02 
0.30 ± 0.01 *) 
0.32 ± 0.02 
0.76 ± 0.06 
see Λ 
*) P
a
( 0 = Ι Р
а
(к°) 
Using the Ρ -values for the individual particles we can 
now calculate the 'joint' probabilities Ρ for each of the 
associated productions mentioned above to have one resp. both 
decays detected and acceptable. If we denote the two partners 
in a specific combination by S.. and S , the probability for an 
acceptable etc. decay of Sp only can be expressed as: 
p
w
(sis2; v v - v v ^ - w * 
and analogously for S only: 
PviS1S2*ÏÏ1· S2) - W ^ - V 8 ! » 
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For both decays to occur together we find: 
The values of Ρ and с = (P ^ 1 for the different asso-
w W W 
ciated productions considered are given in table II.2k. 
TABLE II.2it 
THE COMBINED CORRECTION FACTOR c
w 
Combination 
^К* 
K
s
K
s 
K
^ 
лк
+ 
лк
0 
Σ
+
r 
Σ
+
Κ
β 
Σ-Κ
 + 
Σ-Κ
β 
V i s i b l e decay 
K
s 
к 
2 K S 
•ç 
Л 
Л 
K
s 
лк° 
Σ* -». тг
+
п 
Σ
+
 + ir*n 
(Σ + * π + η)Κ^ 
Σ " 
Σ " 
Σ-Κ' 
ν-«;') 
Р
а
( к в ) 
2 P
a ^ s H l - P
a
( K s ) ) 
W 
W 
Р
а
(Л) 
P j A J d - P j K * ) ) 
Р
П
( К 0 ) ( І - Р
Й
( Л ) ) 
cl S. 
Р
а
( Л ) р ( к 0 ) 
il a. 
Ρ (Σ + ) 
Ρ ( Σ + ) ( ΐ - Ρ
η
( Κ 0 ) ) 
θ. Q 
Ρ & ( Σ + ) Ρ & ( Κ β ) 
Ρ
β
( Σ - ) 
P
a
{ S
"
) ( l
-
P
a
( K O ) ) 
P R ( ï - ) P f K · ) 
α а 
с 
w 
3.32 ± 0.0Т 
2.09 ± 0.02 
2.75 ± 0.12 
І.бб ± O.OU 
1.75 ± 0.05 
2.51 ± 0.08 
7.75 ± О.Зб 
5. 1 ± 0.20 
3.15 ± 0.17 
^.50 ± 0.2U 
10.53 ± 0.5б 
1.31 ± 0.10 
1.88 ± 0.15 
U.35 ± О.Зб 
TABLF 11.25 
a = 
р Г к " 
нкк 
0 
52 ± θ 
*) ρςκ;, 
а = 1 
ρ Κ * Κ ° π ° 107±12 
* 
ρΚ*Κ-π* 99±25 
ρ Κ ' Ρ π * · ) 87+11 
* 
* 
п К І С % * 9б±12 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
( a n ) C4ANKFL CROSS SECTIONS ( p b ) 
а - 2 
рК
+
К
в
тт
 +
 тГ 
p K * K V ï ï e 
рку8.*ж· 
a = 3 
U9±9 
6 2 ± 2 0 
9 ± 3 
* 
ρΚ
0
Κ-π*τί
+ 
nK*Keïï*mïï" -
36+7 
ρΚ*Κ°π*π"τ ι ° 
ρ Κ ' κ Ν ^ π ' π " 
ρ Κ ' Κ - π ' π ' π " 
* 
η Κ
+
Κ - π
+
π * 
η Κ 3 κ 3 π + Τ Γ + 
U3±?5 
6 ± 2 
* 
* 
' : ( 2 7 ± 6 ) ц Ъ ; рК°К^іі* : ( 3 2 ± 7 ) vb 
η Κ * Κ % * π · π -
ηΚ+Κ-π*π*ιηπ° 
Ι ι Κ
0
Κ ° π * π *
Π
π · 
а = U 
22+6 T-,ir*ife „* „- 0 . 
1б±б 
12+Ь 
ρ Κ ^ Κ ° π * π * π - π
0
 1+^ 
β ο 
ο 
1 ± 1 
ηΚ*!/* .ι* . .* ..-ιηττ* 
* 
η Κ
0
Κ - π * π * π * 3 ± 3 
ηΚ Κ π* π* π*τι"ΐΐΐπ 
a = 5 
pK°
s
Kgii*iT*ir-iM· i 
3 ± 3 
2+2 
1 5 Í 1 0 
< 5 
< J 
< 5 
5±5 
2+2 
- »1 
< 5 
< 5 
< 1* 
TABLE ІТ.Рб 
YK (απ) П'А'ОТЪ CROrS FECTTOKS (üb) Ι 
а = 0 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Σ
+
Κ * 59±10 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
а 
Л К Ч * 
Σ
β
Κ
+
ττ
+ 
= 
65±9 
17±6 
* 
* 
* 
Σ+Κ*π° бз±іо 
* 
Σ'κ'π* ТТ±гь 
* 
* 
* 
а = ? 
ЛК*7-+т.° 139 + 11 
а = 3 а = It a = 5 
Л < * И + ІШГ0 I 
_ - J 
* 
ΛΚ%*π+ 73 + 10 
Σ°Κ°π*π* І Н З 
* 
Λ/Σ^π%*π- Ij 8+6 ΛΚ+π*ΤΓ*ιΓτ° l^б^6 Ι Λ'<* π* π+π" ™π Ι 
Σ°Κ*π+π+π-ηπ° ' 
/ ГІ π τ m r 
Ι 
•к Λ/Σ" К / ч*тГ 
ι ? ± ι ο Λ / 2 , Κ π
+ 7 τ * π *TT _ mn 0 -
^*Κ+π*π" 9 1 ± Ъ 
Σ*Κ"π*π° 58±21 
* 
гтк'и+т* 11+3 
* 
^(Τπ^π-π0 90+15 
τ *
κ
0
_ + _ _ β 
Σ+Κ°π+ττ+π- 27±7 
Σ-Κ*π*π+π° 10+3 
Е т іт 9±3 
Γ Κ
0
π
+
π
+
π
_
π
β lU+10 
Σ-^π+π+τ+π" 3+3 
39±и 
? ± г 
76+12 
lt±U 
15±6 
7±1· 
27+1 It 
< 10 
3+2 
3±3 
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II.6 Channel cross sections 
The channel cross sections are presented in tables 11.25 
and 11.26. For some channels we are ahle to calculate the 
cross-section in more than one way: 
(i) For channels with Σ-Κ production we can either use 
the sample with Σ - decay only or the sample where both par­
ticles decay. 
(ii) For K eK 0 events we have in principle an analogous 
possibility. Here however there is a complication. The K0K<> 
sample practically only contains events with two short lived 
K0's: K°K*. The K0Ke sample however may contain both events 
o 0 V 
of t h e t y p e іСк° and ΚΟΚ". We c a l c u l a t e t h e c r o s s s e c t i o n for 
K°K*-events from t h e К К sample and from t h i s we f ind t h e S S ν ν г 
c o n t r i b u t i o n of K°KQ t o t h e KeK< ,sample. The r e s t of Κ0Κ0 i s 
о о V V 
then assumed to be іСкЛ Finally, because of CP-invariance 
we can put the cross section of the к!к^ component equal to 
that of the KSK° component. 
(iii) For AK'-channels we have in principle three possi­
bilities to calculate the cross section: from Λ К0, Л К0 or 
ν ν ' ν 
ΛΚ
β
 (c f . s e c t . I . 6 . 3 ) . 
ν 
( i v ) For t h e I 0 K e - c h a n n e l s we use two samples: Λ Κβ 
e
 V V 
(γ fitted) and Σ βΚ 0 (Σ0 fitted). Σ0Κ0 events with Λ only are 
in the nofit category because of the two missing neutrals: 
γ and K0. We cannot use this sample because it may be contam­
inated by events with extra тгв'з (cf. sect. 1.6.3). 
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Л". 7 Total· strange partгal·e cross section 
For the total strange particle cross section in π +ρ inter­
actions at 5 GeV/c incident momentum we find: 
σ (π+ρ -*- strange particle channels) = (1.9 ± 0.1) mh 
This value contains an estimated (30 ± 10) yb contribution 
from six prong events involving strange particles. 
In table 11.27 we give a breakdown according to the baryon 
final state, the pion multiplicity and the prong number. 
Table 11.27 also presents the fractions of the cross sec­
tion consisting of extrapolated events, i.e. strange particle 
events that do not or not clearly show a strange particle decay 
topology, but that are known to be present (sect. II.5). These 
events are potential contaminators of the 'bare' 2-prong and 
l+-prong samples, although many of them might not give a fit to 
the attempted non-strange 2-prong and ^ t-prong hypotheses. It is 
useful to know the a priori size of these sources. We repeat, 
that the only strange particle hypothesis incorporated in the 
analysis of our 'bare' U-prong events was the pK+K"ir+ hypothesis 
(sect. 1.6.1). 
11. 8 Results of other experiments 
The total strange particle cross section as well as the 
cross sections of the more important channels with four bodies 
or less in the final state are shown in fig. II.2 together with 
results from some other experiments. The latter are taken from 
(o) 
the CERN-HERA tables (to which we refer for further details 
(il 5) 
and references) and some other sources ' 
TABLE 11.27 
BREAKDOWN OF THE STRANGE PARTICLE CROSS SECTION IN 2- AND Ц-PRONGS 
Channel 
type 
NKÏC ( air ) 
Λ(Σβ)Κ(
β
π) 
ГК(атг) 
Z-K(air) 
Cross sections {\ib) 
a = 0 
52 ± 8 
59 ± 10 
a = 1 
390 ± 30 
82 ± 11 
11*0 ± 30 
a = 2 
230 ± 35 
220 ± 20 
1б0 ± 30 
11 ± 3 
a> 3 
100 ± 30 
230 ± 20 
170 ± 20 
2θ ± 7 
Total 
(mb) 
0.77 ± 0.05 
0.53 ± 0.03 
0.53 ± 0.05 
O.OU ± 0.01 
1.87 ± 0.08 
2-prongs 
cross 
section 
(mb) 
0.39 ± 0 · 0 2 
0.1*2 ± 0.0? 
0.30 + o.ou 
non-strange 
topology 
j U5< 
53!« 
1* prongs 
cross 
section 
(mb) 
0.38 ± 0.05 
0.11 + 0.01 
0.23 ± 0.03 
O.Ol* ± 0.01 
non-strange 
topology 
72^ *) 
62% 
32% 
*) In this percentage are included k prong ρΚ*Κ"ιτ* events fitted by GRIND {k3%) 
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CHAPTER III 
RESONANCE PRODUCTION AND REACTION CROSS SECTIONS 
IIJ.7 Introduction 
We divide the reactions found in the strange particle 
sample into two classes: 
(i) reactions that are only partially represented in the 
strange particle sample. 
This class contains the reactions producing particles 
with strangeness quantum number S = 0. These reactions lead 
to strange particle events due to the fact that one or more 
of the reaction products has a strange particle decay mode. 
The reaction ιτ+ρ •+• Δ*+ (123б)А 0 is an example of this class 
(see section II.l). If the branching fraction for decay into 
strange particles is as small as e.g. for the Ap (which has 
a branching ratio of ~ 4% for decay into KK), the reaction 
itself is better studied using non-strange events. The strange 
particle events are then primarily used for the determination 
of branching ratios. This situation applies for most S = 0 
resonances. A counterexample is the φ(1019) resonance which 
decays mainly into KK (branching ratio ~ 82$). 
(ii) reactions that are exclusively represented in the 
strange particle sample. 
This class contains reactions producing particles with 
S Φ 0, i.e. reactions involving strangeness exchange - mechanisms 
(see chapter IV). 
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In our experiment we will Ъе mainly concerned with the 
reactions : 
π
 +p -»• Σ +Κ + 
π
+
ρ - Σ
+
κ*
+(θ90) 
π
+
ρ -> Σ
+(1385)Κ+ 
тг
+
р •* Σ
 +
 (1385)Κ* + (890) 
This chapter starts with a description of the methods 
used for the estimation of resonance production· We then apply 
these methods to determine resonance production in some spe­
cific channels. 
III. 2 Methods of estimation 
ІІІ.2Л The estimation of background 
The resonances found in our experiment manifest themselves 
Ъу enhancements (peaks, bumps) in effective mass distributions. 
The effective mass of a system of j particles (with masses m., 
.^ J 
momenta p. and energies E.) is defined by 
J J 
M'U, "O = ( Σ E·)2 - ( Σ ρ )'. 
J i=1 * i=1 J 
For a resonance of mass M decaying into j particles: 
M ->• m. + m. + .. + m. 1
 * J 
one expects M _.(m,,... m.) to be equal to M. As a consequence 
cJ- J. J 
of the uncertainty principle, a very short lifetime of a resonance 
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is coupled to an appreciable uncertainty in its mass value. The 
effective mass distribution of the decay products will show a 
characteristic width symbolized by Γ: the so-called 'full width 
at half height' (see sect. III.2.2). The resonance is said to 
cover a 'mass-band'. 
If on the other hand the j particles are produced without 
forming a resonance, we can predict the distribution of 
M „(mj,...,m.) assuming that all kinematical configurations 
satisfying energy and momentum conservation are equally prob­
able. Such distributions are called phase space (distribu­
tions) . 
In general an experimental effective mass distribution 
will be a mixture of resonance- and phase space distributions. 
Thus a fraction of the events with effective mass values within 
a specific resonance mass band considered, do not really orig­
inate from the decay of the resonance. We call these 'back­
ground' -events. Separation of these events from the real reso­
nance events can only be done in an overall way and not on an 
event-by-event basis. The separation of background from the 
resonance sample is a key problem in the estimation of reso­
nance production. As an approximation for the distribution of 
the background one either uses the phase-space prediction or 
an interpolation from neighbouring non-resonant regions (in 
most cases by a handdrawn curve). The latter method is gener­
ally used if statistics are low and the total information 
about the channel is scarce. The phase space method can further 
be refined by including the influence ('reflection') of reso­
nance production observed in the other particle combinations. 
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III.2.2 Estimation of resonance production 
Two methods are used for quantitative determination of 
resonance production: 
method A: Event counting above background 
If statistics are low we use a method of resonance pro­
duction estimation which is as simple as our background pro­
cedure for this situation, i.e. we just count the events ahove 
background within the resonance mass band. A correction for 
resonance production outside this band (tail correction -
see below) is made afterwards. 
method B: Fitting of background + resonance curves to the 
experimental effective mass plot. 
We denote the experimental effective mass distribution 
by Е(М), the background effective mass distribution by В(М) 
and the effective mass distribution of the i-th resonance by 
R.(M). The normalization is given by the relations: 
ι 
B(M) d M = В.(M) d M = E(M) d M (III.1) 
where L stands for the kinematically accessible region. Ne­
glecting interference effects between different resonances as 
(2) *) 
well as between the resonances and the background , we 
can write: 
NR 
E(M) = b B(M) + Σ r. B.(M) = F(M) (III.2) 
i=1 * 1 
*) Uote: An example of a method to deal with resonance -
resonance interference effects is described in sec­
tion III.3.3· Usually however our statistics do not 
justify the use of such elaborate methods. 
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where IL, is the number of resonances and Ъ and r. are the 
R ι 
fractions of the total number of events attributed to back­
ground and the i-th resonance respectively 
NR 
(b + .Σ r. = 1). 
For the effective mass distributions of resonances with two 
(3) body decays we use the so-called Breit-Wigner form ; 
R^M) = CiB(M)Mp-
1
 (M) Г
І
(М)/ [ (M2-M?) + М?1\2(М)] (ІІІ.З) 
with 
Ι\(Μ) = VipCMÍ/pCM.)]21*1 [р
і
(м)/р
і
(м
і
)] (m.U) 
where: С = a normalization constant - cf. equation (111,1). 
p(M) = the magnitude of the momentum of each of the 
decay products in the rest frame of the reso­
nance considered. 
M. = the central mass value of the i-th resonance 
1
 / t i(ioh 
(= 'resonance mass' ). 
Г." = Г.(М.) - characteristic width of the i-th 
1 1 1
 (10) 
resonance 
1 = relative orbital-momentum of the decay products. 
p.(M) = a slowly varying function of M for which in 
1
 · · (3 h) 
general one uses an empirical expression * . 
We use the form p.(M) = (ρ1(M) + Χ?)"1 . The 
symbol X. stands for the so-called inverse in­
teraction radius. We choose X. =0.11 GeV for 
the Δ** (1236) resonance and X. = m = 0.1^ GeV 
1 IT 
otherwise. 
The best values for the parameters r., M. and Γ. are found 
1 1 ι 
Ъу fitting the r.h.s. of expression (III.2) to the experimen­
tal distribution Е(М). The fitting method used is the maximum 
likelihood method. Assuming that for each event the probability 
distribution, as a function of M, is proportional to F(M), we 
can express the joint probability Ρ to find the observed ex­
perimental distribution as: 
К 
p ~ π {F(M)}. 
j '3 
where N is the number of events and {F(M)}. is the value of 
J 
F(M) for the j-th event. 
A program called MINUIT was used to find the values for r., 
M. and Γ. maximizing Ρ or minimizing 
£{r ,Μ ,Γ/ ,r ,IC ,Γ° ) = - log P. 
R R R 
The function L is called the likelihood function. In some 
cases one or more of the masses or widths is kept fixed (e.g. 
at the nominal value). 
Using expression (III.3) one can verify that a substantial 
fraction of the resonance events is actually produced at effec­
tive mass values quite far away from the central mass value, 
in particular outside the mass band chosen. We therefore always 
apply 'tail corrections', i.e. corrections accounting for the 
resonance events outside this band. 
In table III.1 we indicate which method was used to de­
termine the contributions of the resonance signals. 
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III. 2.Ζ Significance of the enhancements 
Having estimated the possible contribution of a resonance 
signal we must t r y t o ascertain i f i t i s a rea l effect or pos­
s ibly jus t a f luctuation of the background. 
To measure the ' s t rength ' of an enhancement we estimate 
i t s significance s by: 
s
 = V a r (HI·5: 
where 
N = IT-IL 
г t b 
η 
and σ = (IT + Δ 2 Η
ν
) 5 
r t b 
with 
N = number of resonance events, 
r 
N = total number of events, 
Ν, = number of background events, 
ΔΝ, = estimated error in N, events, D b 
all quantities determined in the resonance mass band chosen. 
In general we have discarded signals with s < 2. The 
values of s for the 'signals' retained are given in table III.1. 
III.S Resonance production 
We have estimated resonance production in the more popu­
lated channels with three or four outgoing particles: 
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NKK(mfr) Channels : pK0K+ 
ρΚ
β
Κ
+
π
0 
p K 0 K V 
ρΚ*Κ-π
+ 
ηΚ
0
Κ
+
π
+ 
ЛК(ппг) channels : ЛК+іг + 
ΛΚ
+
π%β 
ΛΚ%+π + 
ΣΚ(ηπ) channels : Σ+Κ*ιτ0 
Σ
+
Κ% + 
Σ
+
Κ
+
π
+
π-
Ιη view of our statistics we do not attempt to explain 
all significant enhancements as resonance signals. The primary-
aim of our analysis is to study the production reactions of 
known particles and resonances, ¡fe therefore only consider 
enhancements when near or at the position of known resonances. 
The enhancements found in the above channels can be clas-
sified as follows * ) : 
Mesons S Φ 0 : K*(890) and K*(lU20). 
Mesons S = 0 : А ^ р С т б з К З * and p o s s i b l y φ( 1019), 
f e ( l 2 6 0 ) and A,. 
Baryons S Φ 0: Λ(1520), Σ( ΐ3θ5) and p o s s i b l y Σ ( ΐ 6 7 0 ) . 
Baryons S = 0: Д(123б). 
*) Note. In appendix С a list of the properties of these 
particles is given. 
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For each of the above channels we present all two body 
effective mass spectra, although not all of them are discussed 
explicitly. Possible indications for production of the (not 
well established) Z^s are discussed separately in section 
III.3.9· None of the three body mass spectra shows clear evi­
dence for resonance production. We nevertheless discuss (KKir) 
because these spectra have been investigated at neighbouring 
energies (section III.3.10). 
A summary of resonance production can be found in table 
III.1. 
In oases where resonance contributions ave either not 
present or present, but not fitted, the curves in the effective 
mass plots given in this chapter are the phase-space (effective 
mass) distributions normalized to the total number of events. 
In the remaining cases the curves represent the results of fits 
as described in the previous section. 
We next make a point of notation. We use the shorthand 
notation (AB....) to denote the effective mass distribution of 
the particle combination AB.... With a charge index outside 
the parentheses, e.g. (AB ) ' ' , we indicate the subset 
of combinations having the specified net charge. 
We also point out, that a notation like 
Σ
+(1385) Κ*π0 
includes all final states and reactions in which the Σ,'(ΐ3θ5) 
is produced, i.e. in our example: 
Σ
+(1385) Κ +π 0 3-body 
Σ
+(1385) К +(890) 2-body 
etc. 
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TABLE I I I . 1 
REACTION 
Channel 
ρΚ
0
Κ
+ 
рК іт
0 
p K e K V 
pIC'K-ïï* 
ртг
+(КК)в 
пК іг* 
React ion 
Р 
Δ+(1236) K V 
Σ
+(16Τ0) К+тг0 
ρΚ
ο
Κ*
+(890) 
рК
+
К* (890) 
Δ + + (1236) Κ^Κ" 
ρΚ
ο
Κ*
+(890) 
Δ + + (1236) Κϊ/ΐ" 
Δ + + (1236) Г К -
Λ(1520) Κ^π* 
ρίΤκ* (890) 
Δ + + (1236) A/Zf0 
Ρ ^ Α 2
0 
p^+f 0 
ртг
 +
 3 
ρπ
+
 ф(1019) 
Δ + + ( ΐ 2 3 6 ) φ ( ΐ 0 1 9 ) 
Λ(1520) K V 
ηπ
+
 Α,* 
CROSS SECTIONS 
* 
27 ± 11 
17 ± 6 
9 ± 1+ 
10 ± ι* 
10 ± U 
26 ± 6 
26 ± 9 
16 ± 5 
U3 ± U 
8 ± 2 
1U ± U 
13 ± 3 
11 ± U 
5 ± U 
11 ± U 
7 ± 1* 
16 ± 8 
s 
2.5 
2.5 
2 
2.5 
2 
1+ 
3 
9.5 
3.5 
3 
}з 
2.5 
< 2 
< 2 
2 
Cross s e c t i o n 
(уъ) 
iU ± 6 
19 ± 7 
10 ± 5 
11 ± k 
10 ± U 
23 ± 6 
23 ± 9 
lU ± 5 
U3 ± 12 
8 ± 1» 
1U ± 5 
13 ± u 
20 ± 8 
9 ± 6 
21 ± 8 
< 9 
< 5 
7 ± U 
15 ± 8 
* 
Method 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
В 
В 
A 
В 
В 
В 
А 
В 
В 
В 
А 
А 
А 
А 
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TABLE I I I . 1 ( c o n t . ) 
REACTION CROSS SECTIONS 
ι Ts о. · er Cross s e c t i o n ,, ,. ,* 
Channel React ion % s , s Method 
ΛΚ
+
π
+
 Σ
+(13Θ5)Κ+ 2 5 + 6 ^ . 5 ^6 ± k В 
ΛΚ
+
ΤΓ
+
π
0
 Σ
+(13Θ5)Κ+
Ι
τ
0
 2k ± 5 1+.5 З^ ± 8 В 
Лтг
+
 Κ
 + ( 8 9 0 ) 1І+ ± 3 ^-5 20 ± U Β 
Λπ* Κ *{lk20) 9 ± 3 2.5 12 ± 5 Β 
ΛΚ* р
+ (Тб5) 19 ± 5 3.5 26 ± Τ Β 
Σ
+(1385)Κ + (890) 9 ± 3 13 ± k Β 
Лк тг* Σ*(1385) Κ 0 π + 22 ± 5 3-5 16 ± 5 Β 
Λπ
+
 Κ*
+(890) 39 ± 5 5 29 ± 6 Β 
Λπ * Κ
 +
 ( 1 ^20 ) 16 ± 6 < 2 11 ± 5 Β 
* + 
Σ
+ (1385) Κ (890) Ik ± k 11 ± 3 Β 
Σ
+
Κ
+
ΤΓ
0
 Σ* Κ
 + (890) 35 ± 10 3.5 22 ± 6 Β 
Σ*Κ
0
π* Σ* Κ (890) 1+9 ± 16 3 38 ± 16 
Σ
+ ( Κ Τ Γ ) + Σ+ K*+(lU20) < 2 < 19 Β 
Σ
+
Κ
+
ττ
+
π- Σ%* Κ* (890) 23 ± Τ 3 21 ± Τ Α 
Σ
+
Κ* ρ
β (Τ65) 19 ± 8 2 17 ± 8 Α 
*) A: method of event count ing above e s t i m a t e d background 
B: method of f i t t i n g Breit-Wigners + phase space 
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III.3.1 The channel ρΚ'κ* (44 events) 
In this channel we find an Aj signal in the (K0K+) dis­
tribution (fig. III.1С). We estimate the signal to contain 
(27 ± 1l)/5 of the channels events (s « 2.5): 
σ(ρΑ2* ->• pKV") = (lU ± 6) pb 
The cross section for рАл* has also Ъееп determined using 
(6) (*) 
non-strange channels . We quote the results : 
σ(ρΑ2
+
 -)-ρ(ρπ)+) = (20θ ± 53) уЪ 
σ(ρΑ2+ -»• ρηπ+) = ( hS ± l6) \ib 
σ(ρΑ/ 4. рХ% +) = ( 5 * \) рЪ 
The total cross section thus found is : 
σίρΑί*) = (273 ± 60) yb 
This leads t o a branching f ract ion: 
Α.* ^ІС 
— = 0.05 ± 0.02 
Aj -»• a l l modes 
in agreement with the world average (0.0І*7 ± 0.006) 
The Dalitz-plot М2(рК0) versus M2(K0K+) is shown in 
fig. III.2. 
(*) Note. The values quoted here are essentially more refined 
redeterminations of the values given in ref. 6. 
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π
+ p - * p ì ( 0 К + ( U EVENTS) 
L D 
1.3 1.7 2.1 
EFFECTIVE MASS(GeV) 
Fig. I I I . 1 Two Ъоау effective mass spectra in the channel 
рК'тг*. The curves represent the phase space pre­
dict ions normalized t o the t o t a l number of events. 
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III.3.2 The channel рКеК*ъе (W4 events) 
• The (pKc) distribution (fig. III.3a) shows an enhancement at 
the Σ*(1670) position. The signal is weak (s « 2) and disap­
pears upon selection of events with the complementary combina­
tion ( K + 0 in the K*(890) band. We estimate (9 ± Ь)% Σ*(ΐ67θ) 
production: 
σ(Σ+(ΐ670) K V >рК0К+тгв) = (10 ± 5) Hb. 
. The (ρπ0) distribution (fig. ІІІ.Зс) shows an accumulation о 
events on the low mass side. This is an indication of Δ+(1236) 
production. The severely distorted signal has a significance 
of approximately 2.5 and contains (17 ± &)% of the events: 
а(Д+(123б) Κ 0Κ + -*• ρπ0Κ0Κ+) = (19 ± 7) yb 
We find no correlation between Δ+(1236) and resonance 
signals in (K eK +). 
. The (K ir0 )-spectrum (fig. ІІІ.Зе) contains a marginally sig­
nificant (s « 2) signal indicating Κ*β(θ9θ) production 
((10 ± k)%): 
σ(ρΚ+Κ*ο(890) -»-pI^KV) = (10 ± 1+) yb 
*+ 
In (Κ^π0) we find some К (890) production - see fig. III.3f 
we estimate (10 ± h)% or: 
σ(ρΚοΚ*+(890) -»-pK'K^0) = (11 ± U) yb 
As stated above, there is no clear correlation with resonance 
production in (pK0) - see fig. III.3a and fig. III.U. 
The (K0K*)-distribution (fig. III.3d) shows a broad s « 3 bum 
between 1050 and 1200 McV. In this region no established can­
didate exists for which decay into Κ0Κ+(Ι.Γ (Κ0Κ+) = 10*", 
11'*, 12*" etc) is allowed. 
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Fig. I I I . 3 Two body effective mass spectra in the channel 
рК
0
К*тг
0
. The curves represent the phase space 
predict ions normalized t o the t o t a l number of 
events. The shaded histogram in (a) represents 
a select ion of events with 0.8U < М(К*тг" )(GeV) 
< 0.9k (К ( 90) hand). 
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III.3.3 The channels рЯвЯ (137 events) and pK*K--n* 
(376 events) 
, The (ρπ*) distributions from ρΚ0Κ0π+ (fig. III.5b) and ρΚ*Κ"π+ 
(fig. III.Tc) show Δ++(1236) production in (26 + 6)% and 
(1+3 ± h)% of the events respectively. The significances are 
s « k and s * 9«5 respectively: We find: 
σ(Δ++(ΐ236) Κ 0Κ 0 -. ρπ+Κ0Κ0) = (23 ± 6) уЪ, 
σ(Δ++(ΐ236) Κ+Κ- •> ρπ+Κ+Κ-) = (1*3 ± 12) pb. 
The (ρΚ") spectrum (fig. III.Tb) shows a clear (s « 3.5) 
signal due to the Λ(1520) •*• pK" decay. We estimate (8 ± 2)% and: 
σ(Λ(ΐ520) К+тг+ •*• рК-К+тг+ ) = (8 ± h) \іЪ . 
The (К* π* + Κ0π*) distribution of fig. III.5<ì contains two 
entries per event. The background is thus almost a factor two 
higher than would have been the case in a one entry plot. We 
observe an s * 3 signal at the К (890) position which must 
be due to (K0ir+), because (Κ0π+) has isospin 3/2. We find К 
production in (2б ± 9)% of the channel and: 
σίρΚ" K* + (890) •*• pK 0KV) = (23 ±9) уЪ. 
The
 r a t i o a(pK°K*>?0WpKVO = ^ ± ^ 
σ(ρΚβ К (890) -»• p K 0 K V ) 
** is in agreement with the Clebsch-Gordan ratio for the К (890) 
decay modes involved (= 0.5). 
The (Κ"π+) spectrum (fig. III.Tf) shows an s « 3 signal for 
К "(890). We estimate (1U ± k)%: 
σ(ρΚ+Κ*Ο(890) -»· ρΚ^Κ-π*) = (lU ± 5) yb . 
We find ° (
Р
Г К * > 0 ) + р К + к )
 = 0. 7 1 ± 0.38 
σ(ρΚ*Κ (890) -»- рК*К 
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Fig. III.5 Two body effective mass spectra in the channel 
рК
с
К
0
тг
+
, The curves represent the phase space 
predictions normalized to the total number of 
events. The shaded histogram in (a).represents 
a selection of events with at least one (KCIT+ ) 
combination having 0.8U < М(К0тг+)(Ое ) < 0.9h 
(K (890) band). The shaded histogram in (c) 
contains events with two visibly decaying к" 
particles. The shaded histogram in (d) gives the 
distribution for events with М(ртг + ) outside the 
Δ++(1236) band (1.12 - 1.32 GeV). 
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pK0KV. 
which is again compatible with the expected CG. ratio for 
К decay (= 0.5). 
The (K0K0) and (K+K") distributions - fig. III.5c, fig. III.Td 
and fig. III.9 show two accumulations: one near threshold and 
one around 1300 MeV. 
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Fig. III.7 Two body effective mass distributions in the channel 
pK*K_7r + . The curves represent the phase space pre­
dictions normalized to the total number of events. 
The shaded histogram in (f) gives the (Κ"ττ*) dis­
tribution of events with M(pir+) outside the 
Д
+ +
 (123б) band (1.12 - 1.32 GeV). 
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Fig. III.9 (КК)Сeffective mass distributions from the channels 
ρπ
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рК^к * with two visible K 0 decays and (h) with one 
visible K 0 decay; (c) from pK+K"ir*. Events with 
Μ(ριτ+) in the Δ++(1236) band (1.12 - 1.32 GeV) are 
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If ve plot (Κ0Κ0) and(K*K") in 12 MeV Ъіпз we see enhance­
ments suggestive of Φ(1019) (Γ ~ U.5 MeV; IJ^ = 01"") produc­
tion in Κ βΚ β and K^" (fig. III.9 Ъ.с). In this mass region the 
experimental effective mass resolution is < 10 MeV. Background 
subtraction is very difficult because of the proximity of the 
* S (see below) and the low significance of the signals (s < 2). 
The G-parity of the φ(1019) permits decay into K°lÇ and 
K+K" while decay into KgKg and іСіС^  is forbidden. We indeed 
find no excess of events at the φ position in Κ0Κ0 (fig. III.9a), 
We estimate the following upper limit for φ production (at two 
standard deviation level): 
σ( pir* Φ ( 1019) * pw+(KK) e) < 9 уЪ. 
Likewise we determine (fig. III.9, shaded): 
σ(Δ++(1236) Φ(1019) •*• pir+(KK)0) < 5 рЪ. 
The latter quasi two-body reaction is strongly suppressed 
with respect to the reaction ir+p -*• Δ+*ω, for which in our ex-
(8) *) périment a cross-section of (280 ± 10) \ІЪ was found. 
The broad bump around 1300 MeV in the (КК)0 spectra 
(figs. III. 10 a,b,c) may contain both f" and A,". Lipkin has 
(9) . . 
shown , that interference between isovector and isoscalar 
intermediate states like the A2 and f
0
 may lead to complica­
tions in interpreting the neutral (К K 0) and charged (K*K") 
spectra. The final states (Κ^Κ") and (K+K"), taken separately, 
are neither eigenstates of isospin nor of C-parity. Contribu­
tions from overlapping resonances like the isoscalar f" and 
the isovector k^ are therefore coherent. Addition of the two 
spectra however cancels the interference effect, because its 
*) Note. The ratio σ(Δ φ)/σ(Δ ω) can be used to determine 
(17) (limits for) the ω-φ mxing angle . Our data are 
too crude to make the theoretically relevant dis­
tinctions. 
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contributions to both these final states are equal and opposite. 
Before adding the (K0Ke) and (K*K") spectra, we first have 
to correct them for the difference in the loss factors (sect. 
II.5)· The method used can he described as follows: 
The cross sections for ртг+К0К0 production can be consid­
ered to consist of three parts: σ(Κ°Κ°), σ(Κ°κ!) and σ(κΓκ!). 
Denoting the cross section for ртг+К*К" production by σ(Κ+Κ") 
we can write the following expressions for the number of ob­
served events ΔΝ' per mass interval ΔΜ in the different spectra: 
ΔΝ·(κ;κρ = V
ssu
a(K;K;) * Vg^dÇKj) + V L L M K ¿ K ¿ ) 
ΔΝ'ίκχ) = WssÄa(KseK·) + V^MïÇîÇ) + W^adC^K;) 
ΔΝ'ίΐ^Κ") = U Δσ(Κ*Κ-) 
The above conversion factors: VT , W and U are average 
quantities over the mass region considered, giving the relation 
between the cross sections and the number of observed events 
in each σ-part, i.e. they are the inverses of microbarn equiv­
alents and thus equal to the expressions (σ С С С С )"1 
о s и ρ w 
(= Ν'/σ; cf. section II.U). Their values are given in table 
III.2. As is clear from this table, we exclude the presence of 
visible KJ decays: 7.= W = W ^ = 0 (cf. sect. 11.5.6). 
Using these averaged factors, we tacitly assume that the scan­
ning-, classification-, and probability cutoff-corrections (sect. 
II.5) contained in these factors do not depend on M. An inves­
tigation of the length - and small angle - loss corrections 
for the mass spectra involved indicates that for these correc­
tions this assumption is fairly well satisfied. 
Our objective is now to construct a (KeK0) spectrum in 
which each of the three cross sections σ(Κ°Κ°), σ(Κ^Κ^) and 
σ(Κ°ΐΟ is represented by the same number of events per micro-
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TABLE III.2 
CONVERSION FACTORS 
Partial 
cross section 
σ(Κ+Κ-) 
"W 
"W 
σ ( ^ ) 
Decays 
No 
1 к 0 
2 K0 
1 К" 
2 K0 
1 к0 
2 K 0 
IN ρπ+(ΚΚ)0 
Conversion factor 
(observed events/yb) 
U = 3.92 ± 0.13 
V
s s
 = 1.27 ± O.OU 
W
s s
 = 1.02 ± 0.05 
V O T = 1.61 ± 0.06 oL 
WSL • 0 · 
VLL • 0· 
WLL - 0· 
Ъагп as in the (K*K") spectrum. This objective can be met by-
multiplying the (KeK?) and (κ'κ*) - spectra with factors α 
and 0 respectively and adding them: 
αΔΝ·(Κ°κ;) + ΒΔΝ'(ΚΧ) 
V 1 V V
 (III.6) 
= U [Δσ(Κ8
β
Κ°) + Δ
σ
(Κ°ΐς) + Δσ(κ£κ£)] . 
Putting AaÎK^tÇ) = Δσ(Κ°Κ°) (CP-invariance), we obtain the 
relations: 
α v
ss
 + e w
ss •
 2 u 
α VSL • U 
from which α and 3 can be evaluated. We find 
α = 2.U ± 0.1 
3 = k.6 ± O.k 
(III.7) 
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Fig. III.10 Unweighted (ΚΚ)β mass spectra from the channels 
ртг
+
к (а), ртг+К0К0(Ъ) and ртг+К+К"(с) and the 
weighted (KK)0 spectrum from the comhined channels 
(d). The vertical scale in all plots is (events/ 
20 MeV) for the whole spectrum. The hindwidth is 
20 MeV for M(KK)0 < 1.09 GeV and ho MeV for 
M(KX)e > 1.09 GeV. The curve in (d) represents the 
result of a fit to h Breit-Wigners + phase space 
(see table III.3 for other fit results). 
Adding the ( K V ) spectrum given Ъу αΔΝ'ίκ'Ίζ?) + едіГ(і< ) 
to the (K^K") spectrum results in a distribution for (KK)" in 
which possible Α/ /f0 interference effects are eliminated. 
TABLE І І І . З 
FIT RESULTS FOR THE WEIGHTED (ΚΚ)" SPECTRUM 
Fit interval 
Resonance 
f e 
* 
S 
Φ 
X2/ND 
M
e f f > 1.15 GeV 
M 
(GeV) 
1.3UU 
Γ 
(GeV) 
0.120 
% 
1U ± 5 
111/169 
M
eff > 1 · 1 5 G e V 
M 
(GeV) 
І.З60 
1.273 
Γ 
(GeV) 
Ο.Ο76 
0.103 
% 
9 ± k 
6 ± 3 
II5/166 
*) Complete spectrum 
M 
(GeV) 
1.330 
1.279 
1.032 
1.019 
Γ 
(GeV) 
0.090 
0.219 
Ο.Ο58 
0.005 
% 
11 ± k 
k ± 3 
11 ± h 
2.h ± 0.5 
I5U/19I 
*) In this fit the Aj mass and width have been allowed to vary in intervals covered by 
the published^ values for the (KX)-mode: 1.280 - 1.330 GeV and 0.090 - 0.125 GeV 
respectively. The ф(1019) central mass value and width have been fixed, while the 
percentage is based on an estimation from fig. III.9. 
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The spectrum obtained is shown in fig. III.10d. We fitted 
this spectrum for М(КК)0 > 1.15 GeV to one (¡ζ ) and two (Aj + f0) 
independent Breit-Wigner curves + phase space. We also fitted 
the whole spectrum with four Breit-Wigner resonances (ф(1019), 
S , f", A 2) + phase space. The curve in fig. III.10d represents 
the result of the latter fit. The results of the different fits 
can be found in table III.3. 
We summarize our conclusions as follows: 
σ(ρπ+ A," •* ρπ+(ΚΚ)0) = (20 ± 8) yb 
а(ртг+ f" -»• ртг+(КК)0) = ( 9 ± 6) ub 
σ(ρττ+ S -»• ртг+(ЮС)0) = (21 ± 8) ub. 
The difference between the (K+K") spectrum and the (ΚΚ)β 
spectrum constructed above in principle shows the effect of 
the interference term. This difference (not shown) is com­
patible with zero in the А
г
 /f region. 
For the joint production of Δ** and k° /f" (fig. III.11) 
we estimate: 
ои^ОгЗбНА," + f") + ρ π + ( Κ Κ η = (27 ± 7) уЪ. 
indicating a very strong correlation between the production of 
these resonances (see also fig. III.6 and fig. III.8). Previous­
ly, our collaboration has observed this strong correlation for 
Δ**Α° in the channel ir+p -»• іг*ртг*іг"т 0 and for Δ*+f" in the 
(12) 
channel ir*p -*• іг+ріт+тг . The cross sections determined from 
these non-strange channels were: 
σ(Δ**Α;; k\ •*• all modes) = (220 ± 30) u b ( 8 ) ( l l ) 
and σ(Δ**Γβ; f" ->• all modes) = (3U0 ± 70) vib ( 8 ) ( 1 2 ) 
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Fig. III.11 
(ΚΚ)β effective mass 
spectra from the chan­
nels pir+(KK) for events 
with М(ртг+) in the Δ+ + 
(1236) band (1.12 - 1.32 
GeV). (a) from рК тг*; 
(h) from ρΚ0Κβπ+ upon 
selecting events with 
two visibly decaying K 0 . 
particles; (c) from 
рК
+
К"тг*. Selection of 
events with t < 1.0 GeV 
results in the shaded ,-
histograms. The curves 
represent the phase space 
predictions normalized to 
the total number of events.O 
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Using these results, we derive the branching ratios: 
A,0 * (ΚΚΓ 
Aj •+• all modes 
= 0.09 ± 0.0h 
and 
(KK)e 
= 0.03 ± 0.02 
f ·*• all modes 
Our Aj branching ratio is higher than the world average 
(0.0U7 ± O.OO6) ; our f" branching ratio agrees with the 
literature value (0.05 ± 0.03) within the errors. 
III. 3.4 The channel ηΚ'Ίΐ-π* (86 events) 
In the (nK0) spectrum (fig. III.12a) we find a weak 
indication (s < 2) for Λ(1520) production. The signal con­
tains (7 ± k)% of the events: 
σ(Λ(1520) Κ+π+ ->- ηΚ0Κ*π+) = (7 ± h) yb 
™- ^· σ(Λ(ΐ520) К+тт* ->-ρΚ-Κ*π*)
 4 , ^  „ п The ratio — ' ^ = 1.1 ± 0.9 
а(Л(1520) К+іг+ ->• ηΚ0Κ+π+ 
is in agreement with the C.G. prediction for Λ(1520) decay (= 1), 
In the (KeK+)-distribution (fig. III.12d) an s « 2 indi­
cation for Aj* production is present. We estimate (16 ± 8)# or 
σ(ηπ*Α2
+
 -»• mr
+K0K+) = (15 ± θ) уЪ. 
We find no clear indication for correlated А+А2
+
 production. 
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III. 3.5 The channel Λ/^π* (104 events) 
In this channel the only prominent feature is the strong 
Σ
 +
 (1385) signal (s » 1+.5) in (Λπ* ) (fig. 111.13c) containing 
(25 ± (>)% of the events. By fitting we find: 
σ(Σ+(1385) K + •*. Λτ^Κ* ) = (1б ± h) уЪ 
π
+
ρ-ΛΚ*π*|10Ιι EVENTS) 
10 
5 
η 
© 
" 
-
Ir 
f, [Λι 
Ι Λ Κ * Ι 
U ι 
J] 
IC 2D 21· 2 β 0 6 10 η κ 
EFFECTIVE MASS (OeV) 
is za г s 
EFFECTIVE MASS І Л і і + ) , 0 е 
Fig. III.13 Two body spectra in ΛΚ'Ίτ*. The curves in (a) and 
(b) represent normalized phase space. The curve 
in (c) represents a fit to a Σ*(1385) Breit-Wigner 
+ phase space. 
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The D a l i t z p l o t Μ2(ΛΚ+) versus М2(Ліг+) i s p r e s e n t e d i n 
f i g . I I I . 1 U . 
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III. 3. 6 The channel №*τι+ττ° (236 events) and A t f W (151 events) 
The (Лтг* ) s p e c t r a ( f i g . I I I . 1 5 a , І І І . і б а ) show c l e a r Σ + (1385) 
s i g n a l s , c o n t a i n i n g (2k ± 5)% and (22 ± 5)% of t h e events and 
having a s i g n i f i c a n c e of U.5 and 3 · 5 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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Fig. III.15 Two body effective mass plots in the channel 
ΛΚ π π . The curves in (a), (h) and (c) are the 
results of fitting Breit-Wigner(s) + phase space. 
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σ(Σ + ( ΐ385) Κ + π 0 -> Λπ*Κ+π0 ) = (З^ ± 8) уЪ 
σ ( Σ + ( ΐ 3 8 5 ) K V + Λπ+Κ 0π+) = (1б ± 5) pb 
In t h e (Κ^π 0 ) and (к ) d i s t r i b u t i o n s ( f i g . І І І . 1 5 Ъ , 
* + 
І І І . і б Ъ ) we observe К (890) p r o d u c t i o n (s * U.5 and 5 r e s p e c -
* + 
t i v e l y ) and i n (Κ+π ) an i n d i c a t i o n for К ( lU20) . The c o n t r i -
b u t i o n s of К (890) a r e (lU ± Ъ)% and (39 ± 5)% r e s p e c t i v e l y : 
σ(Λπ+Κ* + (890) ->-Λπ+Κ+π0 ) = (20 ± \) yb 
σ ίΛπ^** (890) ч-Л7г+К07Г+) = (29 ± 6) vb 
* + 
From the CG. ratio for К decay we expect a ratio between 
these cross sections of 1/2. We find 0.69 ± 0.20. 
The К (1І+20) signals are weak (s *« 2.5 ала < 2 respec­
tively); the corresponding contributions are (9 ± Ъ)% and 
(16 + 6)$ respectively: 
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σ(Λπ Κ +(llt20) -»· Λπ*Κ*ιτβ ) = (12 + 5) üb 
σ(Λπ К +(1lt20) ->Λπ+ΚβτΓ+) = (11 ± 5) уЪ 
For the ratio betveen these cross sections, expected to be 1/2, 
we find ^ ; с = 1.1 ± 0.7. 
. The cross section for associated production of Σ*(13θ5) and 
К (890) was determined using a program written by Pols . 
This program calculated the fractional contributions of 
the different reactions - (Σ*(13Θ5) Κ +(θ9θ), Σ+(1385) (Kir)* , 
Λπ
+
Κ*
+(890), Λπ+Κ* + (890), Λπ+Κ*+(ΐ1+2θ) and Λπ+ (torΓ ) - to the 
channels Λπ*(Κπ)+ by performing a maximum likelihood fit of 
the contributions from phase space and Breit Wigner distribu­
tions to the so-called Goldhaber-plots Μ(Κπ)* versus Μ(Λπ+) 
(see fig. III.17a ала b). We found the following cross sections: 
σ(Σ+(1385) K*+(890) -»• Лтг+КЧ0) = (13 ± U) yb 
σ(Σ+(ΐ385) К *(890) -»- Λπ Κ π ) = (11 ± 3) yb 
The results for the other (3- and ^ -body) reactions obtained 
from this program are in very good agreement with the values 
already quoted in this section. 
A rather strong р+(7б5) signal (s « 3.5) is visible in the 
(ir V)-spectrum (fig. III.15c). We estimate a contribution of 
(19 ± 5)% or: 
а(ЛК (7б5) -• ЛКЧ ) = (26 ± 7) yb 
III.2.7 The channels Σ+Κ*τι°(62 events) and Ζ*Κ0·π* (89 events) 
In these channels the only clear signal stems from К (890). 
The significance of the signals is 3-5 and ~ 3 respectively 
(fig. III.18c and fig. III.19c). Fitting the combined mass plot 
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* 
(fig. III.20) shows that К (890) production is present in 
(^ 5 ± Ì3)% of the events or: 
σ(Σ+Κ*+(θ90) -*-Σ+(ΚπΓ) = (б0 ± 17) ь 
of which approximately (22 ± 6) pb is found in 2+к+тгв and 
(38 ± 16) yb in Σ +Κ 0π +. On the basis of the CG. ratio of the 
* + 
К decay modes involved, the ratio of these cross sections: 
о ~ ¿ = 0.6 ± 0.3 is expected to be 0.5· 
* + 
The (Kir)+ spectrum also shows a hint of К ('\h20) produc­
tion. The signal has s < 2 and is too narrow. We estimate an 
upper limit (at a two standard deviations level) of: 
σ(Σ+Κ* (11+20) ->- Σ+(Κπ)+) < 19 ub. 
The Dalitzplot Μ2(Σιτ) versus M2(Kir)+ is shown in fig. III.21. 
III. 3.8 The ahannel Σ+Α:+π+π" (74 events) 
In the (Κ*π") distribution (fig. III.22e) we clearly observe 
К (890) production (s « 3) claiming (23 ± l)% of the channel: 
σ(Σ+π+Κ*+(890) -• Σ+π "К V ) = (21 ± 7) рЪ. 
. Another hint of resonance production is given by the s *» 2 
signal at the pe(T65) position in (π*ir" )-fig. III.22f. We 
estimate (19 ± 8)#: 
σ(Σ+Κ+ρβ(765) - » - Ï ^ V T - ) = (17 ± 8) yb 
We find no evidence for correlation of this resonance with 
existing Δ + + resonances in (Σ +Κ +). 
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III.3.9 Search for exotic baryon resonances 
The existence of exotic (i.e. S = +1) Ъагуоп resonances 
(symbol Z) is still not definitely established. In the litera­
ture one finds references to Z-type bumps at mass values of 
1780 and I865 MeV (1=0) and 1900, 2150 and 2500 MeV (I=1). 
Some of our S = +1 (Ж) effective mass spectra show s > 2 
enhancements suggestive of resonance production: 
(i) We observe an s > 3 enhancement between 2050 and 2200 
MeV in the (pK*) spectrum from ρΚ^'π* (fig. 111.7a). This 
might be an indication for Z, (2150) production. In the events 
with (pir*) outside the Δ + + (1236) band (1120-1320 MeV) an s « 2 
signal remains, indicating that the enhancement cannot be 
readily explained as a reflection caused by Δ + + production. 
— * o 
The relation with К (890) production in (Κ"π ) is unclear. The 
Z1{2'\50) contribution corresponds to (8.5 ± k)%, 
(ii) In the (nK+) spectrum from nicVir* (fig. III.12b) we 
observe an enhancement peaking between I7OO and I85O MeV. Back­
ground estimation is difficult. The significance is « 2 stan­
dard deviations. The central mass value seems too low to permit 
an association with the Zl('\S)00). 
III. ЗЛО The (KKv) spectra 
We investigated the doubly charged (KKÏÏ)** spectrum of 
the channel пК^тт* (not shown) and found no significant struc­
ture. The singly charged (ΚΚπ)+ spectrum from the combined chan­
nels рК0К+тгв, ρΙ^Κ^π* and ρΚ^Κ'π* (fig. III.23) shows enhancements 
of approximately 2 standard deviations above background in the region 
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Fig. III.23 (ΚΚπ)+ effective mass spectrum from рК0К+тг0, 
pK К тг+ ала ρΚ+Κ"π+. The shaded area corresponds 
to events with at least one combination (Κ π β ) , 
(Κ+ιτ0), ( K V ) or (К"тг+) with an effective mass 
in the К (890) hand (0.8b - 0.9k GeV). The curve 
represents the phase space distribution normalized 
to the total number of events. 
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between 1550 ала I65O Ме ала between 1800 and I9OO MeV. If 
we require at least one (Κπ) combination to have an effective 
mass value within the К (890) band (81*0-91+0 MeV), the first 
signal maintains a significance of 2 whilst the second signal 
falls below this level. If we accept this to be an indication 
* _ _* 
of a state decaying into К (890) К and/or К (890) К, the А
э
+ 
( 13) (16U0) is the nearest known candidate. Cooper et al. claim 
to find no statistically compelling structure in (ККтг)+ at 
5.1+ GeV/c. Their spectrum shows a s * 1.5 enhancement at ap­
proximately the same position (1550-1000 MeV) as ours. Aderholz 
et al. at 8 GeV/c find an s * 1+ enhancement at (11+90 ± 20) 
MeV (F'OJUO)) and an s « 3.5 signal at (169O ± l6) MeV(g( 1680) ), 
* _ _* 
both having К (890) К and/or К (890) К decay modes. 
Neutral (ΚΚπ) spectra have been studied in several pp ex­
periments. Apart from the Ε-meson (I = O), several enhancements 
were reported in the region between 1625-1725 MeV . 
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Chapter IV 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME REACTIONS AMD COMPARISON WITH MODELS 
IV. 7 Introduction 
In this chapter we will discuss the following (quasi-) 
two body reactions: 
π
+
ρ -»• Κ
+
Σ
+
 (a) 
ir+p •* Κ +(890) Σ* (ъ) 
π
+
ρ + Κ+Σ+(1385) (с) 
π
+
ρ * Κ*
+(Θ90) Σ+(1385) (d) 
A common feature of these reactions is, that within the 
framework of exchange model descriptions (see sect. IV.3) they 
need the exchange of objects with a strangeness quantum number 
different from zero. 
For each of these reactions we study the experimental be­
haviour of the differential cross section as a function of four 
momentum transfer. For reactions (b), (c) and (d) we also ex­
amine the spin density matrix elements. Our results are com­
pared with predictions from some models. 
For the study of the reactions (b), (c) and (d) we used 
all events that satisfy the К (89O) and/or Σ+(1385) mass band 
selections (8UO-9UO MeV and 1330-1І+30 MeV respectively). We did 
not apply background corrections. Statistics rarely allow this 
and the methods commonly used are subject to criticism. Usually 
one predicts background behaviour in the resonance region by 
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interpolating from regions where the resonance contribution is 
helieved to be negligihle or small. As a consequence these 
regions are relatively far away from - and possibly no longer 
representative for - the region to he studied. Moreover one 
generally assumes that interference effects between the reso-
nance and the background can be neglected, i.e. that the back-
ground is produced incoherently, an assumption which may or 
may not be justified (cf. réf. 2 chapter III). 
We start this chapter with a definition of the variables 
used, a description of the quantities studied and an outline 
of the models discussed. 
IV.2 Mandelstam variables ; Differential cross section 
In fig. IV.1 we give a schematic representation of a 
(quasi-) two body reaction a+b -»• c+d in the overall CM.-system 
i.e. the system, where the total momentum is zero. In our case 
particle a (c) symbolizes the initial (final) state meson, 
while particle b (d) symbolizes the initial (final) state baryon. 
Kinematically the reaction can be described by variables: 
Ρ« / Pb 
'M 
Fig. IV.1 Schematic representat ion of the kinematics of a 
2-body react ion in the overal l CM.-system. 
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p. = the magnitude of the CM. momentum of the initial 
stat e particles: p. = I ρ I = I ρ I 
p„ = the magnitude of the CM. momentum of the final 
state particles: ρ = I ρ I = I ρ I 
θ = the CM. production angle of one of the final state 
-»• -*-
P
c
, p
a p a r t i c l e s ; e.g. cos " _ 
l p l i p I 
с *a 
Because θ and the momenta are not relativistically in­
variant, one often introduces the invariant variables s, t and 
u: 
s = - ( P + P j 2 = - (P + P J 2 (IV.1) 
β- и c d 
t = - ( P - P J 1 = - ( P V - P J 2 (IV.2) 
И. С D u . 
u = - (Ρ - P J 2 = - ( p ^ - p J 2 ( Ι ν · 3 ) 
a d o c 
In these expressions the symbol P. denotes the four vector 
(p., iE.) of particle j. s, t and u are the so-called Mandelstam 
J и 
variables. They sat is fy the r e l a t i o n : 
s + t + u = m2 + ml + m2 + ml 
a D с d 
For our reaction а+Ъ -»• c+d the expressions ( (IV.1 )-(lV.3)) 
become : 
s = E2 (> 0) (iV.lt) 
CM 
t = m 2 + m 2 - 2 E E + 2 p p cos θ 
а с а с a^c 
= m£ + m^ - 2EbEd + 2ptpd cos θ (< θ) (IV.5) 
u = m
2
 + m] - 2E E^ - 2p p, cos θ 
a d a d a^ d 
= »b + mc - 2 Eb Ec - ^ c C 0 3 θ 
(< 0) (IV.6) 
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In Eq. (IV.k) E
 M denotes the total energy in the C.M.-
system. In this channel t and u are called four momentum 
transfers. 
To obtain a symmetric description one replaces in fig. 
IV.1 the outgoing particles m with four momenta Ρ Ъу anti-
m 
particles m with four momenta P- = - Ρ (fig. IV.2). We now 
m m 
can rewrite Eqs. (IV.l) - (IV.3) as follows: 
s = - (p +p ) 2 = - (p_+p_) 2 ( I V . l a ) 
a b c d 
t = - ( P + P - ) 2 = - ( P . + P T ) 2 (IV.2a) 
а с D d 
u = - ( P + P T ) 2 = - ( P
v
+ P - ) 2 (IV.3a) 
a d D C 
I-channel 
Fig. IV.2 Illustration of a symmetric description of two body 
reactions. 
Fig. IV.2 can be interpreted as the representation of three 
different reactions. We list them here with their names and 
with some characteristics: 
a+b -»• c+d ; s-ohannel reaction ; s > 0 , t < 0 , u < 0 
a+c •*• b+d ; t-ohannel reaction ; s < 0 , t > 0 , u < 0 
a+d -*• b+c ; u-channel reaction ; s < 0 , t < 0 , u > 0 . 
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We find: 
E* ( -channel reaction) = - (p + p-) ; 
In this channel t has the meaning of an energy variable and 
is now > 0, while s and u are now four momentum transfers < 0. 
An analogous discussion can be given for the u-channel, where 
now u is the energy variable. The s, t and u channel reactions 
are 'physical' in different regions of the (s, t, u) space. 
We will make use of the above symmetric description in section 
IV.3. 
The differential croes section is defined as the cross 
section per unit of solid angle da/dn or equivalently as 
da/[ d(cos θ) d^ ] , where φ is the azimuthal angle. In fig. 
(IV.1) φ is defined as the angle of rotation of the production 
plane around ρ . If the beam and the target are unpolarized 
(as is the case in our experiment), φ is physically irrelevant 
and can be integrated over. As cos θ is linearly dependent on 
t (cf. Eg. (IV.5)), the differential cross section is often 
defined in terms of t, i.e. as da/dt. 
The maximum (minimum) value of t is obtained by putting 
cos θ = +1(-1) in Eq. (IV.5) e.g.: 
m* + m
2
 - 2E E - 2p ρ < t < 
а с а с ^а^с 
m
1
 + m
2
 - 2E E + 2p ρ 
a с а с а^-^ с 
(І .7) 
For a two body reaction involving stable particles only, 
ideally - in the limit of infinite measuring precision -
Iti . (= - t ) has the same value for all events. If how-
min max 
ever a resonance is produced (e.g. particle с in fig. IV.I), 
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m has a distribution of finite width (cf. the Breit-Wigner 
distribution, sect. III.2.2) and the lowest lt| values reached 
correspond to the lowest possible m values, i.e. to the left 
tail of the resonance mass distribution. In addition, measuring 
errors will tend to wash out these limits. 
In order to separate these effects from other - possibly-
dynamical - effects, one often uses the so-called reduoed four-
momentum transfer t', defined as: 
t' = t - t = Iti - Iti . 
max m m 
where [tl . is a limit varying from event to event depending 
m m 
on the observed value of m . The differential cross section 
с 
is then correspondingly defined as da/dt'. 
IV. 3 Outline of models used 
Interactions at energies in or above the region of our 
experiment axe often characterized by a common feature: in 
the CM. system of the interaction the produced particles can 
be grouped into two systems; in one the particles closely fol­
low the original direction of the beam particle, while in the 
other system directions close to that of the target particle 
dominate. This forward-backward preference is generally the 
stronger the smaller the number of particles produced. One 
describes this situation by stating that the two initial state 
particles interact peripherally instead of head-on or, equiva-
lently, that the interaction is dominated by long range forces. 
These forces can be thought of as mediated by the exchange 
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of one or more (virtual) particles. Models based upon this 
idea are called exchange models, 
Fig. IV.3 Diagram of a two body reaction mediated Ъу an exchange 
process. 
For (quasi-) two body interactions one schematically de­
picts this situation by the diagram of fig. IV.3· The incident 
particles a and b interact by means of the exchange of one or 
more objects e; the interaction produces the particles (or 
particle systems) с and d. 
The strong interaction conserves the total isospin (l), 
G-parity (G), angular momentum (1), parity (P),baryon number 
(В) and strangeness (S) at each of the vertices (aec) and 
(bed). This puts restrictions on the quantum numbers of e: 
the conservation laws determine which 'particles' e can be 
exchanged. If a and с (fig. IV.3) are mesons and b and d are 
baryons (B=l), e must have В = 0 (meson exchange). If a and d 
are mesons and b and с are baryons, e has В = 1 (baryon ex­
change). Because of peripherism the meson exchange reaction 
will mainly populate the low Iti region i.e. the secondary 
meson (baryon) will closely follow the direction of the primary 
mesons (baryon) ('forward peak'). On the other hand, in a 
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peripheral baryon exchange reaction the secondary meson 
(baryon) wi l l approximately follow the direct ion of the 
primary baryon (meson) ('backward p e a k ' ) . 
Calling μ the 'mass' of e, one f inds, e.g. at vertex (aec) 
in f ig. IV.3): 
μ2 = ( E - E J 2 - ( P - P J 2 = - ( P
e
+ P - ) 2 = t (IV.8) 
а с а с а с 
Since t < 0 for our process, we find y2 < 0. The exchanged ob­
ject is called a 'virtual particle' ('off the mass shell'); 
μ2 is a linear function of the cosine of the scattering angle θ 
(sect. IV.2). 
The simplest exchange model is based upon the so-called 
Born Term Model . In this model the transition probability 
(amplitude) between initial and final state is given by the 
sum of all possible Born terms, calculated by means of the 
Feynman rules in lowest order perturbation theory. These terms 
generally contain two vertex factors and a so-called propagator 
of the form (n^-t)-1 , where m is the mass of a physical par­
ticle ('on the mass shell') with the quantum numbers of e. The 
propagator has a pole at the unphysical value t = m2 and tends 
to make the amplitude large for physical t values close to the 
pole, i.e. for small negative t values or for small scattering 
angles. One often reduces the number of Born terms to one by 
considering only the dominating Feynman diagram. In terms of 
the propagator this usually means that only the term containing 
the lightest particle with the required quantum numbers is kept. 
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Of course in general also the effect of the vertex factors 
has to Ъе taken into account. 
Models of the above type are called one-parttcZe exchange 
(OPE) models. Qualitatively the behaviour predicted for the 
differential cross section as a function of t agrees with the 
observations. Quantitatively however the predicted decrease 
of da/dt with Iti is much slower than experimentally observed. 
Moreover, the calculated absolute values of the cross sections 
are generally too high. 
Among the models that try to remedy this situation are 
the so-called absorption-inodels. One introduces the idea, that 
at higher energies many inelastic channels compete with and 
suppress each other. This 'absorptive' effect is the stronger 
the closer the incident particles come together. Using the 
relation l(l+l) ~ (pb/h)2 - where 1 is the relative angular 
momentum of the incident particles, ρ the CM. momentum and b 
the impact parameter - one sees that small impact parameters 
correspond to low 1 values. This implies that the reduction 
of the differential cross section caused by the absorption 
effect will be strongest for collisions with low 1-values or, 
correspondingly (because low impact-parameters also mean large 
scattering angles) strongest for collisions with large I tl-
values. 
In practice the idea of absorption is implemented by the 
introduction of an 1-dependent factor which damps the ampli­
tude contribution of partial waves with low angular momentum. 
The net effect is, that da/dt falls off sharper with Iti than 
in the simple OPE model. 
Absorption models are successful in describing several 
aspects of a limited nimber of interactions; e.g. the Gottfried-
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Jackson absorption model for reactions with π-exchange and 
(3) the Dar-Watts-Weisskopf absorption model for exchange of 
mesons with J < 1. Several discrepancies however remain (e.g. 
the predictions for the s-dependence of cross sections). 
A different class of models are the so-called Regge—pole 
models. The basic ideas behind these models stem from devel­
opments in low energy potential scattering theory. Regge has 
shown that the partial wave amplitudes, considered as complex 
functions not only of energy, but also of angular momentum, 
have poles for (complex) values 1 = a(E). For Ε-values where 
1 = integer > 0 ('physical' 1 values) the poles are associated 
with bound states (E < 0) or resonances (E > 0). The function 
a(E), interpolating between the positions of the poles, is 
called a Regge tvaj'eatory. One generally assumes that these 
Regge trajectories also exist in relativistic scattering pro­
cesses and - for each specific family of particles with com­
mon internal quantum numbers (B, I, G, S and P, i.e. the quan­
tum numbers conserved by strong interactions) - give the spin 
(j) as a function of mass (M ): J = Reot(M2). 
о о 
The importance of Regge-pole theory for scattering pro­
cesses results from its combination with the concept of cros­
sing symmetry. Following this concept the amplitudes for re­
lated s-, t- and u-channel reactions (sect. IV.2) are given 
by the values of one single analytic function A (s, t, u) in 
the respective 'physical's,t, and u regions. Consider for example 
the t-channel reaction a+c -*· b+d (fig. IV.kb). Resonances R, 
formed according to the scheme a+c -*• R -»• b+d ly on the trajec­
tory a(t) and have spins JR = a(t = M¿) (М^ being a resonance 
mass). By crossing one now can relate this low energy behaviour 
in the t-channel (t small > 0, s ·*• ») to the high energy be-
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Fig. IV.k An з-сЬалпеІ reaction (a) and a t-channel reaction 
(Ъ) mediated Ъу the same Regge trajectory R; (c) 
Chew-Frautschi plot for an odd signature Regge 
trajectory. 
haviour in the (crossed) s-channel (t < 0, I tl small, s •*• ») 
а+Ъ •*• c+d (fig. IV.ha.). One thus describes the amplitude in 
the s-channel as a sum of terms involving t-channel Regge 
trajectories a(t). 
The amplitude in the s-channel obtained has the general 
form: 
A ; s ) ( S , t ) L Σ f (t) В (t) t(t)(.s/s) \ \ ° 
o(t) (IV.9) 
The sum runs over different Regge trajectories, each 
characterized by a different set of allowed internal quantum 
numbers. The index λ denotes the t-channel spin state of the 
incoming and outgoing particles. The function ƒ. (t) contains 
t kinematical factors and accounts for the conservation of total 
angular momentum in the s-channel. 8
Λ
 is the so-called residue 
function. The signature factor ξ(ΐ) gives the phase of the 
amplitude and can be written as: 
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_/. % _ 1 + τ exp (- iira(t)) 
Ç ( t )
 sin πα( ) 
indicating that a Regge trajectory links together poles with 
J = even (τ = +1) or J = odd (τ = -1) only (e.g. resonances 
with spins separated by two units of angular momentum only)· 
If two trajectories of opposite signature and parity coincide, 
one calls these trajectories exchange degenerate. The factor 
(s/s ) gives the energy dependence of the amplitude (s 
is a scale factor). Often one approximates the amplitude by 
considering only the trajectory with the largest a(t) (leading 
trajectory). 
One generally assumes that a(t) depends linearly on t (fig. 
IV.he). For t > 0 this assumption is born out by the experi­
mentally observed J versus M 2 dependence. By analyzing high 
energy processes one also finds that the functions a(t) (t < 0) 
are compatible with linear extrapolation of their positive t 
branches. 
For more detailed descriptions of the above and further 
(1*) 
aspects of Regge pole theory we refer to literature 
To test a model one usually compares its predictions for 
the differential cross sections, the energy dependence of the 
cross sections etc. with the data. In the case of a decaying 
product one can in principle also compaxe the decay angular 
distribution and spin density matrix elements. This subject 
is shortly described in the next section. 
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IV. 4 The decay angular distribution; spin density matrix 
elements 
In exchange processes the mixture of spin substates of 
the reaction products depends on the spin and parity of the 
particle(s) exchanged. If in addition one or more of produced 
particles decays, one can obtain information on this mixture 
Ъу studying the decay angular distribution(s). 
In this thesis we will study decay angular distributions 
in the so-called Gottfried-Jackson system (see fig. IV.5)· 
In this system the resonance d is at rest and the spin-
quantization axis is in the direction of the initial state 
particle at the production vertex (bed). The resonance decay 
products are called α and 5 (two body decay). If d is a meson-
(baryon-) resonance, b is the initial state meson (baryon); 
Fig. IV.5 Gottfried-Jackson frame for the study of the decay 
of a resonance d produced in an interaction 
a+b -•• c+d. For details we refer to the text. 
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a and с are the initial and final state particles at the other 
vertex (aec); e represents the exchanged particle. We now de­
fine (fig. IV.5): 
the normal to the production plane: η = a χ с/ La χ с I 
ρ 
t h e normal t o t h e decay p lane : n , = Ъ χ а/ІЪ χ а I 
t h e G o t t f r i e d - J a c k s o n frame : ζ = Ъ 
: y = ñ p 
: χ = y χ ζ 
the Gottfried-Jackson frame decay angles: 
θ = arc cos (z.S) 
ψ = arc cos (y»ñ,) 
= arc sin (x.ñ,) 
а 
The statistical mixture of spin states of a resonance d, 
produced in a reaction а+Ъ ->- c+d is usually described by means 
of the spin density matrix formalism. 
We symbolize the orientation (e.g. the z-component) of 
the spins of а, Ъ, с and d (if any) by k, 1, m and η respec­
tively. By Μ (α,g) we denote the amplitude for decay of с from 
a state with 'orientation' m into a two body final state with 
angular vector α (= cos θ%φ ) and with spin orientations of the 
decay products symbolized by q. In the most general case we can 
write an analogous expression for the decay amplitude of d: 
M (0,r). The transition amplitude between the initial state and 
the final state can thus be written as: 
MC(3,<i) Md(ß,r) < m,η Ι Τ I k,l > 
m η 
ж
 *) 
The joint decay distribution W(S,ß) is now given by : 
*) Note. General expressions for decay angular distributions 
can be found in ref. (6). 
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W(a,e) = 
ηη' 
(IV.10) 
where : 
Ρ . = ^ < m,n Ι Τ I к,1 > < m', n'I Τ I k,l > (IV.11) 
are the joint spin density matrix elements. 
с d The functions Μ , M are generalized spherical harmonics. 
m п^ 
Integration over S resp. 0 gives the decay distributions of 
d resp. с alone. Because of orthonormality: 
¡M=(â,q) м£(а,<1> dfi
a
= 6^, 
and we obtain for W(ß): 
W(g) = Σ
ηΙ
[Σ M^d.r) M^(ß.r)]Pnnl (IV.12) 
with: 
Ρ , = Σ ρ*·"
1
, (IV.13) 
nn' m η,η' 
An analogous expression can Ъе obtained for W(a) and ρ .. 
nun 
In general the spin density matrix elements depend on t 
(or the production angle). General properties are: 
0 < ρ < 1 (IV.IU) 
ni,m 
Σ ρ =1 (IV.15) 
m m,m 
ρ , = ρ , (hermiticity) (IV.іб) 
m,m m ,m 
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Moreover, for parity conserving reactions between unpo-
larized particles, the following relation holds in any system 
with the quantization axis (z) in the production plane: *) 
m,m -m,-ni (IV.17) 
Using the properties given ahove, one can write the den­
sity matrix for К (890) (J=1) as: 
p(J=l) = 
'K1 - po,o) 
_P 
'1,0 
1.-1 -P 
Ί,ο 
3
o,o 
1,0 
-P 
'1,-1 
* 
1,0 
Id - P 0 > 0 ) J 
(IV.18) 
This matrix depends on k independent parameters, as ρ and 
ρ
 1 are real (see Eqs. (IV.16) and (IV.I?)). 1 »-1 * 
For the decay К (890) •*• Κπ (J = 1, J = Jß = 0) one 
derives the following decay distrihution: 
W(1'0'0)(cos θ,ν) -TÎJ{2(1-P 0
 0) + 3(3P 0 I 0-1) cos29 -
(IV.19) 
- P1 1 sin2 θ cos 2φ - VTRe p.. sin 2 θ cos V f 
with the projected distributions : 
W ( 1 ' 0 ' 0 ) ( C O S Θ) = ^ { (1-P0 0)
 +
 (3P0 0-l) cos
2
e} (lV.19a) 
wd.O.O)^) = ^ { l + 2ρ^^ - Up 1 )_ 1 cos
2
 V | (І .19Ъ) 
*) Note. For further details on the density matrix formalism 
we refer to ref. 5 and 6. 
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The spin density matrix for Σ+(1385) (J=3/2) - writing 
ρ for ρ - has the form: 
n,m il m 
2'2 
p(J=3/2) = 
J3,1 '3,3 
D3,i 
33,-i -pi,-i 
'3.-1 
Î-P 3,3 μ1,-1 
ϊ-ρ 
3,-3 
33,-i 
* 
3,3 μ3,1 
-P. 
'3,-3 K3,-1 "3,1 '3,3 
(IV.20) 
This matrix depends on 7 independent parameters: ρ , 
j ,3 
p_ _ and ρ are real; p-
 1 and p_ 1 are complex. 
For Σ+(1385) decaying into Λ and π+ (J. = 4, J = -, 
d 2 α 2 
J 0 = θ) t h e decay d i s t r i b u t i o n t a k e s t h e form: 
P 
(1 1 о) 
W ¿ (cos θ,φ) = ^ |^(1+1+
Р з з
) + 2^-kP3 з^
 c o s 2 e 
о 2 ì 
— Re p_ . sin2 θ cos 2φ Re p. , sin 2 θ cos φ г 
^ГЧ 3,-1 π 3,1 ) VT vT 
(IV.21) 
with the projected distributions: 
(-. -, о) 
W 2 ' 2 ' (cos Θ) = "ζ" {(1+ltp ) + (3-12P ) cos2e} 3,3' 3,3' 
(IV.21a) 
W 4' І (^,) • ¿ { ^ • ^ ^ з . - ^ -VT 
— Re ρ- . cos 2 
VT ^ - 1 ' } 
( І .21Ъ) 
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The experimental values of the matrix elements are ohtained 
by fitting the appropriate expression to the experimental 
distribution (e.g. by using a maximum likelihood method) or 
by using the so-called method of moments. 
The latter method uses the fact that the average values 
of the different functions f(cos θ,φ) building up W(cos θ,νΟ 
i.e. : 
f = d cos θ άψ f (cos θ,ι?) W(cos θ,^ ι) 
become particularly simple expressions of co-factors of f if 
W(cos θ, φ) is written in terms of orthogonal functions. The 
averages relevant for К decay are given by: 
c o s 2 θ
 • ^
1 + 2Po,o ) 
1+ 
sin2 θ cos 2 φ =-·£• Ρ,
 1 (IV.22) 
—: W2 
sin 2Θ cos ψ = - —ξ— Re ρ1 η 
and for Σ+(13θ5) decay by: 
τ
^
Γ Ί я
 ϊ ? ( τ - 8 ρ 3 , 3 ) sin2 θ cos 2φ = - "4=,Re Ρ_ , (IV.23) 
sin 2Θ cos φ = - β Re ρ 
In the method of moments the r.h.s. spin density matrix 
elements are obtained from approximate l.h.s. average values 
derived from the experimental sample by putting e.g.: 
_ 1 N 
cos
2
 θ = ¿ Σ cos2 θ
ν
 (lV.2lt) 
Η к 
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where θ is the value of θ for the K-th event and where the 
Гі. 
K-sum runs over the total experimental, sample consisting of 
N events. 
(7) Minnaert has shown, that - because the eigenvalues of 
the spin density matrix are all positive - the elements of 
this matrix have to satisfy certain conditions. For frames 
with the quantization axis in the production plane (such as 
the Gottfried-Jackson frame used here) the following positivity 
conditions hold: 
for spin 1 (K ): 
for spin | (Σ+(1385)): 
( р
з,з-
і ) 2 + ( R e p 3 , i ) 2 + ( Н е р з , - і ) 2 < і І 
IV. 5 The reaction π+ρ -ν Κ*Σ* 
IV.5.1 Experimental Results 
The cross section for ΤΓ+Ρ ·*• K T * was found to Ъе (59±10) уЪ 
(see table 11.26 and fig. II.2j). 
In fig. (IV.6) we show the differential cross section for 
this reaction as a function of t'. Only events with Σ* -*• mr* 
decay were used. Each individual event has been weighted for 
(IV.25) 
(IV.26) 
(IV.27) 
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_i_ 
τ ι
+
ρ - Κ
+
Σ ' 
ι I • ι ι ι • ι ι ι ι 
02 01 06 08 10 ΊΖ U 16 18 
t' (GeV2) 
20 
Fig. IV.6 Differential cross section as a function of t' for 
the reaction π +ρ -»• Κ + Σ + . The solid curve represents 
the prediction of the model of Reeder and Sarma 
The dashed line represents the result of a fit to an 
expression of the form — = A exp (- A t ) . 
geometrical and angular losses. We find that the forward t' 
distribution (0 < t' < O.U) can Ъе approximated Ъу an expres­
sion of the form — = A exp (- At). The symbol λ is often 
at 
called the 'slope' (parameter) of the differential cross sec­
tion. Its numerical value can be found in table IV.1. 
Data for this reaction are available at several beam mo­
menta and were obtained using different measurement techniques 
(9a-d,f-j) 
. We especially mention the high statistics wire 
spark chamber results published by the Argonne-Michigan group 
t9f-i;
 a n d t h e s t o n y . Brook _ Wisconsin results^*
3
 . Some of 
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TABLE IV.1 
ρ 
beam 
(GeV/c) 
з.о 
з.о 
3.0 
3.23 
3.25 
3.7 
k.O 
k.O 
5.0 
5.0 
5.05 
5.U 
6.0 
7.0 
7.0 
10.0 
l U . o 
* ) E x t π 
Parameters 
t - r e g i o n 
(GeV2) 
< 0.1 
0.1 - O.U 
< 0.1t5 
< 0.5 
< O.U 
< 0.1+ 
< 0 Λ 
< 0.1+1+ 
< 0.1+1 
< 0.35 
< 0.1+5 
< 0.1+8 
< 0.1+ 
< 0.35 
< 0.1+5 
< O.U 
< 0.1+ 
i p o l a t e d f r 
i n dxr/dt = Ae" 
A 
(pb/GeV2) 
1037 ± 3h *) 
l+бб ± 16 *) 
500 ± 1+0 
-
. 5U0 ± i+o 
690 ± 160 
1+30 ± 30 
2І+8 ± 28 
1+55 ± 160 
1+73 ± 1U *) 
360 ± 1+0 
162 ± 1+0 *) 
56I+ ± 25 
302 ± 9 *) 
320 ± 50 
265 ± 12 
223 ± 11 
om t h e publ i she 
•λΐ -с + 
for π ρ -*• I 
λ ( s l o p e ) 
(GeV"2 ) 
II+.68 ± О.92 
6.О6 ± 0.20 
6.1+ ± 0.1+ 
9.6 
7.2 ± 0.1+ 
8.1+ ± 1.1+ 
8.8 ± 0.5 
1+.6 ± 0.5 
9.U ± 1.9 
9.37 ± Ο.16 
8.8 ± 0.5 
6.7 ± 1.2 
9.7 ± 0.5 
9.01 ± 0.21 
9.3 ± 0.6 
9-7 ± 0.5 
10.5 ± 0.5 
»d v a l u e s for 1 
<*Σ* 
r é f . 
9 h 
9 h 
9 f 
9 a 
9 f 
9 Ъ 
9 f 
9 e 
This e x p t . 
9 h 
9 f 
9 d 
9 j 
9 h 
9 f 
9 j 
9 j 
; ' = 0 
these results are also presented in table IV.1. Our values are 
found to be in good agreement. In a bubble chamber experiment 
at 5.1+ GeV/c, Cooper et al. found appreciably lower values 
for A and the slope parameter. 
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Another feature of the Κ +Σ + differential cross section is 
the evidence for a dip or break in the t' region between 0.5 
and 0.8 GeV2. This feature has been the subject of a detailed 
(9a) 
experimental investigation by Han et al. β , who also find a 
break at t' * 0.5 GeV2, followed by a secondary maximum at t1 *» 
O.85 GeV2. The secondary maximum disappears at higher energies. 
The polarization of the Σ* was determined from the Σ + -> ртг" 
*) decay . The distribution of the proton in the Σ* rest frame 
can be written as: 
1 1 = ^ (1 +
α
Ρ(ξ.η)) (IV.28) 
where N = the number of events in the t' interval considered 
Ω = a solid angle 
Ρ = the polarization 
q = a unit vector along the decay proton direction 
ñ = a unit vector along the normal to the production 
plane: η = (р^* χ ρ
κ +
) / Ι ρ • χ ρ
κ +
 Ι ; ρ^ * and р ^ 
are the momenta of the beam and K + respectively 
α = the asymmetry parameter; for the decay Σ* -ν pit0 
the experimentally known value of α is (-0.991 ± O.OI9). 
The polarization can thus be obtained from: 
Р = ^ | ( 4 . . п . ) (IV.29) 
or from 
P
 - J (Nu - V (lV-30) 
*) Note. The Σ* -> nir* decays were not used because of the well-
known smallness of the decay - asymmetry parameter, 
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where N and N are the number of events with decay protons 
emitted at angles ahove (i.e. with q..n. > 0) and helow the 
production plane respectively. 
Part of the events with <|..fì. ~ 0 have a small decay angle 
in the laboratory and are likely to he lost (section II.5.5). 
In formula (IV.29) this effect reduces N, hut leaves the sum 
virtually unchanged. We will therefore prefer to use Eg. (IV.30) 
where the bias drops out as we expect N and N to be reduced by 
approximately the same factor as N. 
For the average value of the polarization in the interval 
0 < t'ÍGeV2) < 1 we found: 
Ρ = 0.17±0.37 
IV. 5.2 Exchange model predictions 
From the conservation laws at the meson and baryon ver­
tices of the reaction π*ρ •> Κ +Σ + one deduces that only objects 
with the following quantum numbers can be exchanged: 
1 "3 ρ 
I = —, ·£•, J = 0* , 1 ", 2 + ,... (natural spin parity); 
I SI = 1 ; В = 0 
Well established resonances with these quantum numbers are the 
К (890) (I = 2; JP = 1") and the К (11*20) (I = I ; JP = 2* ), also 
** * ** 
called К . We can thus have both К and К (trajectory) ex­
change . 
One of the earlier Regge pole models applied to this reac-
*) 
tion is the 'hypercharge1 exchange model of Reeder and 
*) Note. Hypercharge (symbol Y) is essentially an alternative 
quantum number for 'strangeness'. It is defined as 
the sum of the strangeness S and the baryon number B. 
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(io) . * 
Sarma , a phenomenological model based on nondegenerate К 
** 
and К exchange. The model contains a large number of free 
parameters fitted to experimental data at several energies. 
Using the parameters given Ъу the authors, we calculated the 
do/dt' behaviour at our energy. As shown by the solid curve 
in fig. IV.6, the general trend of our data is reasonably 
well reproduced, especially in the forward direction. The 
predicted value for the cross section in the forward peak is 
O.U 
fp-dt' = 37.6 vb 
Experimentally we find (38.9 ± Q.U) yb. The dip and second 
maximum seem to occur at higher t' values than predicted, 
although statistics in this region are too meagre to allow 
firm conclusions. 
Simple Regge exchange models are known to run into 
difficulties in explaining several features of the data 
(Зк) As shown by Han et al. ° the model of Reeder and Sarma 
fails in explaining the large t' behaviour. It predicts a 
dip in da/dt and a change of sign of the polarization at 
t * 1.8 (GeV/c)2. Observations do not confirm this behaviour. 
To remedy this and other shortcomings more sophisticated 
models have been developed, such as the models of Meyers, 
. (12) Noirot, Runpault and Salin ; Ringland, Roberts, Roy and 
Tran Thanh Van ; Thews, Goldstein and Owens and Loos 
and Matthews . Most of these models rely on absorption 
corrections to improve the agreement with the data. In the 
t'-regions where we have some statistics, the discrepancies 
between the predictions of these models are not very dramatic. 
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IV.5.3 SU(Z) prediations 
For the reactions 
π
+
ρ + Κ
+
Σ
+
 (a) 
π*ρ -»• ir*p (e) 
K +p -f K +p (f) 
exact SU(3) symmetry predicts the following amplitude relation 
at equal s and t : 
A + A = A„ 
a e f 
which implies: 
I A I > II A I - IA_I I (IV.31) 
a e ι 
\ 
Δ Γ 
V 
i s 
t 
= 
defined 
6kn2 
a.
2 
6hn 
a
1 
such t h a t : 
V i , k . 
p f . k 
в
к4.к 
d \ 
dn 
dt 
(IV.32) 
where s. is the squared CM. energy, p.
 v
(p- , ) is the magni-
tude of the initial (final) CM. momentum in reaction к eind 
α is a units conversion factor. 
We make use of the optical theorem 
öT,k • ^  Ael,k(t=0) ' ' ^ P i . A ) (Ιν·33> 
for the r.h.s. of the triangular inequality. In this formula 
σ denotes the total cross section (meson + haryon •+ all 
channels) of the initial state and A is the amplitude for 
elastic scattering. From Eqs. (IV.32) and (IV.33) we derive 
for elastic scattering: 
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fêH^^b"*»;,' (".»ι 
where : 
(Re A \ ІША6''" ) ^ ^ 
If da/dt is expressed in mb/GeV2 and σ in mb, α takes the 
ι Τ 
va lue 0.62h GeVmb5 (= h e ) . 
The t r i a n g u l a r i n e q u a l i t y (IV.31) can now be w r i t t e n a s : 
p k = 
/ d ^ \ ^ [Vs
e
nV
e
) VUe a I < e - Vs f(lV f) p i > f aT<fJ2 
\ d t ' 4'=0 16 W s ρ2. 
а
 і.
а
 (і .Зб) 
(17) In a previous analysis of our π*ρ elastic scattering 
data we have found: 
a
m
 = 2б.б0±0.01 mb: I ρ I = 0.30+0.08 T,e ' e 
In our energy region the total K +p section is : 
σ
τ f = (1Т.1±0.2)тЪ. 
( op) 
For |p | we findv ': 
|p | = 0.U1 ± 0.03 
a value which agrees well with the result of a Regge pole 
. · (19) 
analysis of Dass, Michael and Phillips . Experimentally, 
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the value of ρ - does not seem to depend strongly on energy. 
Using the appropriate values for the momenta at our CM. 
energy, we obtain: 
W'/I= > Ο.Ο56 [σ_ β - σφ ]
2
 (IV.37) 
t '=0 ' e i » 1 
V«'A„„ For the l . h . s . we derive from our data \ ri-r » , 
t^o 
(0.U0±0.l6) mb/GeV* (see sect. IV.5.2). For the r.h.s. we find 
(U.5 ± 0.9) mb/GeV2, indicating a gross violation of the in­
equality. This presumably is partly caused by SU(3) symmetry 
breaking effects associated with the mass differences. 
To remove these mass-effects in an approximate way 
(21 ) 
Meshkov et.al. suggested that the comparison (IV.31) be 
made at the equal Q-value (Q = \fs - sum of final state masses). 
In several cases this method is known to fail . We tested 
this method using the Q-value of reaction (a) at our beam 
momentum: 1.52І+ GeV. This implied that we had to compare the 
reaction (a) at 5 GeV/c with reaction (e) at 3.1 GeV/c and 
reaction (f) at k.O GeV/c. 
First we made the comparison for the integrated cross 
sections. By interpolation of published data we found: 
σ = 5.0±1.5 m V 2 ^
;
 σ. = U.0±0.3 m V 2 ^ . 
e
 ι 1 
Comparison of the values M = (a.sp./p ) 5 following (IV.31) 
gives 
(0.81б±0.б9)> I (5.8±0.9) - (5.91±0.22)| = 0.11±0.93 
(all values are mb .GeV), which is satisfactory. 
We now do the comparison for forward cross sections: we 
*) 
use the following values : 
*) Note. These values were calculated from the total cross 
sections through the optical theorem (Eq..(lV.3^ ) ). 
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/ d o \ 
l -rr^· ) = (1»8±6) тЪ/GeV1 and 
V d t
 4=0 
( ^ j = (18.5+1-9) тЪ/GeV2 
=0 
(spi /d0\ ¡^  
Comparison of the values M = j V Ä T / Î following 
(IV.31) gives '=0 
(1.67±0.3U) > (11.U+0.7) - (9.1±0.5) = (2.3±0.9) 
ι 
(all values in mb5.GeV). We see that within the errors also 
this inequality is satisfied. 
Trilling has pointed out that this procedure does not 
make much sense, because it can e.g. result in comparing re­
actions (a) and (e) near the resonance regions of Δ++(1950) 
and Δ*+(1236) respectively. Instead he proposes to compare the 
reactions (a) and (e) at equal CM. energy and to compensate 
for mass difference effects in (f) Ъу a slight shift in energy 
scale. A correction for centrifugal harrier effects should 
he made by multiplying the amplitudes with a factor (1/p„) 
(see below). The σ
φ
 „ value is corrected for π-Κ mass difference 
effects by adding k.k mb, i.e. the difference σ
τ
(π~ρ)-σ
τ
(Κ"ρ) . 
*) Note. The fact, that the difference σ (π"ρ) - σ (K"p) changes 
very little between 3 and 60 GeV is taken as an indica­
tion that in the limit of exact SU(3) symmetry these 
cross sections would be equal. The experimentally ob­
served remaining difference can be considered as a 
measure for the effect of mass-breaking. 
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In principle each partial wave should he corrected sepa­
rately, but it is possible to determine an effective 1-value 
for the whole amplitude using a method similar to the one 
.(23) *) described by Davier and Harari . The inequality 
then reads: 
(IV.38) 
where ρ =1.33 GeV/c; ρ = 1.h6 GeV/c. 
For the r.h.s. we find (0.39*0.09) mb/GeV1 which is in very 
good agreement with our experimental, result: (0.1*0±0.l6) mb/ 
GeV2. 
Another SU(3) prediction: 
A(ir"p -ν π"ρ) + A(K-p -> ιΓΣ + ) = A(K"p ->· K"p) 
leads to a triangular inequality analogous to Eq. (IV.37), 
involving the difference between σ (τΓρ) and σ
τ
(Κ"ρ). As al­
ready has been stated, this difference is zero in the limit 
of exact SU(3). 
*) Note. Davier and Harari have shown that the t-behaviour of 
difference of the differential cross sections for K"p 
and K*p elastic scattering can be compared to a Bessel 
function J (r\££). The experimentally observed cross­
over then corresponds to the first zero (rv^t7 = 2.h0hQ) 
and determines the effective interaction radius r. 
In our case we determine r from the cross-over between 
the π*ρ and K+p elastic scattering differential cross 
sections. Experimentally this cross-over is observed 
for t = -0.3 GeV1, giving 1 = ρ r = 6.1*1. 
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Using Eq.(lV.33) one arrives at the conclusion that 
A(K"p -*• π"Σ+) is real at t^O. For the line-reversed reaction 
'ir*p -*• Κ +Σ + we then expect an imaginary forward amplitude . 
This has the interesting consequence, that relation (IV.38) 
changes into an equality. We see, that also this equality is 
very well satisfied. 
IV.6 The reaction тг*р -ν К (890) Σ* 
IV.6Л Experimental results 
** The reaction тг*р -*• Κ (890)Σ was shown to be present in 
the channels π+ρ -*- Σ*Κ*πβ and тг*р -> Σ+Κβπ* (sect. ІІІ.З.Т). 
The value of the cross section was determined to be 
(60+17) yb. At 1+.0 GeV/c(9c^ and 5.U GeV/c^9d^ the cross sec­
tions found were (23±7) yb and (l+2.9±6.2) pb respectively. 
*) Note. The reality of the forward amplitude A(t=0) in the 
reaction K'p -»• π"Σ+ follows from strong degeneracy 
* ** 
of the exchanged К and К trajectories (i.e. not 
only the trajectories, but also the residue functions 
are assumed to coincide). Going to the line reversed 
reaction π*ρ -»• Κ +Σ + (i.e. going from the s- to the 
u-channel reaction) involves a change of sign of the 
К contribution (odd signature) relative to the К 
contribution (even signature). We then obtain an 
imaginary amplitude A(t=0) = A(t=0) e" - with 
the intercept o(t=0) * 0.5 in the approximation con­
sidered. 
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The production angular distribution for the events in 
the К (890) mass hand (0.81+ < м(Ктг)+ (GeV) < 0.9^) is shown in 
fig. IV.?· We find a marked dip of at least h standard devia­
tions in the forward direction, in disagreement with the ob­
servations of Cooper et al. at 5 · ^ GeV/c. Between t' values 
of 0.1 and 1.0 (GeV/c) 1 the behaviour of the differential cross 
section can Ъе characterized Ъу an exponential with a slope 
200 
100 
60 
i.0 
20 
10 
6 
4 
I — ' t — I 
π
+
ρ — К** (890 )Σ + 
.1 ι 
os 
t' (GeV2) 
1.0 
Fig. IV.7 Differential cross section versus t1 for the reac­
tion ιτ+ρ -*• Κ (890)Σ*. The dashed line represents 
an expression — χ = Ae~ fitted to the data 
CLT> 
(0.1 < t(GeV2) < 1.0). The solid curve represents 
a (normalized) prediction from the model of Chilton 
et al. ( 2 6 ). 
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parameter λ = (3 .3±1.0) GeV 2 (dashed l i n e i n f i g . I V . 7 ) . 
From f i g . 3a of r e f . (9d) we e s t i m a t e λ « 2.h GeV"2 a t 5.h 
GeV/c. 
In table IV.2 we give the average values of the spin 
density matrix elements in the region 0 < t'ÍGeV2) < 1.0 as 
*+ 
determined from the К decay angular distribution (A) using 
the method of moments and (в) using a maximum likelihood fit 
(Eq. IV.19)· The solutions obtained with method (в) were 
forced to obey the positivity conditions. The values obtained 
using method (A) do not obey these conditions. This could be 
due to the background or contaminations. Approximately 75$ 
* • 
of the sample of Σ к candidates consists of ambiguous events. 
The main difference between the two solutions is in the values 
for Rep1 , which differ by more than 2 standard deviations. 
In table IV.2 we also give the p-values obtained by 
Bartsch et al. at k.O GeV/c and our own estimate (using 
fig. 3 in ref.(9d)) of the values obtained by Cooper et al. 
at 5.1* GeV/c. 
In fig. IV.8 we show the projected decay angular distri­
butions in cos θ and ψ (Gottfried-Jackson system). The curves 
represent the projections of the maximum likelihood fit results. 
IV.6.2 Comparisons with theory 
The conservations laws at the baryon and meson vertices 
allow the exchange of objects with: 
I = ¿, f ; JP = 0", Γ , 1", 2\ 2", ...; I SI = 1; В = 0 
ρ 
In terms of known particles this means that the K(l=J; J =0"), 
*, 1 Ρ ** , Ρ 
the К {1=1 ; J =1") and the К {1=1; J =2* ) are candidates. 
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Fig. IV.8 Decay angular distributions (in the Gottfried-Jackson 
system) of the К produced in the reaction π ρ -*• 
•к + 
Κ (89θ)Σ*. (a) YS-distribution; (Ъ) cos e-distribution. 
The solid curves are the results of the fit described 
in the text. 
The solid curve in fig. IV.7 represents the prediction for 
the t' dependence of the differential cross section at З·1* GeV/c.» 
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obtained from an absorptive one-particle-exchange model due to 
Chilton et al. ' . The curve is normalized to the total 
experimental cross section below t* = 1.0 GeV2. The model as-
* 
sumes mixed К and К exchange. Above t' ~ 0.2 GeV the cross 
section falls steeper than predicted. The observed dip is in 
agreement with the model. 
The p-values expected on the basis of the above model are 
also presented in table IV.2. 
TABLE IV.2 
.Spin density matrix elements 
for тг+р -У Κ* + (690)Σ+ (0 < t'(GeV2) < 1.0) 
Pbeam 
(GeV/c) 
k 
5 
5.U 
*) meth 
*) 
method 
A 
A 
В 
С 
Chilton 
model ( 2 б ) 
p0,0 
0.27+0.16 
-0.08±0.10 
0.07±0.10 
0.17±0.07 
0.09 
pi,-i 
0.2б±0.12 
0.1»1±0.15 
0.29±0.09 
O.35±0.06 
0.1+2 
R e p i , o 
0.02±0.02 
-0.23+0.05 
-0.08±0.0U 
0.06±0.03 
0.02 
reference 
9c 
this exp. 
this exp. 
9d 
9d 
od A: method of moments 
B: maximum likelihood fit (with positivity 
conditions imposed) 
C: estimated from fig. З.Ъ in ref. (9d) 
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IV. 7 The réaction тг+р -* Κ*Σ*(Ί385) 
IV.7Л Experimental results 
This reaction has been observed in the channel ΛΚ+π+ 
(sect. ΙΙΙ.3·5)· The cross section found was: 
a(ir+p ->• Κ+Σ+(13Θ5) -»• Κ+π+Λ) = (l6±U) Ъ, in agreement 
with the value obtained Ъу Cooper et al. at 5·^ GeV/c. In 
(27) 
a spark chamber experiment, Ying et al. obtain a value of 
approximately 13 yb at 5«05 GeV/c. As the branching ratio for 
2+(13θ5) -*• Air* = 89±5%, we obtain for the total cross section 
at 5 GeV/c: 
σ(π+ρ -»- Κ*Σ+(1385)) = (18±5) \іЪ 
In fig. IV.9 we plot the experimental cross sections 
versus the beam momentum. The data are taken from refs. (2k)t 
(9 b-e) and (27). The values indicated by open circles are nor­
malized (partly by us) to include all decaymodes using the 
branching ratio given above. For the values indicated by black 
dots it was not clear whether or not the authors had performed 
this normalization themselves. The crosses indicate results of 
the spark chamber experiment, mentioned above (published with­
out errors). 
The t' behaviour of the differential cross section for 
events with λ .33k < Μ(Λπ+ ) GeV < 1 .1*30 is presented in fig. 
IV.10. We observe some indication for a dip or plateau in the 
forward direction. This effect has also been observed in other 
experiments (see e.g. refs. 9b, d, h, j). In the region 
0.1 < t'tGeV2) < 1.1 we fitted an expression of the form 
-Xt ' do/dt' = A e to the experimental data. The result is given 
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F i g . IV.9 T o t a l c r o s s s e c t i o n versus beam momentum for t h e 
r e a c t i o n тт+р -*• Κ + Σ + (13θ5). 
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Fig. IV.10 Differential cross section versus t' for the reac­
tion π+ρ -y Κ+Σ+(1385). The dashed line gives the 
result of an exponential fit to the data. Curve 
(a) and (b) represent the predictions of an ahsorp-
tion and a Regge model respectively. 
in table IV.3 together with the parameters obtained at other 
energies. 
The average spin density matrix elements for the interval 
0 < t'ÍGeV1) < 1.1 are presented in table IV.k, again together 
with values obtained at other energies. They have been derived 
from the Σ+(1385) decay angular distribution (A) using the 
method of moments and (в) performing a maximum likelihood fit 
of the expression (IV.21) to this distribution. The result of 
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SLOPE 
TABLE IV.3 
PARAMETER FOR THE DIFFERENTIAL 
CROSS SECTION OF 
р
Ъеат 
(GeV/c) 
3.7 
U.O 
5.0 
5.05 
6.0 
8.0 
t ' - r e g i o n 
(GeV2) 
0 .12-1.5 
~ 0.05-1.0 
0.10-1.1 
~ 0.05-1.0 
0.18-0.TO 
0. - 1 . 2 
тг
+
р -ν Г І
+ ( 1 3 8 5 ) 
λ ( s l o p e ) 
( G e V 2 ) 
3.0+0.6 
2.3+0.3 
2.8±1.0 
2.6±0.U 
5.0±0.5 
1.9±0.9 
r e f . 
9Ъ 
27 
t h i s e x p t . 
27 
9j 
9e 
TABLE IV.It 
p b e a m 
(GeV/c) 
3.7 
l t . 0 
5.0 
5-5 
8.0 
t ' i n t e r v a l 
(GeV 2 ) 
0 - 1.0 
0 - 0 . 8 
0 - 1.1 
P r e d i c t i o n s 
m e t h o d A : method 
В : maucimu 
PPIN DENSITY MATRIX ELEMENTS 
f o r π* ρ -»• Κ * Σ + ( 1 3 8 5 ) 
m e t h o d 
-
A 
A 
В 
A 
A 
* 
К e x c h a n g e 
* 
К e x c h a n g e 
+ a b s o r p t i o n 
* 
К e x c h a n g e 
R e g g e i z e d 
p3.3 
0 . 2 l t ± 0 . 0 8 
0 . 1 6 ± 0 . 1 6 
0 . 3 1 ± 0 . 1 2 
0 . 3 0 + 0 . 1 1 
0 . 2 9 + 0 . 1 0 
0 . 2 6 ± 0 . 1 1 
0 . 3 ' 7 5 
0 . 1 6 
0 . 1 7 
o f moments 
im l i k e l i h o o d f i t 
R e P 3 , - 1 
0 . 1 9 ± 0 . 0 8 
0 . 0 + 0 . 1 5 
0 . 2 7 ± 0 . 1 1 
o.i9±o.i8 
0 . 2 l t ± 0 . 1 0 
0 . 2 1 6 
0 . 1 9 
0 . 1 9 
R e p 3 , l 
0 . 0 7 ± 0 . 0 б 
O.UO+O.llt 
0 . 2 б ± 0 . 1 0 
- 0 . 1 2 ± 0 . 2 5 
- 0 . 0 2 + 0 . 1 0 
0 . 
0 . 0 2 
-0.07 
r e f . 
9b 
9c 
t h i s exp. 
t h i s exp. 
9d 
9e 
8 
30 
30 
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this fit is shown on the projected distributions in fig. 
IV.11. The p-values obtained by method A violate the posi-
tivity condition (IV.27) by approximately one standard 
deviation, while the fit results do not. In fig. IV.12 we 
present the spin density matrix elements as a function of t'. 
They have been obtained using the method of moments in each 
t' interval separately. 
0 90 190 270 360 
Φ ( degr. ) 
Fig. IV.11 Decay angular distribution in the Gottfried-Jackson 
system for the Σ+(1385) produced in the reaction 
π
+
ρ -> Κ
+
Σ
+(1385): (a) φ-distribution; (b) cos θ 
distribution. The solid lines represent the results 
of the fit described in the text. 
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Fig. IV.12 Spin density matrix elements as a function of t' 
in the reaction π* ρ -»• Κ +Σ +( 1385) · 
IV. 7.2 Comparison with exchange models 
In case of mesonic exchange, the exchanged object(s) can 
have the following quantum numbers : 
I = —, -j- ; J = 0*, 1", 2 +, .. (natural spin parity); 
I S I = 1; В = 0 
* Ρ ι ** Among the established resonances the К (IJ =5,1 ) and К 
ρ 
(IJ = i,2+) satisfy these requirements. 
* 
Calculations on the basis of an absorptive К exchange 
model for this reaction have been done by Eysel, Locher and 
Wessel , M o t V 2 ^ and Griffiths and Jabbur^ '. On the basis 
of the latter model we obtained at 5 GeV/с the curve (a) shown 
in fig. IV.10. In view of the large uncertainties in the 
coupling constants we normalized the prediction to our data. 
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We notice, that the experimental do/dt' slope is steeper 
than predicted, a common defect of vector exchange models. 
(31) Renmnger and Sarma have recently performed a Regge 
model-calculation involving both К and К exchange. 
The trajectory parameters were fitted with the help of 
тг
 +
 р -»• Κ
+
Σ*(13θ5) and K"p + π"Σ* (1385) data obtained at several 
energies. Using this model at 5 GeV/c, we found the result re­
presented Ъу curve (h) (absolute prediction). The slope is in 
good agreement with the data, the absolute values however are 
a factor 2-2.5 higher than the experimental data. 
All models predict a dip in the forward direction, in 
agreement with our observations and indicating the dominance 
of spin flip amplitudes in the low t' region. 
In table IV.h some model predictions for the spin density 
matrix elements can be found. The uncertainty in the experimen­
tell values does not allow a discrimination between these models, 
although the К exchange prediction is somewhat favoured. 
IV. 7.3 SU(3) relations 
Between the react ions : 
π
+
ρ -*• Κ
+
Σ
+ ( 1 3 8 5 ) 
π
+
ρ + n V + 
π
+
ρ + Τ Γ 0 Δ + + 
Κ "η -• К
0
 Д -
Κ-η -*• К" Ξ * " ( 1 5 3 0 ) 
Κ
+
ρ -·. Κ" Δ+* 
(с) 
( g ) 
( h ) 
( i ) 
( j ) 
(к) 
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(20 32) 
there exist the following SU(3) relations ' 
3 asM . Mi)
 + 3 Ш1 ( І .з 9 ) 
(a) Reaction (j) involves the exchange of object(s) with 
the exotic quantum number S = 2. Above 3-^ GeV/c and at lew 
I 11 values the amplitudes for such reactions are known to Ъе 
negligible with respect to the non-exotic exchange amplitudes. 
In this limit, relation (IV.39) becomes: 
L dsM
 =
 dolili
 ( І Л 1 ) 
I at at J , . , - . . . high s, low I tI 
*) 
For reaction (c) we calculated a forward cross section 
of (9.0±2.1) μι). 
Data on reaction (i) are very scarce. From a fit to data 
obtained at beam momenta of 3.0, 3·6, 3·9 and 4.5 GeV/c per-
. (35) formed by Kwan-Wu Lai and Louie we estimated a forward 
cross section for reaction (i) at 5 GeV/c of approximately 
65 ub. From the differential cross section behaviour found by 
Carmony et al. at 4.5 GeV/c and by Burdick et al. at 
h.9 GeV/c we derive forward cross sections of (83±6) μЪ and 
(116120) μЪ respectively. All three values indicate a strong 
violation of relation (IV.U1). 
*) Note. Here and in the following we define the forward 
cross section as / -r-y a t . 
0 d t 
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(32) 
To make this violation disappear, Meshkov et al. 
prescribe a comparison of |м| = sp2. — at the same Q-value 
(sect. IV.5.3) i.e. ρ (i) = h.k GeV/c. This procedure 
produces an effective increase of (c) by a factor 1.3, which 
is insufficient to remove the violation. 
The angular momentum barrier corrections described by 
Trilling (sect. IV.5.3) can provide a boosting factor 
for e of approximately the required magnitude («3) when 
reactions are compared at 5.0 GeV/c. However, in view of mass 
difference effects, it is not clear whether it is justified 
to maJte the comparison at exactly the same beam momentum. 
(b) Relation (IV.kO) involves three reactions ' g' ob­
served in our experiment (l.h.s.) and a K+p reaction (k; r.h.s.). 
The forward cross sections found for (c), (g) and (h) are 
(9.0±2.1), (72±15)^ and (ΐγ&ΙΟ) y V 3 ^ respectively. For 
reaction (k) we use the data of Goldschmidt-Clermont at 5.0 
(37) GeV/c4 ' giving a forward cross section of (27θ±72) pb. The 
angular momentum barrier factors attenuate the contributions 
of (g), (h) ала (к) with respect to (c) by factors of approxi­
mately 0.60, 0.33 and О.3І+ respectively. From the l.h.s. we 
then predict a forward cross section for (k) of (1*75*80) yb 
which is ~ 2 standarddeviations above the experimentally ob­
tained value. 
The general conclusion is, that the SU(3) predictions 
- after phase pace and angular momentum barrier corrections -
are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data. 
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IV. 8 The геаоЬгоп π ρ ->• К (890) Ί? (1285) 
IV. 8. 7 Experimental results 
This reaction is present in the channels Лк4тт+іг0 and 
ЛК іг*7г . In section ΙΙΙ.3·6 we obtained the cross sections: 
σ(π+ρ * K* + (890) Σ+(1385) -»• Κ+π0Λ
 π
+ ) = (13±U) уЪ 
and σ(π+ρ -> K*+(890) Σ+(1385) -»• Κβ7Γ*Λ π +) = (11±3) рЪ 
The ratio between these cross sections ((13±^)/(11±3) 
= 1.2±0.5) is approximately 1.5 standard deviations higher 
than the expected CG. ratio (= 0.5)· 
Averaging the total cross section values calculated in­
dependently from the аЪо е partial cross sections, using the 
* + 
CG. ratios for К (890) decay and the branching fraction for 
Σ
+(1385) ·> Ли* decay (0.89±0.05), we arrived at: 
σ(π+ρ -»- Κ +(890) Σ + (1385) -»• all channels) = (22±5) yb. 
The values for the above partial cross sections determined 
by Cooper et al. at 5.5 GeV/c were (13±2) yb and (6±3) yb 
respectively; the ratio between these cross sections is ap­
proximately the inverse of the expected C.G. ratio. For the 
total cross section calculated using the same procedure as 
described above we then find a value of (21+5) yb. At 3.7 
(9e) 
and 8 GeV/c the sum of the above partial cross sections 
was reported to be (31±12) yb and (10±5) yb respectively. 
The da/dt' distribution for events with 1.33^ < 
M(Air+)(GeV) < 1.U30 and 0.8U < M(Kir)+(GeV) < 0.9^ is plotted 
in fig. IV.13· In the region 0 < t'ÍGeV1) < 1.1 the do/dt' 
behaviour can be described with the expression dc/dt' = 
(UT±9) exp (-г.гіО. Ь ' yb/GeV2. In table IV.5 the slopes 
obtained in some other experiments ore compared with our re­
sult. 
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The averaged spin density matrix elements extracted from 
the Σ*(1385) and К (890) decay angular distributions are 
given in tahle IV.6. They have Ъееп obtained both using the 
method of moments and a maximum likelihood fit to the 
(cos θ, ψ) distribution. The result of this fit is shown on 
the projected distributions in fig. IV.lU. The two methods of 
determination give reasonably compatible results. The positi-
vity conditions are satisfied for both sets of values. The 
table also contains some results obtained at other energies. 
The t' dependence of the p's is given in fig. IV.15· 
O.S U 
t' (CeV 2) 
Fig. IV.13 Differential cross section versus t' for the reac-
* + 
tion π+ρ •*• К (890) Σ* (1385). The dashed line gives 
the result of an exponential fit to the data. The 
curve represents the prediction of an absorption 
A i t 2 8 ) 
model 
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TABLE IV.5 
SLOPE РАКАМЬТЕН OF THE ÜIEEEKEMTIAL 
* + 
CROSS SECTION FOR π+ρ •* К (890) Σ*(1385) 
^Ъеат 
GeV/c 
u.o 
5.0 
8.0 
t' region 
GeV2 
< 2.0 
< 1.0 
< 1.2 
λ (slope) 
GeV"2 
ι.γ±ο.5 
2.2±0.8 
і.б±0.8 
réf. 
9с 
this ехр. 
9е 
10-10 -06 -02 02 06 10 
COS-θ 
Fig. IV.1U Decay angular distributions (in the Gottfried-
Jackson system) of the K*+(890) and the Σ+(1385) 
produced in the reaction π+ρ -• Κ*+(89θ)Σ+(1385). 
beam 
(GeV/c) 
3.7 
5.0 
5.5 
8.0 
Pre­
dictions 
method 
-
A 
В 
-
-
К exchange 
К exchange 
with 
absorption 
* 
К exchange 
A : results of the 
В : results of a ma 
*) t' < 1.0 GeV2 
TABLE IV. 
SPIN DENSITY MATRIX ELEMENTS FOP 
P00 
0.32±0.08 
O.I*0±0.ll» 
0.1t2±0.07 
0.18+0.10 
0.28±0.13 
1 
0.50 
0 
pi,-i 
0.08±0.06 
0.02±0.11 
0.01±0.12 
- 0.11±0.09 
-
0 
- 0.01 
0 
method of moments 
ximum likelihood fit to the 
R e p i , o 
- o.09±o.05 
0.02±0.0T 
- 0.05±0.lU 
- О.0б±0.0б 
-
0 
- O.lU 
0 
6 
π*ρ 4- K**(890) Σ+(1385) 
P3.3 
0.20+0.06 
0.18±0.09 
0.11»±0.08 
0.19±0.09 
0.30±0.08 
0 
0.17 
0.375 
angular distribution 
R e р
з,-1 
- 0.0U±0.06 
0.09±0.10 
0.10±0.12 
0.12+0.07 
-
0 
- 0.12 
0.216 
R e p 3 , i 
- 0.12±0.07 
0.01+0.11 
o.oito.io 
- 0.09±0.08 
-
0 
- 0.01 
0. 
f < 1.0 GeV' 
t' < 1.0 GeV2 
ref. 
9b *) 
this exp. 
this exp. 
9d 
9e 
-
39 
8 
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F i g . TV.15 Spin d e n s i t y m a t r i x elements as a f u n c t i o n of 
t ' in t h e r e a c t i o n тг+р •*• Κ + (θ9θ) Σ + ( 1 3 8 5 ) . 
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IV. 8.2 Absorption model calculations 
The exchanged mesons can have the following quantum 
numbers : 
I = \ , | ; J P = О", 1+, I", 2*, 2",...; 
I S I = 1 ; В = 0 
* ** 
i.e· К, К and К exchange are possible. 
Absorption model calculations for K-exchange have Ъееп 
performed Ъу Eysel, Locher and Wessel . Their result, 
normalized to our data is represented Ъу the curve in fig· 
IV.13. The agreement with our data is reasonable. 
In table IV.6 the average experimental spin density 
matrix elements are compared with different model predictions. 
Agreement with the predictions from K-exchange with absorp­
tion is somewhat better than with the other model predictions. 
IV. 8.3 Quark model predictions for the spin-density matrix 
elements 
On the basis of the quark model, Bialas and Zalewski 
have predicted the following relations between the baryon 
and the boson density matrix elements for reactions of this 
type: 
Ч і
 = ( І 4 / 3 ) р
з , з
 ( I V
-
U 2 ) 
Re p1 _1 = (U/VS) Be p 3 _1 (IV.U3) 
Re p. . = (U/vÇ) Re ρ (IV.UU) 
1 ,U J, I 
In table IV.7 we give the observed and predicted ratios 
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of the related spin density matrix elements! Within the large 
errors relations IV.h2 and IV.kh are satisfied. Relation IV.1+3 
shows a discrepancy of approximately 2 standard deviations. 
( -зй) 
Kotanski and Zalewski have pointed out, that the above 
relations can be obtained without involving the quaxk model. 
It is enough to make the assumption that the spins of the 
incident and outgoing baryons are coupled to a resultant 
spin < 1. 
TABLE IV.7 
TEST OF QUARK-MODEL PREDICTIONS 
ratio 
P1,1/P3,3 
Re p 1 )_ 1/R ep 3 )_ 1 
R e P1,0 / R e p3,1 
observed 
1.710.9 
0.2±1.1 
2±7 
predicted 
1.33 
2.31 
1.63 
IV. 8.4 SU(3) relations 
For the 
л check 
-3 
reactions : 
π-ρ 
π
+
ρ 
π-ρ 
Κ* Ρ 
-¥• 
-У 
-ν 
- > • 
the SU(3) 
^ ' * 
Ι
Α
ι 
Κ*
+(890)Σ+ 
Ρ" (765)Δ++ 
φ
ο
 Δ -
Κ*
ο(θ90)Δ++ 
amplitude re 
Ι
2
 -ЬЗІА
2
, 
1
 ' m
1 
(1385) 
(1236) 
41236) 
(1236) 
:lation(32 
- |A I2 = 1
 η
1 
(d) 
(1) 
(m') 
(η) 
. 
0 (IV.1»5) 
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φ denotes the isosinglet member of the vector meson octet. 
Because of the phenomenon of ω-φ mixing we have to consider 
hoth the reactions : 
ir+p + ω( Τ81+)Δ+*(1236) (m) 
and тг'р -> ф(1019)А+*(123б) (ρ) 
where now ω(784) and ф(1019) are the physically observed 
particles. 
Neglecting dynamical effects of ω-φ mixing, we can write 
the amplitude for reaction (m') as a function of the 'physical' 
amplitudes for (m) and (p): 
A . = cos λ A - sin λ A (І Л6) 
m' ρ m 
where λ is the ш-φ mixing angle (39*1° )· We already know from 
section III.3.3 that the cross section for reaction (p) is 
very small compared to that for reaction (m). We can there­
fore approximate 
A . * - sin λ A . 
m' m 
Relation (І Л5) can now be rewritten as: 
-3|А
а
Г
 +
 lAj 2
 +
Ззіп
1
х|А
т
| 2 = lAj 2 
We test this relation for the total cross sections at 
5 GeV/c, including phase space and angular momentum barrier 
factors as described in section IV,5.3 by replacing |A| by 
21 +1 
osp./(p ) eff , For the three terms at the l.h.s. of the 
1
 . . . (1+1) 
relation we use the results obtained in our experiment 
ала for reaction (n) we use the results of Ciapetti et al. 
at 5.0 GeV/c: 
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a d = ( 23 ± 8)мЪ 
σ1 = (870 ± 80)pb 
σ = (280 ± 10)уЪ 
ш
 * ) 
σ = (707 ± б5)мЪ ; 
η 
For the relative phase space and angular momentum barrier 
factors we obtain 1, 0.2U, 0.26 and 0.25 respectively. From 
the l.h.s. we predict for reaction (n) a cross section of 
(920 ± 130)yb. The difference with the measured value is 1.5 
standard deviations. However, all reactions considered are 
so-called double resonance processes. It is well known, that 
the estimation of cross sections for such processes is sub­
ject to large systematic errors. Results of different experi­
ments often show fluctuations well outside the range of the 
quoted statistical errors. In view of this fact the agreement 
with the SU(3) prediction can be considered satisfactory. 
(*) Note: Corrected to include all· decaymodes 
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Appendix A 
KINEMATIC SOLUTIONS FOR SHORT CHARGED PARTICLE DECAYS 
Consider the decay M -»· m+n, where M and m are charged 
(visible) particles, M leaves a short straight track of which 
the curvature cannot he determined, and η is neutral. 
We first list the quantities used in the calculation (see 
fig. A.I). 
Fig. A.I Example of two different rest system decay situations 
which transform to the same apparent lab configuration. 
The known quantities are: 
the masses M, m and η 
in the laboratory system: 
the direction of the momentum of M: 
R, = ζ (definition of z-axis) 
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the momentum vector of m: 
Ρ = (P ,0,P ) = (Ρ sin θ, 0, Ρ cos θ) 
in the rest system of M: 
the magnitude of the momenta of the decay products: 
D* = [Η2 - (m+n)2] M M ' - (m-n)2] 5 
2M 
The unknown quantities are: 
in the laboratory system: 
the magnitude of the momentum of M: 
PM 
in the rest system of M: 
the decay angle of m with respect to the z-axis: 
θ 
From t h e L o r e n t z - t r a n s f o r m a t i o n we know: 
Ρ = Ρ = Ρ s i n θ (A.I) 
x x 
Ρ = γ(Ρ + ЗЕ ) = γ(Ρ cos θ + βΕ ) (Α.2) 
ζ ζ 
with 
ι 
γ = (1-ß2 Γ 5 and β =
 м
/ с 
where : 
ν i s t h e v e l o c i t y of M in t h e l a b o r a t o r y 
and E = (Ρ + m2 Γ 
From Eq. (A. l ) we f ind 
s i n θ = Ρ /Ρ o r : 
χ 
cos θ . = ± (Ρ - Ρ 2 s in 2 ) г / Р (А.З) 
1
 *
¿ 
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* 
which apart from the sign fixes cos θ • 
For & we derive from A(2): 
it ic it * 2 * 2 ft** 
- Ε Ρ cos θ,
 0 + Ρ (E + Ρ 2 - Ρ cos 2 θ, J 5 1,2 ζ ζ 1,2 
β 1 2 ~ * 2 
U ¿
 Ε + Ρ 2 
ζ 
UM 
In the аЪо е expression we eliminated the minus sign pos­
s i b i l i t y in front of the square root , using the fact that the 
* 
(absolute) minimum value of Ρ (= -Ρ ) is reached for 6 = 0 . 
ζ 
The two corresponding solutions for P M are thus: 
?M,1 = V l M a n d \,2 • V 2 M 
Fig. A.I shows an example. The left half of the figure 
gives the two rest system situations from which the observed 
lab configuration (right half of the figure) may follow. It 
should be remembered, that the neutral particle η in these two 
situations undergoes the Lorentz-transformations given in for­
mula (A.2) with the same B, _, but in general with a different 
Ε = (Ρ + η 2 ) 5 . 
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Appendix В 
DETERMINATION OF ANGULAR LOSSES 
The determination of and correction for small angle losses 
in kink samples forms the main subject of this appendix. In the 
kink events (2+ -»• ρπ0; Σ - ->• шг-; etc.) this loss is very promi­
nent, because decays with a small angle between the tracks of 
the (charged) decaying particle and the charged decay product 
are hard to distinguish from straight tracks. 
A different type of loss occurs in Vo samples (Л ->• ρπ" ; 
К" •*• •п*т\~) for events with a small decay opening angle (here 
the 'small laboratory angle' is the angle between the charged 
decay products themselves, rather than between the decaying 
primary and the charged decay product). This loss can be cor­
rected by basically the same method as explained further on 
for kink events (see end of the appendix). The correction fac­
tors found are however generally considerably smaller than the 
ones required for kink events, because the geometrical features 
of V "-decay allow detection even for small opening angles. 
Fig. B.I Schematic picture of a charged strange particle decay. 
The kinematic quantities are defined in the text. 
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Returning to the problem of kink losses we begin with a 
definition of the reference frame and the quantities used 
(see fig. B.I): 
Decay considered : M ->• m+n 
-*• - > - > 
Lah momenta : P M, ρ, ρ 
energies : E^, E, E
n 
* ) - · * -•* 
CM. momenta : 0, p*, -p* 
* * 
energies : Μ, Ε , E 
Lab frame of reference: 
x-axis : parallel to the optical axes of -
and directed towards - the cameras 
y-axis : y = p M χ x/ I p M ^  χ I 
z-axis : ζ = χ χ y 
Angles: 
α = lab dip angle of PM: 
о = arc sin (x.PM) (- "I < α < ^ ) 
-к 
θ = angle between ρ* and the z-axis: 
θ = arc cos (z.p*) (0 < θ < π) 
ψ = angle between (p*-z)-plane and (y-z)-plane: 
V = arc sin [ χ . (ρ* χ ζ)/ Ι ρ* χ ζ I ] 
ψ = projected lab decay angle: 
ψ = arc cos [ у . (ρ x x)/ I Ρ x x I I 
(0 < ψ < π) 
*) í to te . CM. he re denotes t h e r e s t system of M. 
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10 
\ 
M 
PROJECTED DECAY 
ANGLE DISTRIBUTION 
Σ
+
- ρ τ ι
β 
JL· 
I"-»tm~ 
1_Жш, "I -Ц 
Θ 
© 
Θ 
"i ' ι ι ι • ι 
20 10 60 № 100 120 HO 160 180 
PROJECTED DECAV ANGLE (DEGR.) 
Fig. B.2 Distribution of the projected decay angle in the 
kink samples Σ* -• шг + (a), Σ* -»- ρπ" (b). Σ - -> mr" (с). 
The curves in (a) represent the theoretical (loss-free) 
and the fitted (predicted) distribution. 
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Transformation q u a n t i t i e s : β = Pw/Ew 
γ = (1 - B2)-¡ 
Because of reflection symmetry with respect to the (x-z) plane 
we only consider half the allowed intervals for φ and ψ. 
The angular loss correction method discussed starts from 
the observed ψ-distributions (see fig. B.2). The magnitude of 
ψ is directly related to the detection probability. The use 
of other variables, such as e.g. the C M . decay angle, has the 
disadvantage that the loss effect is more or less blurred by 
the transformation. 
From fig. B.I we derive: 
ρ Ρ* 
tan ψ = -£ = 2L__ 
Ρ
ζ ρ* + 0ZY(^¡· Β.Ρ* + E*) 
or: (B.1) 
ρ sin θ cos φ 
tg Ψ - -5 — * * • 7 
ρ cos θ + β γ [—¿τ (0 Ρ sin θ sin φ + 0 ρ cos θ) + Ε ] 
ζ Υ+ι χ ζ 
In the C M . system of M we expect no anisotropy in the 
decay distribution of M because in our experiment neither the 
beam nor the target were polarized. The probability for a decay 
with ρ lying within a solid angle dfi = d^ d cos θ is thus 
equal to (і+тг)"1 άφ d cos θ. 
From (Eq. B.1) we derive for constant ψ = ψ1: 
sin θ,
 р
(ф ) ,- C4(*V?±AV[q( tV)]» +A'-C'- ( B t 2 ) 
1 , 2
 Ы Ф )]2 + A2 
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tos θ, ^ v ^ - A C t ^ v W W ^ l ' j J ^
 ( в.з) 
, ¿
 [ д ( Ф ' , )1 2 + А2 
where q ^ 1 , · * ' ) = В s i n ψ - cotg ψ1 cos <p (B.U) 
(> 1) = 
= 
1 + 
^
2 
γ + 1 
ßxV2 
Ύ+' 
β
Ζ
Ύ 
* 
E 
-5Γ 
Ρ 
О о) 
* ) 
I f we know t h e curves cos θ 1 (ψ' ,ν ' ) as a f u n c t i o n of φ , 
t h e р г о Ъ а Ъ і І ^ у for a decay with ψ > ψ' can Ъе expressed as 
ι f 
Ρ (ψ > ψ' ) = τ ρ Ι cos І - cos
 2І äfi , (В.5) 
L· 
where L s t a n d s for t h e al lowed i n t e g r a t i o n r e g i o n . 
The i n t e g r a t i o n l i m i t s φ
τ
[φ') of φ can he found from t h e 
arguments of t h e square r o o t s in Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3) because 
for φ = (¿»(ψ1) we should have cos di = cos геЬс. Using t h e 
c o n d i t i o n q2 = C2-A2 in Eq. (B.2) we f ind s i n θ ( ψ ' , ^ ) = - q / C 
I n t h e θ - i n t e r v a l cons idered we must have s i n θ > 0, which r e ­
q u i r e s q < 0. Thus for φ = φ (ψ' ) : 
q (Ф
 Т
) = - Ы C2-A2'l (В.б) 
cos θ (Ф
 Ь
) = - А/С (В.Τ) 
*) Note. Examples of these curves can he found in fig. B.5. 
They are discussed at the end of this chapter. 
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From Eqs. (B.U) and (В.6) we now find: 
-BlVc^IÄ7!! cotg ^'V:otg2iti' + A2 + B2 - C2' 
φ (ψ') = arc sin 
1,2 L co g 2ψ I + В 2 
(В.8) 
We distinguish the following cases: 
(i) A > С There are no integration limits, because one of 
the square roots in Eq. (Β.Θ) is imaginary. Cos θ 
(Eq. B.3) exists for any x; i.e. for any ψ and φ. 
Thus: 
- | < V < - | ; ; 0 < ψ' < π 
( i i ) С > A and С2-Л2 < S 2 . I n t e g r a t i o n l i m i t s e x i s t for a l l ψ ' . 
Thus: 
φ < φ < φ (Eq. Β.Θ) ; 0 < ψ' < π 
L 1 L 2 
(iii) С > A and С^-А1 > В2. Integration limits exist only for 
those ψ' for which: 
cotg2!!)' > C 2-A 2-B 2 (B.9) 
For other ψ' values now cos θ is imaginary. Calling 
ψ
τ
 the limiting value of ψ', we find using Eq.(B.8): 
sin ¥>
τ
(ψ
τ
) = - В/ [VC2-A21 
In the same way we find from Eqs. (B.U) and (B.6) 
cos φ
τ
(\\ι
τ
) = cotg ψ
τ
/ I Ve2-A21 
L b L 
Because we have chosen a φ interval where cos φ > 0, 
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we have the condition cotg ψ > 0. We can now re-
write Eq. (B.9) as: 
cotg ψ' > і с2-А2-В2'| (В.9a) 
Resuming we thus have for situation (iii): 
* L 1 < V < V L 2 (Eq. B.8); 
0 < ψ' < arc tan I (С 2-А 2-В 2)" 5 I 
With these formulae at hand we can perform the numerical 
integrations implied Ъу Eq. (B.5)· For each event we derive a 
theoretical distrihution over the projected decay angle in the 
laboratory system: 
η'ίψΟΔ ψ' = Ρ (ψ > ψ') - Ρ (ψ > ψ' + Δψ') (Β.10) 
with: 
Σ η'ίψ'ΪΔψ' = 1 
Δψ' 
We then introduce a trial function f(ψ) for the angulcœ de-
tection efficiency to simulate the observed loss at small angles: 
п'Чф) = ί·(ψ)η·(ψ) (В.11) 
Because: 
Σ η"(ψ)Δψ = S" < 1 
Δψ 
we have t o weight t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n of each event Ъу i t s i n v e r s e . 
The theoretical (loss-free) distribution r e c o n s t r u c t e d from each 
observed event i s t h u s : 
η ^ ψ Μ ψ = ^ - Δ ψ (B.12) 
where : 
Σ η
Τ Η
( ψ ) Δψ > 1 
Δψ 
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The pvediated probabi l i ty d i s t r i b u t i o n for the detection 
of t h i s event i s then given by: 
η
ρΗ
(ψ)Δψ = Γ(ψ)η
ΤΗ
(ψ)Δψ = f d l O n ' U W / S " (В.13) 
The experimentally observed projected decay angle does 
not play any role in these predictions; the only input infor-
->• 
mation used is the vector p
w
. 
M 
The efficiency 
general form: 
ψ interval: 
о - ψ1 
*1 - ψ 2 
Ψ2 - τ 
funct ions f(ψ) chosen have the following 
fU): 
К (constant) 
FU) 
1 
We varied ψ 1, ψ^, К and chose different forms of Γ(ψ); 
such as: a linear form : Ρ(ψ) = 
Ψ-Ψ-, 
*2-*1 
a parabolic form: Ρ(ψ) = V (ψ-ψ )(ψ -ψ )' 
an elliptic form: Ρ(ψ) = "i 2(ψ-ψ1 ) (ψ^ψ^Ι )7(Ψ2-Ψ1 ) 
etc. 
We used these forms with К = 0 and Ψ1 = 0, determining the 
cutoff angle ψ by fitting with a maximum likelihood method the 
total predicted distribution to the observed experimental dis­
tribution. This procedure was applied to the Σ + -*• mr* and 
Σ" -»• mr" distributions. The three Γ(ψ) forms give comparable 
results for the angular loss. 
Before we get to the fit results we want to draw attention 
to an interesting simplification. In our situation a good ap-
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proximation can Ъе found Ъу neglecting the x-component of the 
momentum of the decaying particle (p ). Formally this involves 
χ 
putting in the foregoing expressions: 
1 * * 
0=0; e=e ; Y=(l-e2)"5 or: Α=γ , B=0, C=ß ν Ε /ρ 
Α Ζ Là ti il Zi 
The integrals cos θ d¥> (Eq. В.5) can then be evaluated 
analytically. The following closed expressions are obtained: 
(a) A > C: 
a rc s i n R ψ' < •£· : P ( i p V ) = Q - -I + -  + -
¿ I ¿ TT J V 
1 
ψ' > ! : ?(*>*') =
 Q - "TT a i " c s i n R 
|_ 2 π J IT 
arc s i n S + — 
(B.iU) 
arc s i n S + — 
(Ъ) A < С: 
(В.15) 
Ρ(ψ > Ψ ' ) = Μ - 2Q Ι ; ψ , ^ = arc t a n ^ 
Vc2-A2' max 
(В. іб) 
where : 
Q = 
^ ^ A ^ + c o t g ^ »,ι,ι 
=
 (А 2 -2С 2 ) ·»· A2 t g 2 φ ' ( А 2 - С 2 ) 
A 2[1 + t g V ( A 2 - C 2 ) ] 
S = [ ( А 2 - С 2 ) t g V + 1] - 5 
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This approximation succeeds well because kinematics and 
dynamics limit the value of 3 to small values. For instance, 
in the reaction ir+p -»• Σ*κ+
ί
 the maximum ІаЪ angle α (fig. B.l) 
allowed Ъу kinematics is 0. radians. Dynamics pushes this 
limit down because the Σ's are preferentially produced forward 
in the overall CM. system. The (ß, cos a) distribution for 
all Σ* (-»• ηττ") is given in fig. B.3. 
Both methods (neglecting and keeping 8 ) have been tried 
and give differences for the whole sample in the order of ^ %i 
which is well within the errors. 
The Σ decay distributions are given in fig. (B.2). The 
fit results are given in table B.l. The curve in fig. B.2a re­
presents the fit to the Σ* -> mr* sample. The Σ* -»• ртг0 mode was 
not fitted for reasons discussed in sect. ΙΙ.5·5· 
r + 
Η 
Ö 
0 95 
0 8b 
0 75 
0 66 
"Λ • Я^'-Ф
т
%УГСуСЯ 
Σ
+
-ηπ* ' •· 
-ι l — l I L. ' • ' I ' • ' • 
02 03 Οι 05 06 07 06 09 10 
Pin 
Fig. B.3 Scatter plot (cos α versus 0) for Σ*particles with 
ηπ* decays. 
A few examples of the shape of cos θ (v) curves for con­
stant ψ are given in fig. ΒΛ. The curves are for Σ* -»- ηπ* 
decay in the case that α = 3^.5° and В = 0.875 (an extreme case), 
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1.0 
<D 
-02 -
-06 -
-1 Ol-
Σ
+
— η τ ι
+ 
(DEGR.) 
Fig. Β.U Examples of cos θ (φ) curves for Σ * -•• mr* decay. 
For explanations see text. 
TABLE B.I 
Angular loss fit results for kinks 
Decay 
Σ
+
 -• ш т
+ 
Σ* ->• m r " 
*) Ρ(φ) ] 
Ψ, *) 
10° 
8° 
lossW 
20±3 
1б±5 
X2/ND 
163/179 
278/179 
-inear 
The figure demonstrates several features. The curves a and Ъ 
are symmetric around φ = 0 because β was neglected. They 
also demonstrate the 'open' form obtained when A > С (case (a) 
- see above). The curves с and d show asymmetry around φ = 0 . 
These curves are 'closed' because they represent a case men­
tioned under (iii). 
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The opening angle distributions of the Λ and Kô decays 
are given in fig. B.5a and fig. B.5b respectively. The theo-
retical distributions have been obtained by transforming 'each' 
5 -
PROJECTED OPENING 
ANGLE DISTRIBUTION 
Л — р т с -
• • ' 
Θ 
-•- • •- • ' • 
К'->ті+тг ® 
20 ΊΟ 60 βΟ 100 120 UO 160 1 0 
PROJECTED OPENING ANGLE (DEGR.) 
Fig. B.5 Distribution of the projected opening angle in the V o 
samples Л -»• ртг" (a) and К -*• ir+ir" (b). The curves in 
(a) represent the loss-free distribution and the fit­
ted (predicted) distribution. The curve in (b) repre­
sents the loss free distribution. 
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possible CM. configuration (Δθ = Δ^  = 2°) separately to the 
laboratory frame for all A's and I^ 's and by applying an anal­
ogous weighting procedure as described for the kinks. The fit 
results are given in table B.2 and presented by the curves in 
fig. B.5. 
TABLE B.2 
Angular loss 
Decay 
Λ -»• ρπ" 
Ψ. 
fit results for Vo 's 
*) 
Γ 
2° 
LossW 
1±1 
3±2 
XVND 
185/179 
HU/HP 
*) Γ(ψ) linear 
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Appendix С 
LIST OF PARTICLE PROPERTIES 
This appendix gives an abbreviated list of properties 
of the particles mentioned in this thesis. The values are 
taken from the Review of Particle Properties from the 
Particle Data Group (ref. 10 Chapter III). We use the 
following ahhreviations: 
I=isospin
>
 G=G-parity, J=spin, P=parity, S=strangeness, 
M=mass, r=width. Some decaymodes are presented in Table 11.22 
of Chapter II. 
P a r t i c l e 
Mesons (B=0) 
a. S=0 
± 
π
0 
4 
Ρ (765) 
ω (784) 
S* 
Φ (1019) 
f (1260) 
А, ( І З Ю ) 
ъ. s |=i 
к* 
к
0 
К* (890) 
К*(1І*20) 
I 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Ï 
Ì 
1 
2 
G 
-
+ 
+ 
-
+ 
-
+ 
-
J 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
2 
0 
1 
2 
Ρ 
-
-
-
-
+ 
-
+ 
+ 
-
-
+ 
M ( M e V ) 
11+0 
135 
51*9 
770 
781+ 
997 
1020 
1270 
1310 
1+91+ 
1+98 
892 
11+21 
Г(Ме ) 
0 
~ 0 
~ 0 
11+6 
10 
50-150 
1+ 
163 
100 
0 
0 
50 
100 
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Particle 
Baryons (B=1) 
a. S=0 
Ρ 
η 
Δ (1236) 
Ъ. s|=i 
Λ 
Λ (1520) 
Σ
+ 
ς" 
Σ
0 
Σ (1385) 
Σ (1670) 
Ι 
2 
2 
3 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
G J 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
Ρ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-
+ 
+ 
-
M(GeV) 
938 
9U0 
1233 
1116 
1518 
ΙΙ89 
1197 
ΙΙ92 
1383 
1670 
Г(Ме ) 
0 
0 
110-122 
0 
16 
0 
0 
0 
3h 
35-65 
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SUMMARY 
The subject of this thesis is an experimental study by-
means of the bubble chamber technique of reactions between 
it* mesons with a laboratory momentum of 5 GeV/c and. protons. 
The reactions analyzed in this thesis are all characterized 
by the fact that so-called "strange particles", i.e. particles 
with a strangeness quantum number different from zero, occur 
among their end-products. 
The exposure of the bubble chamber film was performed 
at the 28 GeV/c Proton Synchroton of the European Organiza-
tion for Huclear Research (CERN). The bubble chamber used 
was the British 1.5 metre chamber, the so-called British 
National Hydrogen Bubble Chamber. Some 125.000 pictures 
were analyzed by a collaboration of five European laboratories 
(at Bonn, Durham, Nijmegen, Paris and Turin). The handling 
of the strange particle events was mainly done at Bonn 
(^-events) and Hijmegen (Vo and kink events). 
The first chapter gives various experimental details. 
It contains a description of: 
- the experimental conditions during the exposure, 
- the scanning, 
- the geometrical and kinematical reconstruction techniques, 
and finally 
- the methods used for the resolution of kinematical ambi-
guities. 
The second chapter is devoted to the methods used in 
the determination of the cross sections of the strange 
particle channels and the results obtained. 
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In these methods, the corrections for the various types of 
losses characteristic of strange particle physics, play a 
central role. 
Chapter III deals with resonance production in the 
statistically more significant three and four body channels. 
An introduction to the methods used for quantitative deter­
mination of resonance production is followed by a channel-
by-channel discussion of the results. In the treatment of 
the ρπ+(ΚΚ) channels a method is discussed to eliminate 
interference effects between the Ρζ and f resonances. 
The main subject of the fourth and last chapter is an 
examination of the four reactions π*ρ •*· K*^ , η*ρ -*• 
Κ*
+(890)Σ+, π+ρ - K + ^ (1385) and π +ρ -• Κ*+(890)Σ+( 1385). 
The total ала differential cross sections and the spin-density 
matrix elements are determined and compared with predictions 
of some exchange models (absorption- and Regge models) as 
well as with results from other experiments. In general the 
agreement is reasonable to good. In Κ *(890)Σ+, the dip in 
the forward differential cross section, predicted by the 
model of Chilton et al., is confirmed by our observations, 
in contrast with the experimental results obtained at 
5Д GeV/c. SU(3) predictions, relating the cross sections 
of our reactions to those of other π*ρ and KN reactions are 
in general reasonably well satisfied. 
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Ρ E 3 10 M S 
Эта диссертация касается экспериментального 
изучения реакций π
+
 мезонов при 5 GeV/c в 
лсидководородной пузырьковой камере. Эта дис­
сертация касается реакций,в которых рокдаются 
так называемые "странные частицы",т.е. части­
цы смеющие квантовое число странностей,разли­
чающееся от нуля. 
Фильм снят при 28 GeV/c протон-синхротроне 
европейской организации для ядерного исследо-
зания/СЕіш/. Использовалась английская пузырь­
ковая кэмера 1-5 метра,так называемая англий­
ская национальная водородная пузырьковая ка­
мера. Коллаборация пяти европейских лаборато-
ри/і/в Бонне,в Дургаіле.з Не';пегене,з Париже и 
в Торино/ изучала 125.000 снимков. События 
странных частиц исследовались главным образом 
в Бонне/Vе события/ и в Не^мегене/ 0 и * со­
бытия/. 
Экспериментальные особенности описываются 
в первой главe»включая описание эксперимен­
тальных условий во время с{ёмки фильма,скани­
рования, геометрической и кинематической ре­
конструкции и методов отделения различных ки­
нематических гипотез. 
Вторая глава касается методов определения 
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сечения каналов со странными частицами 
и его результатов. При этом поправки для 
различных потерь событий играют важную 
роль. 
Третьяя глава касается рождения ре-
зонансов з каналах трёх и четырёх частиц 
со сравнительно большим числом событие. 
Даётся введение к методам количественного 
описания рождения реэонансов и обсуждения 
результатов для каждого канала. Обсуж­
дается метод исключения эффектов помех 
М АДУ Ар и f резонансами. 
Четвёртая,последняя глаза касается 
изучения четырёх реакций тг
+
р -*- Κ
+
ς
+
, π*ρ -*-
Κ *
 +
 (Θ90)Σ+, π + ρ •* Κ+Σ+(1385) Μ π*ρ-ν Κ*+ (89θ)Σ+ ( 1385) 
Всеобщее и дифференциальное сечение и 
спин-матрикс-элементы определены и срав­
ниваются с предсказаниями некоторых обмен­
ных моделей/абсорбирозанных и моделел 
"Ред-^ е'/, а такке с результатами других 
экспериментов. Согласие,можно сказать,во­
обще: от "довольно" до " хорошо". При 
Κ*
+(89Ο)ς+ спускание ди ерснцпального 
сечения вперёд,предсказанного т'оделыо 
Чилтона и др.»наблюдается в данное работе 
в противоречии с результатами при 5.4 GeV/c 
Сравнения сечений реакций в данной ра­
боте с другими тг
+
р м raí реакциями обычно 
хорошо совпадают с SUC3) предсказаниями. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift is een experimentele 
studie, т.Ъ. . de bellenvat techniek, van reacties tussen ir* 
mesonen met een laboratorium impuls van 5 GeV/c en protonen. 
De reacties, die in dit proefschrift onderzocht worden, zijn 
alle gekenmerkt door het feit, dat tot hun eindproducten 
zgn. "vreemde deeltjes" behoren, d.w.z. deeltjes met een 
vreemdheids-quantum getal verschillend van nul. 
De belichting van de bellenvat opnamen vond plaats te 
Genève bij het 28 Gev/c Proton Synchroton van de Organisation 
Européenne pour Becherches Nucléaires (C.E.R.N.). Het ge-
bruikte bellenvat was het Britse 1.5 meter vat, de zgn. 
British National Hydrogen Bubble Chamber. De ongeveer 125.000 
opnamen werden geanalyseerd door een samenwerkingsverband 
van vijf Europese laboratoria (te Bonn, Durham, Nijmegen, 
Parijs en Turijn). De bewerking van de vreemde deeltjes-reac-
ties vond voornamelijk plaats te Bonn (Ve verschijnselen) en 
Nijmegen ('/en kink verschijnselen). 
Het eerste hoofdstuk geeft allerlei experimentele bij-
zonderheden. Het bevat een beschrijving van: 
- de experimentele omstandigheden waaronder de bellenvat-
opnamen zijn gemaakt, 
de scanning, 
de geometrische en kinematische reconstructie technieken, 
en tenslotte 
- de methoden, die zijn gebruikt om kinematische ambiguï-
teiten op te lossen. 
Het tweede hoofdstuk is gewijd aan de bespreking van de 
methoden, gebruikt bij de bepaling van de werkzame doorsneden 
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van de vreemde deeltjes-kanalen en de resultaten daarvan. 
Bij deze methoden nemen de correcties voor de verschillende 
soorten verliezen, die speciaal bij vreemde deeltjes een be­
langrijke rol spelen, de voornaamste plaats in. 
Hoofdstuk III behandelt de productie van resonanties in 
de statistische meestbeduidende drie en vier deeltjes-kanalen. 
Na een inleiding betreffende de methoden, gebruikt bij de 
quantitatieve bepaling van resonantie productie, volgt een 
bespreking van de resultaten per kanaal. Bij de behandelingen 
van de ря* (KK)0-kanalen wordt een methode beschreven om inter­
ferentie-effecten tussen A^  en f resonanties te elimineren. 
De kern van het vierde en laatste hoofdstuk wordt ge­
vormd door een nadere studie van vier reacties, te weten: 
7Г+р -> Κ+Σ* , π + ρ -• Κ* + (890)Σ + , π+ρ •*• Κ+Σ + (1385) en π +ρ ->-
Κ*
+(890)Σ+(ΐ3θ5). De totale en differentiële werkzame door-
sneden en de spin-dichtheids matrix elementen worden bepaald 
en vergeleken zowel met de voorspellingen van enige uitwisse-
lingsmodellen (absorptie- en Reggemodellen) als met de resul-
taten van andere experimenten. De overeenstemming is over 
het algemeen redelijk tot goed te noemen. In Κ**(89θ)Σ+ 
wordt het door het model van Chilton et al. voorspelde minimum 
in de differentiële werkzame doorsnede voor de voorwaartse 
richting bevestigd door onze waarnemingen, in tegenstelling 
tot de meetresultaten verkregen bij 5·^ GeV/c. Aan de SU(3) 
voorspellingen, die een verband leggen tussen de werkzame 
doorsneden van de bovenstaande reacties en die van andere 
jrp en KN reacties, wordt in het algemeen redelijk goed vol-
daan. 
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I 
De door Bockmann et al gebruikte grafische methode om aan te tonen, dat 
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wordt door de geprojecteerde impuls van het vervallende deeltje, is onjuist. 
WWM Allison D Phil Thesis, Oxtord 1967 Appendix A 
Dit proefschrift. Appendix В 
III 
De door Kofler et al gebezigde berekeningswijze van de Σ-polansatie is onge­
schikt om de invloed van het selectieve verlies, dat optreedt bij kleine vervals-
hoeken, te elimineren 
RR Kofler et al Phys Rev 163,1479(1967) 
Dit proefschrift. Sectie IV 5 1 
IV 
Het feit, dat Cooper et al. m een bellenvat-experunent bij 5.4 Ge V/c een 
ongecorrigeerde vertakkingsverhouding voor Σ + verval vond, die overeenkomt 
met de theoretisch verwachte verhouding, is vanuit experimenteel oogpunt 
onbegrijpelijk 
W A Cooper et al, Phys Rev Letters 20, 472 (1968) 
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De wijze, waarop sommige auteurs resultaten betreffende werkzame door­
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VI 
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VII 
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VIII 
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vol 5, part В, Editors Α. Remond, Η. Petsche, Elsevier 1972, p. 48 e.v. 
IX 
Het sociaal gevoel en het aanpassingsvermogen van jonge kinderen worden in 
het algemeen gunstig beïnvloed door deelname aan groepen met een gevarieer-
de samenstelling naar leeftijd en capaciteiten 
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